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Abstract
Since 1965, the Stanford Computer Science Department has eriodically given “qualifying
examinations” as one of the requirements of its graduate program. ?phese examinations are given in
each of six subareas of computer science: Programming Languages and Systems, Artificial
Intelligence, Numerical Analysis, Computer Design, Theory of Computation, and Analysis of
Algorithms. This report presents the questions from these examinations, and also the associated
reading lists.

The preparation of this report has been supported in part by NSF grant MCS 77-23735 and in part
by IBM Corporation.

Foreword
This report complements the collection of “Comprehensive Examinations in Computer Science,
197% 1978” published last fall as Stanford Computer Science Report CS-677; it contains most of our
department’s qualifying examinations since they were first given in 1965.
Originally each student was required to pass the “Systems Qual” plus two other area quals of
his or her choice. These quals were usually written exams that lasted 3 or 4 hours. Since 1972 we
have changed the policy: now the requirement is to pass a “Comprehensive Exam” plus only one of
the area qualifying exams. Because of the fewer number of students taking each qual, they are now
often given orally; some of these exams are not included in this report.
Since these examinations go back to the earliest days of computer science education, they have
considerable historical value. Can the computer scientists of 1979 solve the problems of 1965 more
easily or less easily than the students of 19657
But besides this obvious historical value, the questions in many cases still have considerable
relevance and interest; in fact, a lot of nice results appear on these pages, heretofore unpublished.
(For example, see the 1970 Systems Qual, question 4, or the 1971 Systems Qual, question 2.) I
believe every computer scientist will gain much from browsing in this book.
Unfortunately we do not have written answers to most of these exams, so the reader is on his
own. We have, however, included answers to the four take-home qualifying examinations in
Analysis of Algorithms; if I may take the liberty to say so, these examinations and answers have
particular interest, since they represent subject matter that is taught somewhat differently at
Stanford than at most other departments of computer science.
The scope of the exams was roughly defined by reading lists that were given out periodically
in each area. The references from these lists are included at the end of the report, along with the
dates of the reading lists in which they appeared.
As with report CS-677, Frank Liang deserves enormous praise for his labors in collecting and
editing this material.
Good reading!
D. E. Knuth
March 1979
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Ahy 1965 Systems Qualifying Exam
1.

Propramming.

Construct an algorithm to determine the shortest path between any two points of a network, under
the constraint that this path consists of no more than a given number of legs, where a leg is the
direct path between two points. Note that the direct path between two points need not be the
shortest path.
Write the algorithm as an ALGOL procedure for the B5500 computer, using the following procedure
heading:
PROCEDURE SHORTESTPATH (A, B, N, L);
VALUE N, L; INTEGER N, L; ARRAY A, B [1,1-J;
N denotes the number of points in the network. A is the NxN matrix such that A[ I, J] denotes the
distance of the direct path between points with indices I and 3. The procedure must not alter A. B
is to represent the resulting NxN connection matrix whose elements B[ I, J] are the shortest paths
between points I and 3 with a number of legs 5 L.

Note: Write your program on the coding paper supplied. It will be keypunched and tested on the
computer.

2.

Algebraic linp-uistics.

Let G (V, T, P, S) be a simple phrase structure grammar, where V is the vocabulary, T the terminal
vocabulary, P the set of productions, and S c V. Suppose all productions have the form
u+x
where U E V-T, x E V*, and U z x. (V* is the set of all strings composed of symbols of Y, including
the empty string E.
It is always possible to construct an equivalent grammar G’(V, T, P’, S), such that
L(G’) = L ( G ) - (c)

and such that there is no production in P’ of the form
u -+ E.
(a)

For the following two examples find equivalent grammars with the properties described
above.
( 1 ) S-kA

A + aA
A + Ab
A-)E
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(2)

<procedure heading> ::=
<procedure identifier> <formal parameter part>;
<value part> <specification part>
<formal parameter part> ::=
<empty> 1 (<formal parameter list>)
<value part>::=
<empty> 1 value <identifier list>;
<specification part> ::=
<empty> 1 <specifier> <identifier list>; 1
<specification part> <specifier> <identifier list>

(b)

Why should a compiler designer be interested in finding such equivalent grammars?

(c)

Describe a general method for constructing the discussed equivalent grammar.

3.

Propramming systems.

Construct an algorithm in ALGOL 60 to translate an arithmetic expression of ALGOL 60 into an
equivalent reverse-polish string of operands and operators. For input and output use the primitive
procedures “insymbol” and “outsymbol”, and assume that identifiers and numbers are represented by
the symbol A. Do not consider the occurrence of conditional expressions and function designators.
The ALGOL report and the Report on Input-Output procedures “insymbol” and “outsymbol” are
avaijable for consultation.

4.

Switching circuit theory.

A diagram is given below of a simple sequential circuit. The input variables A and B are “pulse”
variables, that is, “no pulse” means false and “pulse” means true. Input pulses appear on only one
lead at a time and are separated by a time interval greater than the resolution time of the circuit.
The flip flops are set-reset. (A pulse on R sets Y to true and s to fake, and a pulse on S sets 5 to
true and Y to false.
‘2
output ’

3
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(a)

Draw a state diagram (transition graph) which represents the above circuitry, showing the
relationship between input pulses and state transitions.

(b)

Give a short description of the relationship between input pulses and output pulses.

5.

Storage and storage access.

(a)

It is possible to construct a random access memory out of a variety of materials and
components. The majority of basic organizational principles and problems of random access
memories are common to this wide range of technologies.
Using di.agrams of memory elements and structures (including wiring) constructed from a
technology with which you are familiar, discuss the following:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(b)

The principles of operation of the memory element you have chosen.
The basic organizational principles and problems of a random access memory organized
at the bit level.
The basic organizational principles and problems of a random access memory organized
at the multiple-bit (word) level.
The relative merits and demerits of the above two organizations.
The major factors limiting memory speed.
Other memory elements you know of (just list, you need not explain).

There are a growing number of situations where it may not be possible or desirable to
maintain a user’s entire program in the “fast” main store of the computer and therefore it
becomes essential to make efficient use of a fast main store-secondary storage device
combination, such that machine speed is not degraded unnecessarily and the user can program
as if he had direct access to a single-storage device. Schemes to accomplish the above go
under various names, such as one-level-addressing, paging, and program segmentation.
Several such schemes have been proposed; some which you may be familiar with are the
techniques adopted by the designers of the Atlas, IBM 360, and B5000. Using appropriate
block diagrams of one of the schemes above or any other you are familiar with, discuss the
following:

(1)
(2)
(c)

The basic features and problems of such a memory organization.
A method of protecting the memory so that one user cannot enter another’s program.

Access to the contents of a memory location may be gained from the information contained in
a data word either by special hardware or by program. If the access is achieved by a search
technique by hardware, the term “content-addressable memory” is often used. Discuss the
organization of such a memory.
If the address is generated by the program as a function of the d ata, the term “hash cod ing” is
sometimes used. Discuss such a scheme and the type of situation in which it is useful.

(d)

Machines such as the KDF9 and B5000 make extensive use of what is often called implicit or
zero-addressing (although all other machines also use such a scheme to some extent). Discuss
briefly what is meant by such an addressing scheme and the storage device organization of a
machine such as the B5000 or KDF9 which allow its extensive use.
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Machine organization.

Although there are many differences in the way in which different computers are organized, there
are, nonetheless, certain common features. In particular the central processor of a machine must
contain or have access to certain registers for holding instructions and data while carrying out its
functions. This question deals with the dynamics of moving data into and out of the registers of a
machine, called MACHINE, described below.
Although the MACHINE is not completely specified, the parts essential to the question are described.
In fact, some of the descriptive material is not needed for this question.
It is possible to carry out the following fixed-point arithmetic, fetch, and store operations with two
machine instructions:
( 1 ) Ac*C
(2) B + (C + B) x A
where initially C is located at the symbolic address M(C), B is at M(6), and A is at M(A); A C is one of
the arithmetic registers described below, In executing these two instructions the MACHINE must go
through a sequence of events involving register clears and memory cycles. There are four types of
cycles through which the machine may go; these are described below.

Problem: Fill in the table on the next page showing the contents of each of the three control
registers, the three arithmetic registers, and the memory register at each stage of execution of the
operations indicated by (1) and (2) above. The table provides for all machine cycles whether called
for or not and leaves space for memory fetches. Draw a line through any of the cycles not called for.
Assume that the first instruction resides in the actual memory location ( 1018)lo and has been
fetched to the Function Register to start the operations. When filling in the address portions of the
Function Register you may use the symbolic addresses M(C), M(B), and M(A). You may use decimal
addresses where actual addresses are called for. Assume A, 8, and C are full register fixed point
numbers. You may use C( XXXX)lo to indicate content of memory location at decimal XXXX. Mark
irrelevant contents by a dash. Let Fm - 8 throughout.
Control Registers:
FR, DR, CC
A r i t h m e t i c R e g i s t e r s : AC , Qt, P
Memory Register: MR
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The MACHINE
I8

BITS

314
718
B-ADDRESS

11 12 15116 19 20 23124 27 28 31132 35136 39
ORDER
TAG
A-ADDRESS
I
I
I

SIGITS
SIGIT = SEXADECIMAL DIGIT (base 16)
Word structure for instructions.
When a MACHINE word is used as an instruction, it consists of two 3-sigit addresses, called the
B-a&es3 (bits O-1 I) a n d t h e A-addreJ$ (bits Z&39), a P-sigit order portion (bits 1%I9), a n d a
Z-sigit tag portion (bits 20-27). The order and tag portions specify precisely what operations are to
be performed when this instruction is obeyed. In this sense, the order-tag portion is an operation
code.
Each instruction is brought into the Function Register (FR) prior to being executed.
Consequently, the bits of an instruction are referred to as Fo through Fap
Among the common uses of the A-address are:

(1)

Specifying the memory location of the multiplicand in multiplication, the divisor in division,
or of the subtrahend in subtraction.

(2)

Specifying the memory location of the addend in one type of add operation.

(3)

Specifying the number of shifts in a right or left shift operation.

(4)

Specifying the memory location into which results are to be stored in some types of store
operations.

(5)

Specifying the memory location from which the next instruction is to be obtained in some
jump operations.

(6)

Specifying the first memory location involved in the transfer of data in input-output
operations.

Among the common uses of the B-address are:
(1)

Specifying the memory location of the addend in one type of add operation (preliminary add).

(2)

Specifying the memory location from which the next instruction is to be obtained in one type
of jump operation (jump to 8).

(3)

Specifying the memory location to be used as an index register (B-box).

(4)

Specifying the memory location into which results are to be stored in one type of store
operation (results to B).

-MAY 1 9 6 5

The Control Registers
Function Register (FR)
The 40-bit Function Register contains the current instruction being executed. The FR is treated as
four registers, FRB, FRO, FRT, and FRA, holding the effective B-address, the order, the tag, and the
unindexed A-address, respectively.

Dispatch Register (DR)
T h e D i s p a t c h R e g i s t e r i s a &bit r e g i s t e r u s e d t o h o l d t h e a d d r e s s o f t h e m o s t r e c e n t w o r d
consulted in any memory cycle of an instruction.

Control Counter (CC)
T h e Control Counter, made up of 12 bits, holds 1 + the address of the instruction currently in F R .
It is normally increased by 1 at the end of the last cycle of an instruction, i.e. at the end of the Fetch
Cycle which brings in the next instruction. Jumps are treated specially but need not be considered
herein.

REGISTERS OF IKPORTANCE TO PROGRlMXEX IN UNDEBSThlD~G M@HINE ARITHMETIC OPEBATIOXS

52
memory

IMemory
/r&D\ ster '=' I

7

' Quotient
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Simplified ?&a-flow Diagram for b¶ACl~ Arithmetic

I
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Memory Register (MR)
The Memory Register is a 40-bit register which acts as a buffer unit, or transfer register, between
the magnetic core storage and the arithmetic and control units.
It is always the contents of M R that are sent to the memory when a Store or Input instruction is
executed, with the word(s) to be stored always initially sent to MR (one word at a time), then to the
memory. Likewise, each word recalled from the memory for use by the control, arithmetic, or output
unit is always sent first to MR, and from there to the unit or register. This word is not addressable.
However, several instructions are available which make use of the current contents of MR.

Accumulator and Quotient Registers (A C and Qt)
All a r i t h m e t i c o p e r a t i o n s a n d m o s t s t o r e o r d e r s o n t h e M A C H I N E require use of either the
Accumulator, the Quotient Register, or both. These registers are symmetric in all arithmetic
operations except multiplications and division, as weli as in all store orders except 0 orders (not
considered herein). In general, one or two bits in the instruction determine which register will be
used.
A C a n d Qt are 41-bit registers (a,aOal . . .a3g and qxqo . . .qag, respectively). As arithmetic registers,
either can be used to hold a summand and/or the sum. In multiplication, Qt holds the multiplier, MR
the multiplicand, and the product, a 79-bit number, is left in A C Qt, with the 40 most significant bits
in A C ( a0 . . . a3g). Also, 2-3g times the original contents of A C is added to the product. In division,
A C and Qt together form a 79-bit dividend (ao. . .a3g% . . .q3&, MR holds the divisor, Qt holds the
quotient and A C the remainder. A C or Qt may be used as a transfer register (to move a word from
one m e m o r y Jocation to another) by adding the word to a cleared register (via the plusser) and
storing the result.

Ptusser (P)
In all MACHINE additions, the contents of MR and the contents of either A C or Qt are added in the
Piusser and the sum returned to either Ac or Qt. The selection of A C o r Qt is d e t e r m i n e d by the
particular instruction being executed.
The Plusser is neither addressable nor usable at the programmer’s discretion, but is used by the
MACHINE in performing additions.

MAY 1965

Execution of the MACHINE's instructions
The execution of any MACHINE order requires from one to four memory cycles:
(1)
Preliminary Cycle (possibly preceded by preliminary clear)
(2) Operand Cycle
(3) Result Cycle
(4) Fetch Cycle
Every instruction involves a Fetch Cycle. The other three cycles occur when needed to implement
the particular instruction.
Preliminary Clear (PC 1)
Bit 23 in the Tag designates either
as Rl (the register being used). At
t o 2” I, or to 2 -3g if desired. (The
by one the B or A portion of some
by bits 21-22 of the Tag:
F2l

F22

8
8
1
1

8
1
8
1

the accumulator (bit 23 - 0) or the Quotient Register (bit 23 = 1)
the beginning of an instruction, it is possible to clear Rl to zero,
clears to 2”’ and 2-3g are useful when it is desired to increment
memory location.) Which clear, if any, is to be used is governed

do not clear Rl
clear Rl to zero
clear Rl to 2”’
clear Rl to 2-3g

The above table with the designated Rl may be written as follows:
FPI

F22

F23

R1

8
8
8
8
1
1
1
1

8
0
1
1
8
8
1
1

8
1
8
1
8
1
8
1

AC
Qt
AC
Qt
AC
Qt
AC
Qt

no preliminary clear
no preliminary clear
clear AC to zero
clear Qt to zero
clear A C to 2” ’
clear Qt to 2-t’
clear A C to 2-3g
clear Qt to 203’

10
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Preliminary Cycle (PC)
A preliminary cycle occurs whenever either of the following is requested:
(1)
(2)

A Preliminary Add (Fz5 = 1)
B - b o x i n g (F2e = 1) (not needed in this discussion)

In either case, the following 40-bit number is brought into MR: the contents of memory location B,
%
where B is the three sigit B-address portion of the instruction.
Preliminary Add: In the case of the preliminary add, the number which has just been brought into
MR from memory is added to the contents of Rl (AC if F23 - 8, Qt if Fm - l), and the sum is placed
b a c k i n Rl.
F25
8
1

no preliminary add
C ( R 1) + C( xyz ) to Rq, where xyz is the B address of the instruction

The table for these operations may be written as follows:
F25
8
8
1
1
Exceptions:
WY0

F23

R1

8
AC
Qt
1
8
A C
1
Qt

no preliminary add
no preliminary add
C(Ac) + C(xyz) t o AC
C(Qt) + C(xyz) t o Qt

Preliminary add with multiply: Qt + C(R1) + C(xyz); w i t h d i v i d e : AC + C ( R 1 ) +

Operand Cycle (OC) (additions page 12 and multiplications page 13)
The execution of the fundamental operations of most instructions occurs during the operand cycle.
Only the Stop orders, the various Store orders, and the Jump orders omit the operand cycle, since
these operations by their nature must occur during another cycle (e.g. store order - result cycle, jump
o r d e r - fetch cycle). If the operand cycle uses the memory, the A address is consulted (or the
A-effective address, if B-boxing is indicated).

MAY 1965

11

Result Cycle (RC)
A result cycle writes the contents of A C , Qt, or MR into the memory. If the contents of A C or Qt are
being stored, they are first sent to MR; then MR (all or part of it) is stored into the memory as
prescribed in the instruction.
A result cycle may be obtained in one of two ways: (1) The particular order specified by the order
portion of the instruction may involve a store into memory; or (2) the results to B option may be
invoked by bit 24 in the Tag portion of the instruction. The former case is described under the
individual orders involved.
Result to B: The Fz4 bit in the tag makes it possible to store the contents of one of the arithmetic
registers, A C or Qt, into the memory without using a separate instruction for this purpose.
N o r m a l l y , F24 - 1 causes the contents of the register containing the result of the operation performed
to be written into the memory at the location specified by the B-address portion of the instruction
(or by the B-portion of the B-box if Fz6 = 1). Fig in the order indicates where the results is to be
f o u n d , i . e . F,a - 0 implies that the result is in AC ; Fig - 1 implies that the result is in Qt.

Fetch Cycle (FC)
During the Fetch Cycle, the next instruction is brought into FR, ready to be executed. Thus, FC
always uses the memory and must occur in each instruction. if no jump is involved, the address
consulted comes from the control counter (CC) and hence is the address of the instruction located in
the memory immediately after the current instruction.

1

12
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c orders (Add, Subtract) h - 1
s3s4
18
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18

19
1A
1B
1c
1D
1E
1F

Rl + a * AC
Rl + a 4 Qt
Rl - a + AC
Rl - a 9 Qt
Rl + ial + AC
Rl + Ial 4 Qt
Rl - Ial + AC
RI - Ial * Qt
Rl + a * Ac,a
Rl + a - Qt,a
Rl - a + Ac,a
Rl - a + Qt,a
Rl + Ial - Ac,a
Rl + Ial + Qt,a
RJ- Ial * Ac,a
Rl - Ial - Oha

F23

R1

h9 R2

8
1

Qt

AC

8
1

AC

Qt

F21

F22 P r e l i m
Clear

Fz5 P r e l i m
Add

8
8
1
1

8
1
8
1

8
1

F16

F24 M a i n O p e r a t i o n

8
8
1
1

8
1
8
1

Hold Rl
8 - Rl
2”’ * R1
Y3” + Rl

Rl
Rl
Rl
Rl

Op
Op
Op
Op

a
a
a
a

4
4
4

R2
R2,b
R2,a
R2,a

none
Rl+b - Rl

MAY 1965
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n orders S3 - 2
Result to A
no

Yes

s3s4

s3s4

28
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

28
29
2A
2B
2C
20
2E
2F

,
Full-precision unrounded multiply
Full-precision unrounded divide
Full-precision rounded multiply
Full-precision rounded divide
Half-precision unrounded multiply
Half-precision unrounded divide
Half-precision rounded multiply
Half-precision rounded divide

In full-precision multiplication, the multiplier (m) is assumed to be in Qt, the multiplicand (q) at the
A-effective address. The resuk in AC Qt after multiplication is mq + ZW3’p + 2-“q0 where p is the
contents of AC before multiplication and q. is the O-bit of the multiplicand. Note that the result is
in (aoal . . .a3gqo.. . q38) with qag holding the sign-bit of the mukiplier.
In ali divide orders, the dividend is assumed to be the 79-place number in AC Qt (=
The divisor is at the A-effective address. After the completion of a
aoa I . . .a3gqo.. . q38).
full-precision division order, Qt holds the 40-bit quotient, and AC holds the true remainder.
Preliminary addition with n orders: Normally, the result of a preliminary addition is sent to Rl.
Multiplication and division, however, deviate from this rule: In multiplication, the preliminary add
is c(R1) + c(B) to Qt. In division, it is c(R1) + c(B) to AC .
Result to A: On 28, 2A, 2C, and 2E orders, the most significant part of the product (AC) is stored into
memory at the A-effective address, replacing the multiplicand. On 29, 28, 20, and 2F orders, the
quotient is stored into memory at the A-effective address, replacing the divisor.
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1.

Loyic circuits and switching theory.

Using the convention that +E = 1 and GROUND = 0, what functions are realized at fo, f,, and
fp?

04

Clock

C

F
C

logic

6

a

1
R2

s2

Rl

sO

RO

sl

T
FFBl

FmO
I

L
I

The box labeled “logic” is logic which will, depending on the state of flip-flops FFC, and
FFCo, transfer the contents of the 3-bit flip-flop register A into the 3-bit flip-flop register B
either unchanged, complemented, left-shifted one place, or right-shifted one place when a
signal appears on clock. The transfer is controlled by flip-flops FFCo and FFC, as given in
the following table.

Cl

co

transfer

0
8
1
1

0
1
0
1

unchanged
complemented
left-shifted one bit
right-shifted one bit
15

16
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The flip-flops of register B cannot be assumed cleared at the time of transfer and are set-reset
flip-flops. On a left shift, flip-flop FFBO is reset; and on a right shift, flip-flop FFB2 is reset.
Write reasonably minimal logic equations for Rt, S2, RI S1, RQ So i n t e r m s o f t h e i n p u t
variables.
(c)

The symbol below produces the exclusive-or function:

The symbol below indicates a unit delay
-EtGiven an input train of pulses on line I as shown in sequence Sr, what sequence is produced
at f relative to the pulses on $1 Assume no delay in the exclusive-or gates.

I

5
s1

2.

0

0

1

3

t2
0

0

t4 t5
0

0

t6 tr %

tg

0

0

0

0

Machine organization.

An algorithm for rapid binary multiplication is given below. You are not expected to have seen it
before. Do not spend time figuring out why it works. Draw a block diagram for a multiplication
unit which would perform this algorithm. The unit must have some correspondence with a unit
that might actually be built. Show blocks for the storage registers, execution control logic. Show
lines for the data flow.
(a)

Describe the function each block performs. In the case of registers, specify their length, and in
the case of blocks performing control operations, describe the control signals generated.

(b)

Rewrite the algorithm in terms of the micro-operations of your unit.

MARCH 1966
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An algorithm for binary multiplication of positive numbers using uniform shifts of

two.

(1)

Assume the multiplier is divided into two-bit groups, an extra zero being added to the high
order end if necessary CO produce an even number of bits.

(2)

The multiplier will be scanned from the low order Co high order end.

(3)

One addition or subtraction to or from the partial product will be made on each iteration for
each group and, using the low order bit in the group as reference, this addition or subtraction
will consist of either two or four times the multiplicand. These multiples of the multiplicand
may be obtained by shifting the position of entry of the multiplicand one or two bits left of
the reference position.

(4)

The first cycle may require special handling as described below in (S).

(5)

The general rule is that, following any addition or subtraction, the resulting partial product
will be either correct or smaller than it should be.

(6)

The multiple of the multiplicand to add or subtract from the partial product at a given time is
determined by decoding the two bits of the current group and the low order bit of the next
higher order group. The multiple IS given in the following table.
multiplier

operation

multiplier

operation

low order current
bit next
group
high order
group

n xmultiplicand

low order current

n xmultiplicand

0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

bit next
group
high order
group
0
+2
+2

+4

1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

-4

-2
-2
0

(7)

Following the addition or subtraction, the partial product is shifted right two positions. This
shift is a 2’s complement right shift, assuming subtraction is accomplished by adding the 2’s
complement.

(8)

On the first cycle, if the low order bit is a 1 enter the 2’s complement of one times the
multiplicand into the adder as well as the multiple determined by the table above.
The above can present a design problem if the 2’s complement is formed by bringing the l’s
complement of the operand into the adder and adding a carry CO the low order bit. It is thus
possible in this first cycle to require two low order carries. To avoid this problem the
following dodge on the first cycle can be used. Always decode the low order bit as a zero and
add the correct multiple from the above table and then use the true value of the low order bit
co determine whether or not CO add the true value of the multiplicand also.
Add if the low order bit is a 1. Do not add it if the low order bit is a. 0.

SYSTEMS QUALIFYING EXAM
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3.

Supervisory programs.

(a>

Describe in a few sentences the chief operating characteristics of (1) job-shop monitors, (2)
time-sharing monitors, and (3) real-time monitors.

(W

(1) Diagram a transfer table CO handle branching between program segments all of which are
located in main storage. Use three segments as an example. Show how the transfer table is
changed if one segment is relocated in core. Explain what must be done if some segments are
stored on auxiliary file memory.
(2) Using diagrams, describe the paging and dynamic relocation scheme for some particular
computer such as the ATLAS, SDS 940, GE 645, IBM 360/67, or CDC 3500.

(4

Consider a routine for scheduling tasks for processing by three resident programs, each at a
different priority level. Let HP be the program with highest priority, for example a real-time
control program. Let LP be a program with second highest priority, for example and on-line
data analysis program. Let BG be the program with lowest priority, for example a
background program. A program is permitted CO complete each tasks and then it goes into a
waiting loop until the scheduler provides a new message (or data) CO initiate a new task.
Construct a flow chart to show a scheduling routine for processing task sequences through
these three programs.

4.

Data channels.

(a) . What is the function of a data channel?

l

(b)

Early computers did not have data channels. How were the functions now performed by data
channels handled on early machines?

(c)

Show schematically how a data channel is related Co other functional units of a computer.
Show data paths by solid lines and control paths by dotted lines.

(d)

What are some of the scheduling problems that arise in the use of a data channel (both ends)?

(e)

What are the principal hardware features that are found in a data channel?

(f)

What is a multiplexor channel? How does it differ from other channels?

5 .

Procedure parameters in programming: lanfuapes.

Describe (1) the meaning and (2) the mechanism used implement
Co

(a)
(b)
(c)

the FORTRAN subroutine parameter
the ALGOL name parameter
the ALGOL value parameter.

Compare and evaluate the three kinds of parameters in the light of their usefulness and the
complexity of the required mechanism.

1
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6.

Syntax, ambipuity, and precedence relations.

(a)

Give a formal definition of each of the following terms: (1) language, (2) phrase structure
system, and (3) ambiguity.

(b)

Consider the syntax with the following production rules:
S
A
B
C
D

1:’ A
::= B 1 AXB 1 CXA
::= D 1 DYB
::= CYD 1 D
::= IIAV I 2

What language is generated? Is the system ambiguous?
following string:

Give all possible parses of the

zYzxzYzxzYz
(c) Define a phrase structure system which generates the same language and which is
unambiguous.

(d)

Define your phrase structure system in part (c) such that it is a simple precedence syntax.
Indicate the precedence relations between the symbol pairs in the form of a matrix.

7.

“Critical reading of publications”.

In a recent issue of the Communications of the ACM the following "ALGOL" program was published:
Boolean array b(O;l) integer k, i,j
comment This is the program for computer i, which may be
either 0 or 1, computerj z i is the other one;
C O : b(i) := false;
if k z i t h e n b e g i n
Cl:
c2: if not b(j) then go to C2;
else k := i; go to C 1 end;
else critical section
b(i) := true;

remainder of program;
go to co;
end

(a>

Find and correct the formal errors.

(b)

It is claimed that if two computers execute this program concurrently, it is impossible for both
of them to enter the procedure “critical section” at the same time. Verify or disprove this
claim.

Note: The computers operate independently. It is assumed that in the procedure “remainder
of program” no reference is made to the variables k and 6, nor that any other “shared”
variables exist.

Bcfober 1366 Systems QualiIying Exam
1.

Programming languages.

(a)

Characterize the principal differences between so-called list processing languages and
algebraic languages like ALGOL and FORTRAN.

(W

Describe the LISP scheme in terms of an ALGOL program. In particular explain the basic
functions CAR, CDR, and CONS in the form of ALGOL procedures,

2.

Syntax.

(a)

Give a precise formal definition of a context-free phrase structure grammar. Explain the
meaning of the attribute “context-free”. Which part of your definition reflects this attribute?

(b)

In connection with analysis of sentences (parsing), the term “bounded context” is often used.
What does it mean, and how is this bound usually specified? What is the bound on the
following two grammars?
(1)

A ::= B I C
B ::- DE
C ::- xFu

(2)

A ::= B I yB 1 XC 1 C
B ::- D I BD
C ::- E 1 CE

D ::- xy
E ::= zw
F ::= yx
D ::= xy
E ::- yx

k)

Construct an alternative grammar for the language defined by the second example. This
grammar must be unambiguous and have the property that it can be analyzed from left to
right without ever looking ahead more than one symbol.

3.

Machine organization.

(a)

Outline the essential characteristics of a “Von Neumann machine”.

(W

Briefly explain the following statement: “The fundamental design of a Von Neumann
machine was dictated more by technological necessity than by logical necessity.”
Outline briefly (1) the areas in which these technological constraints have been relaxed since
1946, and (2) the variations in organization which are plausible as a consequence.

(4

Since Von Neumann (with Burks and Goldstine) published the description of the proposed
Institute for Advanced Study computer in 1946, our concepts of logical organization for the
central computer have slowly evolved. This evolution is illustrated by the IBM 701-7090
series, since the 701 was very close to Von Neumann’s 1946 ideas. List at least three
significant aspects of the 7090 which did not appear in Von Neumann’s original conception
(or in the 701).
20
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4.

Logical design..

(a)

Define each of the following representations for decimal digits. Each has been used in one or
more automatic digital computers.
(1)
binary coded decimal (I-2-4-8)
(2) l-2-2-4
(3) biquinary
excess-3
(4)
(5) 2-out-of-5

(b)

Design a one-decimal-digit adder for the l-2-4-8 representation. This adder should accept
two input digits A and 6, and output a sum digit S and a carry digit C.

A
B

4

S
C

Present your solution as a block diagram using any or ail of the-following elementary logical
box es:

We suggest that you introduce a binary half-adder:

as an intermediate step. Be sure to give the logical design of any such building-block circuits
you use.

5.

Allocation and scheduling.

Discuss in quantitative detail one of the two following questions.
(a)

Give the algorithm for dynamic storage allocation in some system which you know (for
example, the B5500, 360167, 360/91, or ATLAS). Explain what hardware features (e.g. stacks,
registers, and tables) are utilized to implement this algorithm and how they are utilized. Also
explain what special features in the software are utilized to implement this algorithm.

(b)

Discuss the problem of optimization of register allocation (either index or base registers).
Describe an algorithm for optimization of register allocation at compile time. How does this
method compare with any other method you might know?

Ihrch 1967 Systems QualiIying Exam
1.

-ical circuit design.

Certain instructions of the IBM 360 computer contain an address with two index fields. In order to
form the effective address, the contents of two general registers are added to the instruction address
part (called displacement).

S

=d+x+b

Problem: Design a parallel adder with three inputs yielding the required effective address.
Step 1. Consider bit positions 20-3 1. Design the adder as a series of one-bit-position adders.
Which are the inputs and which are the outputs of this circuit? Derive the Boolean expressions
defining the outputs in terms of the inputs. Explain clearly your method of derivation.
Step -2. Note that the instruction address only contributes to positions 20-31. No triple adder is
needed for positions 8-19. Repeat Step 1 for the design of a one-bit-position circuit to be used in
positions 8- 19.
Step 3. Draw a diagram showing the interconnections of the various one-bit-position drcuits.

2.

Languap’es and parsing.

(a)

Give a concise formal definition of each of the following terms:
(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

phrase structure language
context free language
regular (or left or right linear) language
ambiguity

Define precisely the symbols used in your notation, and all intermediate notions you introduce.
(b)

Define an unambiguous syntax which generates expressions composed of the symbols
( d e n o t i n g o p e r a n d s ) , @, @, and & denoting binary operators. Use BNF notation. Allow for
parenthetical grouping of subexpressions using the symbols ( and ). Observe the following
.
rules:
@ has precedence over @ and &
@ has precedence over &

22
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(c)

Describe a parsing method applicable to your grammar defined in part (b). Either write a
parsing algorithm, or, if your method depends on tables, describe the method and list the table
values to be used for your grammar.

(d)

Is it possible to define the expressions in part (b) in terms of a linear grammar? E x p l a i n
briefly.

3.

ProPramming.

It is claimed that the following program computes s - i a;, if initially n is a positive integer and
i*l
.
.
.
,
a,,
are
real
numbers.
=I,
I

id-1
s to
ti

6

*

V

.

s tai+s

it-i+1

Give a convincing proof of this claim.

4.

Programming systems.

Describe the principles of a storage allocation scheme used to implement Algol. How are variables
addressed and accessed? Indicate the motivations and reasons for the methods you describe.
Explain which ones are essential, and which ones are merely helpful in increasing efficiency.

Jimmy 1968 Syshp Quslifying Exam
1.

Syntax. (35 points)

Read the whole problem before answering any part of it.
(a)

Describe a parsing algorithm which will parse sentences of a subset of context-free grammars
using one of the following techniques: precedence, operator precedence, extended precedence,
bounded context, transition matrices, production language, direct reduction, LR(k).

(b)

Consider the following grammar:
<P>
<IC>
<S>
<S>
<s>
<S>

::= 1 cs> 1
::= IF EXP THEN
::= <IC> <s>
::= <IC> Sl ELSE <S>
::= <IC> Sl ELSE Sl UNLESS EXP
::= Sl

Terminals
Nonterminals
Start symbol

1, IF, EXP, THEN, ELSE, UNLESS, Sl
<P>, <IO, <s>
<P>

Is this grammar acceptable to the parsing algorithm you described in part (a)? If not, change
it so that it is acceptable, without altering the language and with minimal changes in the
structure of the sentences. Then build the necessary tables and subroutines from the grammar
for your parsing algorithm.
Answer one of parts (c) and (d).
(c)

Consider the problem of compiling code for the language described in part (b). The meaning
of all constructs except “UNLESS” should be clear; the conditional statement
<IC> Sll ELSE Slz UNLESS EXP
is equivalent to
<IC> Sit ELSE IF -EXP THEN S12
Augment your parser with “semantic routines” to generate the test and transfer instructions for
the language. (You may use the grammar produced in part (b).) Specify precisely where each
routine would be called and describe carefully what it would do. Generate only the following
instructions:
JMP A
CJMP A,EXP
A:
Sl

(Jump to label A)
(Jump to label A if EXP is true)
(the label A itself)
(statement S 1)

24
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(1)

Give the formal definition for the class of grammars whose sentences can be parsed by
the parser described in part (a).

(2)

Define ambiguity for a grammar and for a language.

(3)

Exhibit a nonambiguous context-free grammar which is not in the class defined in
question (1) above.

(4)

Exhibit a grammar in the class which is not a finite-state grammar.

2.

Operating systems. (25 points)

(a)

Consider the three stages of development of operating systems,
(1)

What did the first primitive operating systems (e.g. FORTRAN MONITOR SYSTEM)
do for the user?

(2)

What characterizes the functions of the next phase of operating systems (e.g. IBSYS)?

(3)

What are the key features of a multiprogramming operating system (e.g. OS/360)?

Answer one of parts (b) and (c).
(b) Describe a functioning operating system, using diagrams where appropriate.
discussion of both function and implementation.
(c)

Include a

What analytical tools are being used to attack the problems of multiprogramming and
time-sharing operating systems.3 Discuss at least one such analytical study in terms of model,
technique, and conclusions of the study. You may choose one of the papers listed below or
some other study with which you are familiar.
Denning, P. J., “Memory Allocation in Multiprogrammed Computers”, MIT Project MAC
Computation Structures Group Memo 24, March 1966.
Gaver, D. P., Jr., “Probability Models for Multiprogramming Computer Systems”, JACM 24,
July 1967, p. 423.
Horwitt, L. P., Karp, R. M., Miller, R. E., and Winograd, S., “Index Register Allocation”,
JACM 13, January 1966, p. 43.
Karp, Richard M. and Miller, Raymond E., “Properties of a Model for Parallel
Computations”, SIAM Journal on Applied Mathematics 14, November 1966, p. 1390.
Kleinrock, Leonard, “Time-shared Systems: A Theoretical Treatment”, JACM 14, April 1967,
p. 242.
Krishnamoorthi, B. and Wood, Rodger C., “Time-shared Computer Operations with both
Interarrival and Service Times Exponential”, JACM 13, July 1966, p. 317.
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Nielsen, Norman R., “A Simulation of Time-Sharing Systems”, CACM 10, July 1967, p. 397.
Ramamoarthy, C. V., “The Analytical Design of a Dynamic Look-Ahead a n d
Program-Segmenting System for Multiprogrammed Computers”, Proceedings 2Zst National
Conference of the ACM, 1966.

3.

Logical design. (13 points)

Answer one of the following two parts.
(a)

(b)

4.

The three most common fixed-point number representations are one’s
complement, and sign-magnitude.

complement, two’s

(1)

Give the bit pattern in each representation of the quantities +25 and -62, assuming a
word length of 12 bits.

(2)

Give a flow chart or other brief description of addition in each representation,
how overflow is detected and how the sign of the result is determined.

(3)

State briefly the advantages and disadvantages of each representation, both from the
viewpoints of hardware design and ease of programming use.

noting

Draw a circuit diagram for a time pulse distributer. The circuit has one input which receives
a series of clock pulses. Whenever a pulse appears at the input, a pulse is to occur on one of
four output leads in the following fashion: output lead 1 should have an output pulse with
the 1 st, 5 th, 9 th, . . . input pulses; output lead 2 should have an output pulse with the 2nd,
6th, lOth, . . . input pulses, and so on.

Stack administration. (25 points)

On a stack oriented machine (or interpreter) the stack may used as a repository for various kinds of
program information, such as those listed below.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Storage for simple variables local to a scope (an Algol begin-end block, for instance).
Return address for procedure or subroutine calls.
Intermediate values obtained during expression evaluation.
Pointers for locating variables local to enclosing scopes.

Describe a single stack structure containing all of this information in a sufficiently general form to
be usable for an implementation of Algol 60.
Describe the action of your stack on procedure entry and procedure exit. One way to do this is to
draw before-and-after diagrams.

IThy 1968 Systems Qualifying Exam
1.

Syntax. (35 points)

Read the whole problem before answering any part of it.

(a)

Describe a parsing algorithm which will parse sentences of a subset of context-free grammars
using one of the following techniques: precedence, operator precedence, extended precedence,
bounded context, transition matrices, production language, direct reduction, LR(k), or some
other similarly powerful method.

(b)

Consider the following grammar:

<P'

<be>
cae>
-cat>
-cap>

::= 1 <be> 1

::= b t <be> 1 <ae> = -cae>
::= a c <ae> 1 cat>
::- <at> - <a+ 1 cap>
::- a 1 (<ae>) 1 *(<be>)

where
<be> is a Boolean expression,

<ae> is an arithmetic expression,
<at> is an arithmetic term,
cap> is an arithmetic primary,
is a Boolean identifier,
b
a is an arithmetic identifier.
To evaluate a Boolean expression b + <be>, one evaluates <be> and assigns the result to b.
The value of the Boolean expression is then the value of b. Similarly for the arithmetic
expression a t c&e>. The value of #(<be>) is 1 if <be> is true, 0 otherwise.
Is this grammar acceptable to the parsing algorithm you described in part (a)? If not, change
it so that it is acceptable, without altering the language and with minimal changes in the
structure of the sentences.

(4

Construct the necessary tables, subroutines, etc. for the parsing algorithm and grammar
described in parts (a) and (b). Assume you are writing a compiler for student use and that
therefore the syntactic error detection and recovery facilities are of first importance.

(d)

Write the best error message which your scheme could produce for the following invalid
programs.
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

l(a>l
1 a - #(b) 1

1 := := b := 1
1 rt(b) := a 1
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(4

In parts (a) through (d) we assumed that there were distinct terminal symbols for arithmetic
and Boolean identifier (a and b). Suppose now that the language includes block structure and
declarations and that the following two productions were added.
b ::= <identifier>

a ::= <identifier>
How would you incorporate data-type handling thereby implied in the formal system used in
parts (a)-(d)? What general property of formal parsing schemes does this point out?

2.

Symbol table. (20 points)

Considering a symbol table to be a place where a translator stores identifiers and their associated
attributes, present three alternative methods of organizing such a table. For each method, answer
the following questions.
(a)

Detail the limitations each method imposes on the language translated (does it handle block
structure, is there an upper bound on the length of identifiers, etc.?)

(b)

Discuss the method of searching, inserting, and deleting entries in the table.

(c)

Give space and time estimates for each kind of table manipulation in terms of the actual
number of identifiers in the table.

(d)

What is the behavior of the table as it becomes full?

(4

Using one of the tables discussed above, give an explicit algorithm to discover, record, and
recover the address couple (nesting level and order number) for a block structured language.

3.

Compiling. (25 points)

Consider a computer with a memory M and a set of general registers R. M[ i ] is the ith word of
memory and R[ i J is the ith general register. Some of the instructions are defined below:
L
S

A
D
SKIPE
SKIPG
B

Rl,
Rl,
Rl,
Rl,
Rl,
Rl,
A

R2, A
R2, A
R2
R2
R2
R2

if R2 = 0 then R[Rl] + M[AJ e l s e R[RlJ + M[R[R2J+AJ
if R2 = 0 t h e n M[AJ + R[RlJ e l s e M[R[R2J+A) + R[Rl]
R[RlJ + R[Rl) + R[R2]
R[Rl] + R[RlJ / R[R2]
iff R[Rl] = R[ R2] then skip one instruction
iff R[ Rl ] > R[ R2] then skip one instruction
branch unconditionally to the statement labelled A

MAY 1968
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Write an assembly language program to execute statements 3-5 of the following PL/I program
fragment:
DECLARE (I, N, (A, B) (100)) FIXED;
GET LIST (N, A, B);
DO I = N/2 TO N;
AU) = B(1) + I;
END ;

/* 1 */

/*
/*
/*
/*

2
3
4
5

*/
*/
*/
f/

Put an appropriate comment on each line of code. You may use any reasonable format for
your assembly language.

(b)

Assume the computer has one more instruction:
R[Rl] + R[Rl] + 1 ,
Rl, R2
SKIPC
iff R[ Rl] < R[ R2] then skip one instruction
Assuming all instruction times are equal, write the fastest program you can to execute
statements 3-5. Give the run time as a function of N.

(c)

Outline a code emitting algorithm which approaches your result in part (b). Point out where
it will fall short, and why.

4.

Operating systems. (20 points)

Answer one of the following two questions.
(a)

Describe and illustrate the important features of some time-sharing system, including such
features as
(1)
dynamic relocation of programs
(2) protection
(3) program switching
interrupt structure and status preservation
(4)
(5)
the algorithm for memory and processor scheduling

(b)

Develop a synchronization mechanism which will (1) avoid mutual exclusion and (2) avoid
simultaneous execution of the critical secttons of two otherwise parallel processes. Show a flow
chart or pseudo-Algol code which will carry out the synchronization. If you utilize any
unusual meta-instructions, describe their implementation. The synchronization is to be
independent of the speeds of the processors carrying out the two parallel processes.

IITsy 1969 Systems Qualifying Exam
1.

Programmin~‘lanwa~es. (60 minutes)

Do one of parts (a) and (b).
(a)

A number of languages have facilities for defining structures or records, that is, sequences of
components which, in some cases, may themselves have components. For example, ALGOL W,
COBOL, PL/l, the language defined in “A contribution to the development of ALGOL” by
Wirth and Hoare, and the language defined in Standish’s thesis. Discuss and compare these
facilities in three different languages. Some points you may want to consider are:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(b)

l

how the structure is defined
how components are referenced
how pointer variables affect the implementation
how much work must be done at runtime to implement the structures.

Consider PL/l-like structures with the following syntax for the declaration:
<structure dec> ::= DECLARE <component>;
<component> ::= <level number> <identifier> <attribute> 1
<level number> <identifier>, <component list>
<component list> ::= <component> 1 <component list>, <component>
<level number> ::= integer
<attribute> ::= FIXED 1 FLOAT ] CHARACTER
. Thus each component is a value with a simple type, or it consists of a sequence of
subcomponents. We also require the main component to have level number 1; and if a
component has level number i all its subcomponents must have level number i+l.
Example:

DECLARE 1 B O O K
2 AUTHOR
3 FIRSTNAME CHARACTER,
3 LASTNAME CHARACTER,
2 TITLE CHARACTER,
2 CALLNUMBER FIXED;

One references a component of a structure by the complete sequence of identifiers, leading
from the structure name (level 1) down to the desired component.
Example:

BOOK. AUTHOR. LASTNAME

or

BOOK. TITLE.

Your problem is to discuss how a compiler would handle such structures.
(1)

Indicate, with diagrams, the format of each symbol table element, in general, and the
symbol table for the above example.

(2)

Explain what the semantic routines for the above productions (or other valid ones)
would do in order to parse a structure declaration and make up the symbol table
elements for it. Note: We are not interested in the parsing scheme, but in semantics.

(3)

Give the algorithm for finding a symbol table element for a component reference (like
BOOK. AUTHOR. NAME).
30
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Syntax. (40 minutes)

The simple precedence relations are defined for a BNF grammar as follows:
R=S
R<S
R>S

if there is a production U ::= . . .RS.. .
if there is a production U ::= . . .RW.. . where W +* S.. .
if (1) there is a production U ::= . . .VS.. . where V *+ R.. ., or
(2) there is a production U ::- . . .VW.. . where V =P R.. . and W 3’ S.. .

A grammar C is a simple precedence grammar if (1) At most one relation holds between any pair of
ordered symbols (R, S) of G; and (2) No two productions have the same right part.
(a)

How does condition (1) help us parse sentences of a simple precedence grammar?

(b)

HOW does condition (2) help us parse sentences of a simple precedence grammar?

(c)

Suppose we wished to parse in a right-to-left manner instead of left-to-right. Redefine the
relations so that the rightmost simple phrase will be detected at each step as we scan the
symbols from the end to the beginning.

3.

Linking and loading. (50 minutes)

An important part of any system is the linkage editor and loader, which accepts object modules
(binary decks) from compilers and/or assemblers, links them with necessary subprograms, and loads
the complete program for execution. Discuss the form and content of the object module of some
fairly sophisticated system. Include in your discussion: entry points, external references, relocation.
Specify briefly how the linkage editor goes about its business. Give diagrams and be concise.

4.

Memory man agemen t. (30 minutes)

(a)

Describe in no more than two pages the memory mapping scheme for one of the following:
ATLAS supervisor, SDS 940 Timesharing Monitor, IBM 360/67 TSS, or some other
timesharing machine. Include a diagram.

(b)

What are the main categories of memory protection? Describe a system for providing memory
protection to physical addresses. Describe a system for applying protections to the logical
address space.

Do one of parts (c) and (d).
(c)

Briefly describe (with diagram) the cache memory organization on the IBM 360/85. What is
the key feature of programs that is essential to the success of a cache?

(d)

Describe two of the following schemes for handling collisions in hash coding: random
probing, linear probing, or direct chaining. What is the expected number of probes for
schemes you picked?
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5.

Concurrency, parallelism, and scheduling. (20 minutes)

Do one of parts (a) and (b).
(a)

Describe accurately but briefly the Multi-level Scheduling Algorithm used in CTSS (MIT).
How did it function?

(b)

Describe with diagram one of the flow graph models of computations listed below.
Karp-Miller computation graph
Estrin-Martin-Turn directed acyclic graphs
Adams data flow graphs
What are the principal elementary components? What are the principal functional properties?
What properties of computation have been studied by the model you pick? Could you derive
any of the mathematical properties of the model in 20 minutes if you were asked to do so?

IITay 1970 Systems Qualifying Exam
1.

General proPramming. (60 minutes)

(a)

Consider the block labelled “MYSTERY” in the following undocumented fragment of an
ALGOL W program. What effect does the execution of this block have on the global array R?
Do the elements A(l), A(2), . . . , A(n) satisfy any interesting relations when we reach FIN?
begin integer array A(l::lOOOO); integer n;
...

MYSTERY:

begin integer i, j, k;
i := 1; j := n;

while true do
begin
while (i < j) and (A(i) < 0) do i := i+ 1;
if i ?j then go to FIN;
while (i < j) and (A(j) L 0) do j := j- 1;
if i ~j then go to FIN;
XCH: k := A(j); A(j) := A(i); A(i) := k;

i := i+l; j :=j-1;
end;
end MYSTERY;
FIN: . . .

end.
(b)

Using the following instructions for a hypothetical computer, translate the MYSTERY block
into the “best possible” machine code program. Write your program in an appropriate
symbolic assembly language, assuming that an appropriate environment for the MYSTERY
block has been set up. Give comments explaining the effect of each line of your program.
Assuming that each instruction takes one unit of time, give an approximate formula for the
running time of your program, as a function of n and the number of times the statement XCH
is executed. (Try to produce a short program with minimum execution time.)
The hypothetical computer has memory locations M[ 0 J, M[ 11, M[ 23, . . . and integer
such that R[0] always contains 0. The computer’s
r e g i s t e r s R[4?], R[ l], R[2],
instructions are given below, where i, j, and k are nonnegative integer constants.
. l .,

SET
LOAD
STORE
ADD
SUB

GEQ
LSS

L&k
L&k
i&k
-L&k
L&k
LW
i,J,k

RC i 1 := R[ j]+k
RC i 1 := M[R[ j]+k]

M[R[j]+k] := R[i]
Nil : = R[i] + (R[j]+k)
N i 1 := R[i] - (R[j]+k)
if R[ i ] 2 0 then go to location R[ j]+k
if R[ i ] < 0 then go to location R[ j ]+k

Instructions are executed sequentially unless GEQ or LSS causes a transfer of control.
GEQ 0,8,8 always transfers control to location 0.
(c)

Example:

Describe briefly the types of code economization a compiler would have to perform if it were
clever enough to produce your program of part (b) from the source code in part (a).
33
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2.

LanpuaEe design. (30 minutes)

(a)

What is meant by “binding time” for symbols?

(b)

What are the advantages and disadvantages of early and late binding?

(c)

Give examples to illustrate the possible binding times for symbols used in some programming
system with which you are familiar.

(d)

What are the implications for a programming system of early and late binding?

3.

Operating systems. (30 minutes)

(a)

Discuss briefly the scheduling algorithm used on a time-sharing system such as CTSS, SDS
940, or IBM/360 TSS.

(b)

One way to conduct research on operating systems (or many other areas!) is the following:
(1)
(2)
(3)

Give a precise definition of a problem.
Solve the problem.
Prove that the problem has been solved.

Some studies of operating systems have been performed using this approach. Discuss one
such study. State carefully the problem of interest and any fundamental assumptions. How

reasonable are those assumptions? Give the essential ideas of how the problem was solved,
including a discussion of any algorithms which have been developed. What motivated the
discovery of this solution.7 How was it shown that the solution was correct?

4.

Syntax analysis. (90 minutes)

One of the few notational conventions of mathematical logic which has not yet been widely adapted
to computer science is Peano’s parenthesis-free notation based on dots for grouping. This problem
considers the possibility of exploiting Peano’s notation.
We will define a language, called Ldot, of expressions in a single left-associative operator. The
operands are single lower-case letters and the operators are represented by concatenation; for
punctuation we use dots. We will be interested in translating expressions in Ldot into equivalent
expressions in another parenthesis-free language Lpost, which is Polish postfix notation with the
operators represented by ‘k”.
The punctuating effect of dots is as follows: The largest number of consecutive dots in any
expression divides the expression into its two principal subexpressions. Each subexpression is
evaluated using the same rule. Any “ties” are broken by associating to the left. For example:
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Ldot

LPost

abc
a.bc
a.b.c, Lef
a. .b. .c

abucrlc
abcw
abwndefrkw
abrKcx

(a)

Write a program which translates expressions from Ldot to Lpost, by simulating a machine
with one pushdown stack. Use a dialect of Algol (specify which dialect you are using). You
may assume, if you like, that the input and output strings are represented as arrays of integers.

(b)

Can you write a BNF description of Ldot which could be used by a syntax-directed compiler
to carry out this translation?

(c)

It is well known that BNF is equivalent to nondeterministic pushdown-store automata
(NDPA). How do you reconcile this fact with the results of parts (a) and (b)?

(d)

What are some interesting problems related to dot notation which you think would be worth
exploring if you had time to do so?

Wgay 1971 Systems Qualifying Exam
( T a k e home exam - return in 5 days.)
Problem 1.
Consider the implementation of an incremental compiler for ALGOL 60 or a similar ALGOL-like
language. Assume the programmer is able to converse with the incremental compiler, and is able to
insert, delete, or alter statements in his program dynamically. Also assume that he may initiate
program execution. Similarly, assume that he may make use of a “ P A U S E ” statement in his
program, which causes execution to be suspended when it is reached. Program execution can be
resumed from the point of suspension under programmer control. Thus, a programmer can create a
program, start it in execution, suspend it at any arbitrary point, modify the program, then resume
execution of the modified program at the point of suspension.
The design of the incremental compiler is such that the compiled program must be primarily, if not
entirely, executable machine code, rather than pseudo-code that is interpreted by a p r o g r a m .
Moreover, incremental changes in the source program must cause only incremental changes in the
compiled program.

(a)

(b)

For each of the facets of a compiler mentioned below, discuss the problems of implementation
given the constraints above. For each facet listed, discuss at least one implementation
technique which in your judgment best overcomes the problems your raise. Where pertinent,
indicate one or more alternative implementations which you believe are worthy of mention.
(1)

Assume that all statements are numbered by the programmer as they are entered. To
insert a statement between statement N and M, N < M, the new statement is given any
n u m b e r i n t h e i n t e r v a l N x x < M. T o r e p l a c e s t a t e m e n t N , t h e new s t a t e m e n t i s
numbered N. To delete statement N, the empty statement is entered with a number N.
Consider the problem of maintaining a representation of the current state of the source
program.

(2)

Consider the effects of allowing declarations to be modified dynamically.

(3)

How should the ALGOL nested scope feature be treated in an incremental environment?

(4)

How should memory allocation of program variables be done? Consider the effects of
arbitrary modification of array bounds after array allocation has occurred.

Find some other aspect of the incremental compiler which is nontrivial to implement, and
discuss it as in part (a) above.
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Problem 2.
(a)

The following algorithm describes a buffering scheme for an n-way merge of ordered files,
n 22. Your job is to give an informal but convincing proof that the algorithm works.
(Alternatively, if the algorithm is invalid, you should present an example or examples which
make it fail, suggest changes which fix things up, and prove the validity of the corrected
algorithm.)
Each of the input files is assumed to be stored on external memory, in blocks containing m
records each. Each record contains a numerical “key” value. The value of the j th key in a
block is less than or equal to the value of the (j+l)st key, for 1 I j s m, and the value of the
m th key is less than or equal to the value of the first key in the next block of the file. The
final block of the file has been filled with one or more “dummy” records; the key of a dummy
record is “co”, a value which is greater than all of the non-dummy keys. The output file
should adhere to the same conventions as the input files, and should contain all the
non-dummy records of the input files.
The computer is able to read, write, and compute simultaneously, but it can read at most one
block at a time and it can write at most one block at a time. The principal virtue of the
following algorithm is that, once it gets started, it maintains continuous reading and writing,
and essentially issues the read and write commands simultaneously.
The algorithm makes use of 2n input buffer areas, each one block long, denoted by 1111,
/[23, *a*, 1[2n). There are two output buffer areas, denoted by O[O] and O[l]. We write
key Ljl
for the value of the jth key in /[iI, and
OEk, Zl + l[i,jl

for the operation of moving the jth record of /[iI to the Ith position of O[k].
The following auxiliary tables are used:
Name of table

Range of values Intended significance

A[iJ, 1 ,< i I 2n

0 or 1

0 if /[iI is available for input,
1 otherwise.

B[il, 15 i I n

1, . . . . n

Buffer containing the last block
read so far from file i.

C[iJ, 15 i 5 n

1, . . . . n

Buffer currently being used for
the input to the merge from file i.

L[iJ, 1 S i 5 n

ke3,

Value of last key read so far
from file i.

P[iJ, 1 I i 5 n

1, . .., m+l

The number of the record currently
being scanned in buffer /[Chill.

S[il, 1 5 i I 2n 1, . . . , n

The buffer to use when I&]
has been completely scanned,
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Step 1. (the initialization)
1.1 Do the following for 1 I i < n:
1.1.1 Initiate reading the first block of file i into buffer /[il.
1.1.2 Set A[il c 1, A[itnl t 0, B[il c i, C[il t i, P[il t 1.
1.1.3 Wait for the input operation to be complete, then set L[i] t key [i, m].
1.2 Find q such that L[ql = min (L[ll, L[21, . . . , Lhl].
1.3 Set t t 0, k t nt 1. (t represents the current output buffer,
k the current buffer for input)
1.4 Initiate reading the next block from file q into buffer I[k].
Step 2. (the merging)
2.1 do the following for I = 1 to n:
2.1.1 If Hi] = mt 1 for some i, set Hi1 + 1 and C[il + S[C[ill and A[C[i]] c 0.
2.1.2 Find Y such that key KM, P[rII = min jkey[C[ll, PHII, . . . , key [C[nl, P[n]]).
2.1.3 Set O[t, 11 + l[C[rl, P [rll.
21.4 Set P[Y] t PLYI t 1.
Step 3. (wait for input/output completion)
3.1 Wait if necessary until the previously initiated input and/or output is complete.
3.2 Set A[kl t 1, ~[B[qll + k, B[ql + k.
3.3 If L[ql H 00, set L[ql c key [k, ml.
Step 4. (the next input/output)
4.1 Find q such that L[ql = min (L[ll, L[Zl, . . . , Lhl).
4.2 Find k such that A[kl = 0 (such a k will exist).
4.3 Initiate writing from buffer O[tl to the output file.
4.4 If L[ql # 03, initiate reading the next block from file q into buffer I[kl.
4.5 If the final key in buffer O[tl is OQ, stop; otherwise set t t l-t and return to step 2.
(b)

Assume now that the computer can do two reads and two writes simultaneously. Design a
similar algorithm which essentially doubles the rate of input/output of the method in part (a),
by having two reads and two writes in progress most of the time (assuming very fast processor
speed and very large files). Your algorithm should not use more buffers than necessary to
ensure continuous operation; for example, the algorithm in part (a) would fail if there were
only Zn-1 buffers, so 2n are necessary in that case.
One solution to this problem would be simply to have 4n input buffers and 4 output buffers,
grouped in pairs, and to carry out the algorithm of part (a) almost as if m were 2m. But this
is not satisfactory ! Arrange instead to have only three output buffers; at a typical instant the
algorithm will be storing into one output buffer, doing the second half of a write from
another, and doing the first half of a write from the third. A similar technique should be
used for the input files, initiating each read when the previously initiated read is half
finished.

Give an informal but convincing proof that your algorithm is correct, and that it doesn’t
require too many buffers.
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Problem 3.
You are to design a system procedure, called the OPEN procedure, to initiate the processing of a
predefined user file. A file is a collection of records which are sequences of words. Assume a
multi-programmed environment with a single central processing unit and movable head disk
storage. When not being used, a file resides on disk storage. Files are not shared. At most one user
may be accessing a file at any instant. In this system, when a routine initiates a transfer to or from
the disk, the routine loses control of the central central processing unit until the disk transfer is
complete.
The following information must be maintained for each user file.
( 1)

File identifier - a unique identifier is associated with each file.

(2)

File access control list - a list of all authorized users of the file. Each entry consists of (a) the
user identifier and (b) the access type. Examples of access types are read only, read/write only,
append only, delete only, execute only, or perhaps a combination of these such as “read and
append” access.

(3) File access history - a list of all successful and unsuccessful file access requests. For each
access request the user identifier, access type, file identifier, time of request, and success or
failure must be recorded.
(4) File status and location - an indication of whether the file is active, i.e. some user has
successfully called the OPEN procedure and the file is either wholly or partially in main
memory; or inactive, i.e. the file is disk resident and not currently in use.
As stated below, part of this problem is to decide where (disk or main memory) and how this
information should be stored. The file system maintains a file directory, which is at the minimum a
record of all files currently known to the system and an indication of the file location and status.
The file directory always resides in main memory. The file system maintains a file header as the
first record of each file on disk storage. The file header contents will be specified by you as part of
the solution of this problem. For each active file, a file control block is maintained. This control
block contains all information necessary to use the file data (location of file buffers, numbers of
records currently in main memory, etc.).

(a>

Give a pseudo-ALGOL description of the OPEN procedure. This procedure has as input
parameters the file identifier, user identifier, and user access type. Assume all parameters are
of type INTEGER. The OPEN procedure checks the validity of the access request and if the
request is valid defines a file control block for the file. The OPEN procedure is responsible
for the maintenance of the file access history. In designing this procedure, keep in mind the
fact that disk transfers are slow and it is undesirable to require many transfers to open a file.
Also, use of main memory by the file system should not be excessive. Assume all disk
input/output is performed by system routines READDISK and WRITEDISK which return
when the transfer is completed. Assume all disk transfers are error-free.

(b)

Specify the contents of the file directory and file header required to implement the OPEN
procedure described above and describe the data structures you have selected. Justify briefly
your reasons for the selection of each data structure. Assume that individual entries may be
added and deleted from the access control list and that individual entries are added to but
never deleted from the access history.
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(c)

Give formulas for
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Main memory required for each file directory entry.
Disk memory required for each file header.
Any additional storage requirements (disk or main).
Execution time, ignoring disk transfer time, to open a file.

Show how (l)-(4) depend on the size of the access control list and the access history.
(d)

Consider the following two file access methods.
( 1)
(2)

Sequential access method - file records must be accessed one after the other.
Random access method - file records may be accessed in any order.

What, if any, would be the effect on your answers to parts (a) through (c) if all accesses were
sequential? Random?

Ehy 1972 Systems Qualifying Exam
Problem 1. (50 m i n u t e s )
Let C be a context-free grammar with initial symbol S, nonterminal alphabet (S, A, B), terminal
alphabet (l-, a, 6, -I), and the production rules shown below:
s + t-A-l

A+a
A -) aAB
B+b
B + bA
(a)

Give a parse tree for the string I-aabaabi.

(b)

For what values of n, m L 0 is the string l-a”+rbam+tbn”n-l-i in L(G)?

(c)

Is this grammar ambiguous? Justify your answer.

(d)

Is this grammar LR(l)? Why or why not?

Problem 2. (21 minutes)
Consider a hypothetical computer with the following characteristics.
1.

The computer can support multiprogramming and shared re-entrant programs.

2.

The computer has a relocation register and a program length register. The contents of the
relocation register are added to every memory address generated by the program, and every
valid address must be in the region delimited by the relocation register and the program
length register.

3.

Programs other than the operation system operate in a “user” state in which the memory
protection is delimited by the relocation and bounds registers. Thus such programs must
occupy contiguous regions of memory, and their apparent address space runs from location 0
to location L-l where L is the program length. Re-entrant, shared programs must operate in
user state.

(a)

Discuss problems concerning the use of shared programs in the c o m p u t e r e n v i r o n m e n t
described above. Your answer should focus on the problems of communication between
programs and shared programs within the constraints placed on their address spaces and the
memory protection mechanism.

(b)

Invent some reasonable hardware mechanism to facilitate the use of shared programs on this
computer system. Your invention should not be a paging mechanism.
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Problem 3. (50 minutes)
Discuss the problem of writing an optimizing compiler for a’paging machine. The source language
can be FORTRAN (easier) or ALGOL. The main issue to be addressed is the minimization of page
faults.

Problem 4.. (IO minutes)
Below are two similar procedure bodies for performing a binary search of array A, from element
A[ l] to element A[N J, for ITEM.

Ix)\\’ := 0 ;

ImY := 0;

HIGH := h'+l;

HIGH := h'+l;

FOUND := -false;
loop: if LOW + 1 2 IIIGII then
-go to
- notfound;
PLACE := (LOIY+HIG@

loop: if LO\Y -t 12 HIGH then
go to
- exit;

e-2;

PLACE := (J~\Y+HlGH) 92 ;

if ITEh1 = A[PLACE] then
go
- to
- foundit;
if ITI < A[PLACE] then

if ITEM < A[PLACE] then
-

HIGH := PLMx

HIGH := PLACE

else LOW := PLACE;

else LOW :E PLACE;

go
- to
- loop;

go
- to- loop;

foundit: FOUND :r- true;

exit: FOUh'D := ITEM = A[m\Y] ;
PLACE := Lo\Y;

notfound:
return;

return;
PROCEDURE

PROCEDURE

1

2

Note that Procedure 1 has an equality check in the loop and

that

Procedure 2 does not.

Under the assumption that both procedures are correct determine if one procedure is preferable to
the other, and under what conditions. You may assume for convenience that N is of the form 2rR-1.
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To determine approximate timings for the procedures, assume that the language is compiled and
run on an IBM System 360 type of machine, and that the inner loops of the two procedures consist
of instructions selected from the set below, Each instruction takes one time unit.
Description

Operation
L

LOAD

Load an accumulator from memory (may be indexed).

LR

LOAD REGISTER

Load register.

A

ADD

Add memory to an accumulator.

AR

ADD REGISTER

Add an accumulator to an accumulator.

ST

STORE

Store an accumulator into memory (may be indexed).

C

COMPARE ’

Compare an accumulator with memory, set the condition code
(may be indexed).

CR

COMPARE REGISTER

Compare an accumulator with another accumulator,
set the condition code.

B

BRANCH

Unconditional branch.

BE

BRANCH IF EQUAL

Branch if the condition code indicates that the last comparison
was an equality.

BL

BRANCH IF LOW

Branch if the condition code indicates that the first operand
was less than the second for the last comparison.

BH, BNL, BNH, BNE, . . .
. SRA SHIFT RIGHT

All other possible variants of conditional branches.
Arithmetic right shift of a specified accumulator.
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TAKE HOME PROBLEMS
Problem I.
Consider the problem of adding matrix arithmetic to ALGOL. The extensions should include the
matrix operations of addition, multiplication, equality comparison, inversion, and transposition.
(a)

You might want to add a new data type matrix. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
doing so. Write the additional BNF syntax needed for your solution.

(b)

You should be able to generate better code for matrix operations in your language than would
be possible with ordinary ALGOL. Discuss how to do it.

(c)

How would the difficulty of doing this addition depend on the original implementation of
ALGOL? Choose some extensible compiler or other translator writing system and describe
how you would carry out the extension in its framework.

Problem 2.
Read Chapter 6 of the ProceJJor Handbook for the PDP-I l/45 computer made by Digital
Equipment Corporation. The chapter describes the Memory Segmentation Unit available on the
11145. A partial quote from Chapter 1 is given below.
The PDP-1 l/45 is a powerful 16-bit computer representing the large computer end of
the PDP-I I family of computers. It is designed as a powerful computational tool for
. . . large multi-user, multi-task applications requiring up to 124K words of addressable
memory space.
Describe a memory management policy that an operating system might provide for a general
purpose multiprogrammed timesharing system in which a very large high-speed drum is available
as a backing store. Give attention to the main memory fragmentation problem and the management
of shared segments.
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Problem 3.
We wish to process a given sequence of integers. Processing consists of the application of one or
both of subroutines A and B iteratively. The order in which we apply subroutines A and B and
their parameters for each call are unknown ahead of time.
Subroutine A: Given an integer i, find the largest element of the first i elements in the sequence.
Subroutine B: Given a integer i, and a datum n, insert n as the i th element of the sequence,
moving the previous i th element to position i+ 1, the i+ I st element to position t+2, and so on.
You must retain the values of the entire sequence in your data structure.
It is possible to design a data structure for which both subroutines A and B require a time
proportional to logpIV in the worst case, where iV is the length of the sequence at the time of the
subroutine call.
Example: position
element value

12345678
46371258

Subroutine A returns:
i
returned value

12345678
46677778

Call Subroutine B with i = 5, n - 9. New sequence:
position
element value

123456789
463791258

Subroutine A returns:
i

returned value

123456789
466799999

Your answer should be based on the algorithm in Example Il.9 of Stone, Introduction to Computer
Organization and Data Structures). Describe precisely what modifications to the algorithm are
necessary to perform the required task. You should indicate which lines of code have to be
changed, what additions are required to the data structure, and what additional Algol code is
required. Also, describe in English how your modified algorithm works.

&me 1974 Systems @ahlying Exam
(This exam was given orally. The following is a simplified version of the questions asked.)
1.

Compilers.

(a)

Invent a small simple precedence language and show how to derive precedence tables for it.
What are the disadvantages of precedence languages?

(b)

What are precedence functions? Do they always exist? Are they information lossy? How do
they hinder error protection?

(c)

What problems face a language designer who must implement a one-pass compiler? What
language features cause trouble? How can some of these problems be solved?

(d)

Discuss code optimization for one-pass or multi-pass compilers. What kinds of optimization
can be done?

2.

Build a sWAP(A, B) procedure in ALGOL 60 (using NAME parameters) which always worki.

3. . Operating systems.
(a)

Describe some CPU scheduling methods and explain what each method is intended to
optimize.

(b)

Sketch response time versus CPU service time for first-come first-served and round-robin
scheduling.

4.

What data structure would you use to maintain a queue of priority tasks in which each task
has a unique priority? You must be able to select the highest priority task for running, and
also be able to add and delete tasks quickly. Try to minimize the use of space.

5.

Describe several methods of building hash tables, and especially discuss ways of resolving
collisions.

6.

Describe a virtual machine and tell how it is implemented. What special hardware features
are needed?
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.

1.

Optimization.

(4

What is interval analysis?

(W

What is dead variable analysis?

(4

Are recursion and iteration interchangeable?

(4

How do you do register allocation?

(4

Describe some methods of loop optimization.

(0

How could expression evaluation be optimized?

2.

Canquaee design.

(4

What control structures are needed for goto-free programming?

(b)

What are the differences between typed and typeless languages?
disadvantages?

(d

What features do programming languages need for systems programming?

(d)

What is the difference between static and dynamic execution environment in block structured
languages?

3.

Formalisms.

(4

Show that ( WZ 1 w f C* ) is not a finite state language.

(b)

Give a brief description of Hoare’s proof of correctness method.

4.

Hashinnl Searchinpl Sorting.

(4

What are the worst case times for Quicksort? Heapsort?

(b)

What are twin primes used for in hashing methods?

(4

What is the average insertion time in random trees? Deletion time?
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5.

Data structures / Storage allocation.

(4

What is a B-tree and what is it good for? How is it used?

(b)

What is a good data structure for a priority queue?

w

How do you do minimal space garbage collection for LISP-like environments?

6.

Operatiw svstems.

(4

What are the advantages and disadvantages of virtual machines?

(b)

What is dynamic linking in MULTICS?

k)

Why do terminal users want multiple processes? Multiple cooperating processes?

(4

What is the difference between lock-unlock and P-V?

(4

What is a good job scheduler for an interactive time sharing system? For a batch system?
Give an example of a very bad time sharing job scheduling algorithm.

(0

How do you fit dismountable disk packs into a hierarchical file system?

(g)

What fundamental concepts must your operating system implement for a multiprocessor system
like C.mmp?

(This exam was given orally.)

Efsy 1976 Systems @dying Exam
(The following is an outline of the topics covered in the oral exam.)
1.

Compilers.

(4

uvwxy theorem.

04

Give an example of an operator precedence grammar for parenthesized arithmetic
expressions.

(d

Compare recursive descent with LR(k).

(4

Explain heap sort.

(4

What is the basic abstract data structure needed for code optimization? What do you do with
it?

6)

Give an example of a loop invariant. Explain the notion of weakest pre-condition.

2.

Data structures.

3.

Sorting and searching.

4.

Program design and analysis.

5.

Basic operatitw system principles.

(4

Select a good systems programming language. What features should the language have?

b)

Discuss the pros and cons of various synchronization methods.

k)

Compare interrupts vs. polling as a scheduling discipline.

W

How do you allow users to share files? In a hierarchical file system? With dismountable
packs?

(4

File mapping issues.

(0

What makes a machine “virtualizable”?

w

Compare directly addressable scratch pad vs. cache memory.
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Oneratinp Systems.
1.

Describe the concept of capabilities in an OS.

2.

What are criteria to establish the upper and lower bounds for time slices In a time sharing
system?

3.

Describe the working set algorithm for paging. When is a program’s working set the largest?

4.

What are the possible states of processes outside of the set of processes which are actively
using memory (the balance set).

5.

When processing requests from a disk, a one-way scan has been advocated (SCAN, Teory).
Why? Sketch the queue behavior. Estimate the required ratio of arrival rate (X) to service
rate (u) to avoid long term queue buildup.

6.

Describe the principal components of an indexed-sequential file.

Program Design and Analvsis.
1.

Compare the advantages of macro vs. procedure call in organizing a program.

2.

Are there programs that can’t be written without go to statements? How can you transform
an arbitrary program to eliminate go to’s?

3.

Is the PL/I ON condition structured? Suggest a structured way of handling exceptions.

4.

Define the concept of weakest pre-condition. What is wp(x:=2*x, x=J)? What is wp(if B
then S, P)?

5.

What are desirable features in a high-level language for synchronization/communication
between parallel programs?

6.

What are coroutines? Describe a problem where they would be useful.

Data Structures and Alnorithms.
1.

(a)

What are some of the different methods for organizing a table, if the operations
performed are (1) lookups and (2) insertions? Compare the time and space requirements
of these methods.

(b)

Describe methods for resolving collisions in hashing.
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How does the following program work, and what is its asymptotic running time?
I* G i v e n i n p u t N , list all the prime numbers S N. */
integer array A(l:N); integer I, 3, N;

read (N);
for I:=1 until N do A(I):=l;
for I:=2 until SQUAREROOT (N) do begin
J:=Z;
while I*3 < N do begin
A( I*J) :=8;
end

J:=J+l

end;
for I:=1 until N do
if A(1) = 1 then write ( I ) ;

3.

Describe a method of external sorting. Estimate its speed.

ComDilers.
1.

Discuss the allocation of storage for arrays. What are two common methods? What are the
advantages and disadvantages of each method?

2.

What is intermediate code (or internal form)? Why is it used? What types are there? What
are the advantages and disadvantages of each type?

3.

(a)

What is a left parsable (context free) grammar? Informally describe what a U(k)
grammar is.

(b)

Consider S + SQ 16. Is it LL(K)? If so, what is k and why? Is it left parsable? Why?

(c)

Answer part (b) for the grammar S + Ma, R + 6 1 e.

(d)

Are all U(k) grammars left parsable? And vice versa?

4.

Describe the organization of a compiler-compiler. Describe how you would use one to
State some of the advantages or disadvantages of using a
produce a compiler.
compiler-compiler system as compared to writing the compiler directly.

5.

Most programming languages are of what type? Is there an algorithm for determining if the
language generated by a context-free grammar is empty? How and why does it work?

(This exam was given orally.)

Rpril 1978 Systems Qualifying Exam
COMPILERS AND PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
1.

Lansruape design.

(a) Often language features are related. What language feature should be included in a
programming language if OWN variables are part of the design?
(b)

What does the term “dangling reference” refer to?

2.

Ontimization.

For integers A, 8, C, 0, E, F, and TEMP, when is the following transformation not valid for
optimization?
A := B*C+D;
E := F+B*C;

*

TEMP := B*C;
:= TEMP + D;
ii := F + TEMP;

3.

Parsing.

(a)

Compare the power of simple precedence, SLR(l), LRLR( I), and LR( 1) parsers in terms of
languages and grammars.

(b)

Qualitatively, how does the construction of SLR(l), LRLR(l), and M(1) parsers differ?

4.

Garbaye collection.

(a)

What is “compactifying garbage collection”? What is the ma]or implementation problem
involved in writing such a garbage collector?

(b)

Explain, using pictures, how to implement a compactifying garbage collector.

5.

Formal lanpu ape theory.

Are the following problems decidable or undecidable? Give some argument to justify your answer
(not necessarily a formal proof).
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Does a PDA M accept the null string? (E c L(M))
Does a PDA M accept the empty language? (L(M) - ~821)
Does a PDA M accept an infinite language? (IL(M) 1 - 00)
Does a PDA M accept a regular language? (3R L(M) - R)
Does a DPDA M accept a regular language? (3R L(M) - R)
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PROGRAMMING METHODOLOGY AND LANGUAGES
1.

Explain the view of data types as demonstrated by Hoare in his axioms for data types (in
Pascal or Notes on Data Structuring).

2.

(a)

Explain the concept of data abstraction.

(b)

How are the ideas of an object and a variable used to define the CLU abstraction
mechanism?

3.

What is a generator? Give an example of its use. (A generator is a data abstraction which
computes sequences of values for an abstract type, It provides an initialization procedure and
a procedure to obtain the next value in the sequence.)

4.

Explain the concepts of proving backwards (Hoare formalism) vs. proving forwards (Floyd
formalism).

5.

What are guarded commands? What are they intended for? What type of formal rules are
applied to them?

EJG SYSTEMS QUAL QUESTIONS
1.

The language Pascal requires all arrays to have constant dimensions. What simplifications
does this imply in the run time environment implementation? Pascal character strings are
simply linear arrays of single characters. Discuss restrictions this place on the programmer
which would be removed if arrays were dynamic. What desirable string operations would still
not be available in a straightforward implementation of dynamic arrays?

2.

What is a “pipe” as implemented in UNIX? Discuss some advantages and disadvantages of
having this as the only communication mechanism.

3.

Discuss issues in machine independence of modern programming languages. What problems
are there in seeking true independence? What are some implications of machine
independence on language design? In particular, can you think of any impacts of machine
independence on design of an intermediate language?

4.

Consider a simple binary search. Write an abstract algorithm on the blackboard (in English
or high level pseudo-Algol). What is a useful invariant of the main loop?

5.

What are some means for avoiding deadlock? From a practical standpoint, discuss deadlock
recovery.
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DATA STRUCTURES AND ALGORITHMS
Describe a tree search technique for searching a fixed set of data. When can you produce an
optimal search tree? What is it? What techniques are needed for a search tree organization
over varying data?
Describe a data structure for implementing a multiset with two operations: (1) add an element;
and (2) choose some element, remove it, and return its value. Is your solution best suited for
large or small data items? Give a solution for the other case.
Given an algorithm for computing transitive closure, how can it be used to get an algorithm
for finding path lengths in a graph?
Analyze the order of execution time for the following recursive function in terms of n, m
f(m,n) = f(m,n,Z)
f(m,n,i) = if m 5 i or n S i then n*m
else if n mod i = 0 and m mod 1 = 8
then i*g(m/i,n/i,i)
else g(m,n,i+l)

Give an efficient method for finding a mod b without using division (a, b are not necessarily
integers).

_ APRIL 1978
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OPERATING SYSTEMS
1.

Locks.

What is the objective of lock primitives that lock multiple resources with one invocation?
2.

O-ueues.

(a)

When is FIFO not appropriate for a timesharing scheduler?

(b)

Characterize the behavior of a queue when a transient load exceeds the maximum service
rate.

3.

Confinement.

What strategy is used by a capability-based system to confine processes? What is the critical
mechanism? Are the remaining problems in confinement?
4.

Virtual memory.

Why is segmentation desirable in addition to paging?
. 5.

Network.

What services are required to let processes in distinct machines interact with each other?
(This exam was given orally.)

may 1965 Rrtificial fntelligence @aliIying Exam
Problem 1. (50 minutes)
Suppose that the Communications of the ACM were running a series of short expository articles on
various fields in the computer sciences. Each article contains a survey of: the history of the field;
genera1 approach, theory, and rationale underlying the work; major projects attempted, successes and
failures, and how these fitted into the stream of the research effort; major problems exposed and as
yet unsolved; and indicated paths for further research, with specific suggestions.
You are now asked to produce a resonably detailed outline of an article for each of the following
fields:
(a) Heuristic programming
(b)

Mathematical theory of computation

(For problems 2-5, do one of parts (a) and (b).)
Problem 2. (40 minutes)
(a)

A criticism that has often been levied against programs in advanced nonnumeric applications
areas (such as machine translation of languages, information retrieval, or problem solvers) is
that the programs behave “without understanding”, that is, without a sense of the “meaning”
of the problem. Not infrequently, this criticism is made by sensitive and astute observers of
the scene. What do you make of the above criticism? What does it mean? In particular,
what types of research efforts are indicated to overcome the criticism? In carrying out this
research, what previous work is relevant as a foundation and basis for progress, and how so?
Try to be as concrete as you can in your analysis and references.

(b)

Artificial intelligence researchers have devoted a considerable amount of energy to the
problem of modeling and programming processes of deductive inference (e.g. theorem proving
programs, game playing programs). But what efforts have been made to study processes of
inductive inference for computers? If you know of any, name them, and for each describe the
task studied, the general scheme of the program, and the results. In your answer, please state
what you mean by inductive inference (it is not the same as mathematical induction).

Problem 3. (30 minutes)
(a)

One major issue in the design of list processing languages and translating systems is the
erasure problem. Different list processing systems treat the problem in different ways. What
is the erasure problem? How is it handled in LISP? SLIP? IPL-V?

(b)

Let a directed graph be given by a list of lists. Each sublist gives first a vertex and then the
vertices that can be reached from it in one step. For example, the graph
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is described by the list ((A B C) (B R D) (C B) (D B)).
Write M-expressions for a function diJtance[x; 3r, gl which gives the number of steps required
to go from vertex x to vertex y in the graph g. It should return the atom infinity if there is
no path from x to y in g.

Problem 4. (30 minutes)
(a)

Discuss the problem of proving the correctness of an ALGOL translator. What relevant
concepts and techniques are available? What remains to be developed? Include a discussion
of the concept of “correctness” you are using in your answer.

(b)

The reverse of a list may be computed by the function
reverse[xl - rev[x; NIL]

where
rev[x; yl - if nullEx1 then 1 else rev[cdr[x3; conskarkl; ~11
. For example, reverJe[(A B C D)l - (D C B R).
Prove by recursion induction that for any list x,
reverseEreverseEx3l - x.

Problem 5. (30 minutes)
(a)

Potentially one of the most powerful heuristic methods for problem solving programs is
planning. Illustrate briefly by example, in an abstract way, how planning can be a powerful
heuristic device. Under what conditions is planning not a useful heuristic? Describe how the
planning method of the General P rob/em Solver works.

(b)

(1)

In Feigenbaum’s article “The Simulation of Verbal Learning Behavior” (in Computers
and Thought) he reports that two types of forgetting (so-called oscillation and
retroactive inhibition) are observed in the behavior of the EPAM model in simulated
verbal learning experiments even though there is no information decay or destruction
postulated in the model. What gives rise to the forgetting? (Explain in some detail.)

(2) What are the major similarities and differences between EPAM and Selfridge’s
PANDEMONIUM as models of pattern recognition decision processes?

march 1966 Rrkificial Intelligence QualiIying Exam
Problem 1.
(a)

You have been given two papers. Both address themselves to present-day limitations and
inadequacies in the concepts and techniques used in heuristic programming.
What are the main issues being treated? What is your analysis and opinion of the contentions
of the authors?

(b) Newell explicitly brings up the issue of representation. What is the problem of
representation? Why is it important? Concrete examples will help your argument. What is
being done to attack the problem of representation and how do you think this attack should
proceed?
Problem 2.
Write the simplest program in LISP M-expressions that you can for determining whether
3-dimensional tic-tat-toe (in a 4 x 4 x 4 cube) is a win, draw, or loss for the first player. Explain
carefully the role of each auxiliary function, giving examples if necessary.

Problem 3.
What is meant by an unsolvable class oJ problems? Give an example of such a class, and outline a
proof that it is unsolvable.

Problem 4.

.

Write the statements that 3-dimensional tic-tat-toe is a win, loss, or draw for the first player as
sentences of first-order logic. Give the intuitive meaning of any predicate or function letters that
you use.

Problem 5.
(a)

What is “hash addressing”?
How might it be used in the implementation of a list processing language?

(c)

What kinds of facilities for using hash addressing capabilities at the source language level
might be made available in a symbolic computation language?
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Problem 6.
Let the concatenation X*JJ of two lists x and 7 be defined by
x*y - if n x then y else ax. [dx*yl
Let the length of the list x be defined by

I[xl - if n x

then 0 else [r[dx]l’

Let addition be defined by
m+n-ifn-Othenmelsem’+n’
Prove that

Ilx*yl - Ilxl + rry1
Hint: The following alternative form of the recursive formula for addition may be useful.
plus [m; n] - if m - 0 then n else [phs [m’; nil’

If you use this formula, prove it equivalent to the original definition.

Problem 7.
What has been achieved so far in the heuristic program area in making programs learn from their
experience? What are the limitations of the methods used? What do you think should be done
next? What will be the limitations, if any, of the programs you advocate?

Problem 8.
(a)

(b)

Each of the following examples has been discussed in connection with more than one
computer program. Discuss at least two approaches to theorem-proving by computer, using in
your discussion at least one of the examples.
(1)

-(P v QJ> HP

(2)

(3x) (3~) (Vx) (Fxlp 3 FgrFrz) (F+xy 3 CxzGrr)

(3)

In a group, the existence of a right inverse follows from the other axioms.

State (1) the completeness theorem for first-order predicate calculus and (2) Church’s theorem.
Discuss their relevance to theorem-proving by computer.

Bckober 1966 Artificial Pntelligence @ahlying Exam
Problem 1. (60 minutes)
Answer 6 of the following 8 parts.
(1)

With suitable training, EPAM has no trouble recognizing TAE CAT as THE CAT and not
TAE CHT. Why?

(2)

What does “static evaluation” mean as used in the literature of game-playing programs?

(3)

Show by example how the alpha-beta heuristic works.

(4)

What does “linear separability” mean, in the pattern recognition literature?

(5)

What steps does Bobrow’s STUDENT program go through in deriving an answer to an
algebra word problem?

(6)

What kinds of operators does the Uhr-Vossler pattern recognition program use? In what
ways does it get its operators?

(7)

In the mechanical translation game, what in general do parsing programs do and what is their
interaction with dictionaries? What is a context-free phrase structure grammar?

(8)

In CPS, what is the fundamental problem with applying operators that led the researchers to
organize into a distinct and separate goal the apparently straightforward job of applying a
selected operator?

Problem 2. (60 minutes)
(I) Formal logic.
(a)

Transform the following schema into an equivalent one which has disjunction and
negation as its only truth-functional connectives:
4p = (qr)) = r

(b)

Determine which of the three schemata
(3X) (Fx 3 Gx) ; (3x) <3y> (Fx =) Cy) ; (3X) Fx 2 (19) Gy
if any, are equivalent to each other. Show your reasoning.

(c)
(2)

Would it be possible to write a computer program to solve problems like part (a)? Like
part (b)? Explain briefly why or why not.

The printing problem is the general problem of deciding for an arbitrary given Turing
machine and input tape whether or not the machine ever prints the symbol St. Is the
printing problem solvable? Prove your answer.
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Problem 3. (60 minutes)
(I)

It is alleged that list processing, a basic tool in artificial intelligence research, is hideously
inefficient on a “paged” virtual memory machine, such as the IBM 360/67. Why is this
alleged? Describe a method or methods for getting around the basic problem, and defend
your scheme.

(2)

Contrast a list processing language such as LISP with a language not having specific list
handling capabilities for use in: language translation; character recognition; or compiling.

Problem 4. (60 minutes)
(1)

Do you believe that heuristics discovered in one field of intelligent activity, such as theorem
proving, can help us in some other field, for example language translation? Justify your belief
by specific reference to cases, choosing any two fields with which you may be familiar.

(2)

In H. L. Dreyfus’ recent critique of artificial intelligence research, he asserts that there are
three fundamental forms of human information processing (fringe consciousness,
essence/accident discrimination, and ambiguity tolerance) which he maintains are
systematically excluded from all attempts to analyze intelligent behavior in digital form. Give
evidence either to support or to deny this assertion. Pick one of these processes and outline a
method which you believe might work in order to program this form of human activity for a
computer.

tlTarch 1967 KrtiIicial Intelligence Qualifying Exam
Problem 1. (60 minutes)
Answer 6 of the following 9 questions.
(1)

Which of the six clauses of the following formula can be dropped as redundant?

(2)

o owing formula valid? Prove your answer.
Is the f 11
W(Q)FqJ v bmywyx

(3)

Last January, Dr. Nilsson of SRI described the “robot” project of his Artificial Intelligence
Group at SRI. In designing the robot they have done a great deal of computer simulation
work. They have simulated the robot, simulated the environment, and made the simulated
robot behave in the simulated environment. Those of you who have seen the movie of the
CRT displays of this know that these simulation results are quite impressive-so impressive
that they raise the question, “If you can prove out your basic ideas so handily by simulation
techniques, why bother to go through the annoying and tedious engineering work to actually
build an electromechanical robot?” From the point of view of the advancement of the art and
science of artificial intelligence, in your opinion what is the most cogent and plausible answer
that Dr. Nilsson could give to this question?

. (4) The following are some characterizations of problem solving strategies. For each, describe
briefly what it is and illustrate by citing an example.
(a) breadth-first
(b) depth-first
(c) progressive deepening
(5)

This question relates to the Uhr-Vossler pattern recognition program described in Computers

and Thought.

(a)

The program processes the input “retina” with “5 x 5” operators (i.e. 25 cells). Discuss
briefly the ways in which it obtains these operators.

(b)

Does the Uhr-Vossler scheme represent a significant departure from or advance over
previous efforts? Answer “yes”, “no”, or “yes and no”, and justify your answer.

(6)

Recall that in the experiments done by Paige and Simon on human problem solving behavior
in algebra word problem tasks (experiments undertaken in the light of Bobrow’s STUDENT
program), the experimenters designed certain “impossible” problems, for example in which the
answers were negative speeds or negative lengths. How would the STUDENT program
behave if presented with these algebra problems to solve? Justify your answer briefly.

(7)

Characterize in a few sentences the major similarities and differences between the following
two stimulus-classifying systems:
EPAM (Feigenbaum and Simon)
Pandemonium (Selfridge)
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(8)

In the machine learning area, what is the credit assignment problem? How is credit
assignment handled in the learning procedures of Samuel’s checker playing program?

(9)

In heuristic programming, what is meant by the representation problem? How does McCarthy
propose to handle the representation problem for an Advice Taker?

Problem 2. (60 minutes)
Answer 2 of the following 5 questions.
(1)

What do you think of the prospects of proving programs correct and checking the proofs by
computer? State relevant results and discuss what remains to be done.

(2)

Give an example of a theorem and its proof by recursion induction. Make sure that there are
no gaps in the statement of the theorem or in the list of hypotheses used.

(3)

Take as a domain the set of all humans that ever were or will be and suppose them all
descended from Adam and Eve. Let DJC~ mean x is the daughter of y and Sxy mean x is the
son of y. Write a complete set of axioms for these relationships, that is, such that any domain
and predicates D and S satisfying the axioms could be the set of all humans and such that the
set of all humans is guaranteed to satisfy the axioms.

(4)

Let L be a context-free language. Let x be a terminal symbol and a be a variable over
- strings, and let
D,={alxa~Lj.
Is D, context-free? Prove your answer.

(5)

Prove that a set of positive integers is recursive if and only if it is recursively enumerable in
increasing order without repetitions.

Problem 3. (60 minutes)
Consider the problem of inferring, from a set of strings in a language, a grammar for that language.
For example, the strings
car, cdr , caar, cadr , caddy, cddar

could be part of the language generated by the following grammar:
<string> ::- c <middle> t
<middle> ::- a 1 d 1 a <middle> 1 d <middle>
In trying to design a program to carry out such an inference, one would encounter many of the
central questions in Artificial Intelligence. Discuss one of the following aspects of the grammatical
induction problem. Be as precise and specific as possible. You may also include a set of random
comments that occur to you while answering this question.

MARCH 1967
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Representation.

(4

How would you represent the strings, the grammar, and any auxiliary
information? You have your choice of existing languages. Is the representation likely to be a
crucial factor in this problem?

(b)

Generalization. A grammar may be regarded as a generalization of the set of strings. What

(cl

Modes oftnference. To what extent do the terms

measures of generality would be appropriate here? Do the measures generalize?

deductive, inductive, abductive, hypothetico-deductive
apply to the problem of inferring a grammar?

(d)

Learning. How would you design a program which would learn a grammar through
interaction with the environment? Would you expect such a program to perform better than
a non-learning program requiring the same amount of effort to produce?

January 1968 Rrtilicial InCelligence Qualifying Exam
Problem 1. (45 minutes)
Answer one of parts (a) and (b).
(a)

Suppose you are writing a literature review article entitled “Artificial Intelligence: Themes in
the Second Decade”.
Choose one “theme” out of the many that can be identified in the artificial intelligence
research area. Cite the key papers of the past six years bearing on the theme, which taken
together constitute evidence that such a theme in fact exists. In approximately 500 words of
clear exposition, survey your selected theme, in the style of a literature survey article such as
might be acceptable for the CACM. For purposes of this question, only post-1962 articles are
relevant.

(b)

Discuss in detail the state of accomplishment of one of the following programs and how
further progress might be made in that area.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

the
the
the
the

Creenblatt chess program
Samuel checker program
Wos-Robinson work on theorem proving by resolution
Stanford AI Project block stacker
the general area of question answering programs.

Problem 2. (I5 minutes)
What are the prospects for using a general concept of similarity in heuristic programming (for
example: similarity of chess positions, pictures of characters, or pictures of faces)? Give examples of
your proposed uses. In this connection you may discuss Dreyfus’ complaint that machines cannot
have “ambiguity tolerance”.

Problem 3. (30 minutes)
Answer one of parts (a) and (b).
(a)

Give a first-order logic axiomatization (using predicates, functions, and equality) of the
following problem:
A farmer has to cross a river with a wolf, a goat, and a cabbage in a boat that
can hold only one of them at a time besides himself. Leaving the wolf alone with
the goat or the goat alone with the cabbage is disastrous. How should he cross?
The axiomatization should be such that the fact that the farmer can get across with his
charges is a theorem. Explain any predicates and functions used.

(b)

The “representation question” is a central one in artificial intelligence. Describe as many as
you can of the alternative representations of the game tic-tat-toe. For each representation,
describe the problem solving technique which seems most applicable.
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Problem 4. (30 minutes)
Using abstract syntactic and semantic definition of suitable source and object languages, define a
compiler for conditional arithmetic expressions. State formally a definition of its correctness. What
are the main ideas of the proof?

Problem 5. (15 minutes)
Answer one of parts (a) and (b).
(a)

Give a grammar for the language consisting of all well-formed formulas of the first-order
predicate calculus.

(b)

(1)

Does each of (Ex) (Fx = Cx) and (Ex)Fx = (Ex)Cx imply the other?

(2)

Are the formulas (x) 0) (Fzcy 2 +JX) and (x) <r) (NFxJ 3 F3)x) compatible?

In each part, show how you arrive at your answer.

Problem 6. (30 minutes)
Answer one of parts (a), (b), and (c).

(4

Let A be the set of all Giidel numbers of Turing machines. Let K be the set of Code1
numbers of Turing machines which halt when given their own number as input. For each of
the three sets R, K, and R - K answer the following questions and give brief proofs.
Is the set recursive?
Is the set recursively enumerable?

04

Let G l and G2 be arbitrary context-free phrase structure grammars. Is L(G1) n L(G2) - pl
decidable? Prove your answer,

w

Give two basically different formulations of the intuitive notion of effective process. Outline
a proof of their equivalence.

January 1969 Krfihcial Intelligence Qualifying Exam
Problem 1. (30 minutes)

(4

The move tree in Figure 1 is to be scanned from left to right on a depth basis using
alpha-beta pruning. Whenever a node can be pruned, list the node at which the comparison
leading to the prune is made and the highest level node affected. For example, if a decision
at node B3 leads to the pruning of node C9, list B3-C9 and do not list node 020, nodes E28,
E29, E30 or nodes F43 through F48.

W

The and/or tree (or sub-goal tree) illustrated in Figure 2 has been generated by a problem
solving process. The numbers adjacent to the trimmed nodes represent an estimate of the
amount of effort required to solve the problems represented by these nodes. The problem
represented by the node marked A has just been converted into two alternative sub-problems.
In order to finish the remaining part of the problem with least amount of additional effort,
which sub-problem should be processed next and why?

l-f-b?
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Problem 2. (90 minutes)
There has been much talk in artificial intelligence about the “representation problem”.
(a)
(b)

Briefly discuss one paper on the subject.
Give a specific example from the above paper to illustrate the importance of representation in

a problem solving system.

Problem 3. (40 minutes)
(a)

The paper on “State of the Art of Pattern Recognition” by Nagy purports to cover all that is
important about pattern recognition. Most of these are inadequate in dealing with machine
perception of vision and speech. Why?

(b)

Discuss the merits and demerits of syntax-directed recognition schemes in vision and speech.

Problem 4. (40 minutes)
Compare the models used by Colby, Green and Raphael, and Qillian in dealing with natural
language.
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Problem 5. (50 minutes)
Answer one of parts (a) and (b).

(a) In his paper “Heuristic Programming: Ill-structured Problems”, Newell has presented a
comprehensive study of heuristic programming. Describe the current state of knowledge on
the subject, giving specific examples to illustrate as many points as possible.

(b)

The “Towers of Hanoi” problem is to be axiomatized. Assume there are three pegs, Pl, P2,
and P3, and three rings of decreasing size, rl, r2, and r3. The three rings are originally
stacked in decreasing order of size on Pl and we want to place them in decreasing order on
P2.

BEFORE
P2

Pl

P3

r3
r2

AFTER

rl i
Pl

P2

P3

A legal move requires moving exactly one ring to another peg, with the restriction that the
ring may not be placed on a smaller ring.
Write a set of first-order logic axioms for this problem such that the following can be proved:
holds (on(P 1, Itst(r3, ~2, t l)), on(P 2, null), on(P3, null), SO) =)
3 holds (on(P I, null), on(PP,list(r3, ~2, Y l)), on(P3, null), S)

The fourth position of the predicate “holds” is a state variable. You might consider axioms
involving state-valued functions.

Problem 6. (30 minutes)
Extra question for students planning to do a thesis in the area of Artificial Intelligence:
What do you think are the “kernel ideas” in the field of Artificial Intelligence?

march 1970 FPrMicial Fntelligence QualiIying Exam
(Time limit: 7 hours)
The Primacy of Search

The history of the study of problem solving in artificial intelligence is primarily a history of the
study of search. From the earliest reports of problem solving programs in the mid-fifties to the most
recent synthesis (Nilsson), the central focus has been on the generation of solution spaces and the
heuristic control of search for solutions within these spaces. Nilsson reaffirms the “primacy of
search”. Feigenbaum (IF/P 68 paper) has referred to heuristic search as the central paradigm of
artificial intelligence research.
Problems 1 through 4 all relate, in one way or another, to this paradigm.
Problem 1.
Heuristic search has been characterized as follows:
“A tree of ‘tries’ (also called subproblems, reductions, candidates, solution attempts, or
alternatives-and-consequences) is sprouted by a generator. Solutions exist at particular
depths along particular paths. To find one is a ‘problem’. For any task regarded as
nontrivial, the search space is very large. Rules and procedures called heuristics are
applied to direct the search, to limit the search, or to constrain the sprouting of the tree.”
Comment briefly on this characterization.

Problem 2.
List and briefly characterize particular techniques and methods for heuristic control of search that
have been studied to date. As a start, here is a list that should trigger appropriate associations:
Logic Theorist, problem reduction, game-playing programs, MUTIPLE , evaluation, minimum-cost
analysis, bi-directional search, planning, DENDRAL.
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Problem 3.
Consider the role of task-specific information, as revealed by the following dialectic:
Thesis: The primacy of heuristic search,
Antithesis; The power of a particular problem solving program is a function of the quality and
quantity of task-specific knowledge and theory employed; heuristic search is an inefficient and risky
procedure employed by the ignorant.

You are to supply the synthesis in this dialectic.
Examples: In the most recent DENDRAL work (on amines, unpublished), the spectral theory
employed in the Preliminary Inference Process is so good (i.e. powerful) that there is no work
remaining for the Structure Generator to do, that is, only one structural hypothesis is implied.
The Moses integration program differs from Slagle’s program in that the former does almost no
search-it has the right method for every problem.

Problem 4.
If one considers each set of clauses to be the node of a tree, the resolution principle is a “legal move
generator” for the space of possible proofs-by-contradiction for theorems in the first-order predicate
calculus. By itself, it is of course an inefficient theorem prover in the same sense that a legal move
generator is, by itself, an inefficient chess or checker player. The quest for efficiency (and thereby
effectiveness in particular problems of interest) involves search strategies. Some simple ones have
been devised.
Name three such search strategies, and illustrate how they prune the tree and guide the search for a
contradiction.
What is not simple is to devise heuristic search strategies for exploiting task-specific information in
the domain of a problem that has been given a representation in first-order predicate calculus.
Present one such heuristic search strategy for some problem domain in which a resolution theorem
prover is to be used as a “general problem solver”, and illustrate how it would work to control
search.
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Problem 5.
(a)

Give an axiomatitation of the “Missionaries and Cannibals” problem in the formalism of
McCarthy and Hayes such that it follows from the axiomatitation that the missionaries can’
get safely across the river with the cannibals.

(b)

What is the relation between this formalization of the M & C problem and that of GPS?

Problem 6.
A single monocular view of a scene is not, in general, sufficient to determine the position of objects
in the scene.
(a)

State as precisely as possible why this is the case.

(b)

Describe briefly at least 6 ways in which people get complete scene descriptions.

(c)

Pick one of the above methods and describe in detail how you would implement it on a
computer.

Problem 7.
.

The following set of strings is part of a finite-state language. Find the best finite state grammar for
this language. Explain, as precisely as possible, why your choice is the best one.
ia
bb
aba
aaba
abbb
bbba

bbaa
abba
baaa
aabb
baba
bbbba
abaaa

Hint: There is a non-deterministic finite state grammar with three non-terminals which generates

this set of strings.

Problem 8.
Discuss the Frame problem.

Uhrch 1971 Xrbificial TnCelligence Qualifying Exam
(Time limit: ‘I hours)
Problem 1.
Let successors be a function that gives a list of the immediate successor positions to a position p
in a tree. Let the predicate iswfn(v) be true if v is a won position. Write programs in LISP or some
other well-known language for
(a) depth-first search to a maximum depth n
(b) breadth-first search.
The output of the program should be a path through the tree from an initial vertex S to a vertex
that satisfies the predicate f~wln.

Problem 2.
Two blocks are on a table in front of a robot hand. The hand can move to any point in the
vicinity, and its fingers can close or open (to grasp or drop objects, respectively).
Given the following predicates:

Atb, p, J)

- Hand@, s)

CZosed( 5)
Open(J)
Same@, q)

object x is at position p in state 3
the hand is at position p in state J
the fingers are closed in state J
the fingers are open in state J
positions p and q are identical

and the following functions:

on(p)

the state gotten to from state s by closing the fingers
the state gotten to from state s by opening the fingers
the state gotten to from state s by moving the hand to position p (from any
other position)
a position in space just above position p

We can describe these circumstances in first-order predicate calculus as follows:
The initial state:
1.
2.

3.
4.

At (Bl, Pl, SO)
At (B2, P2, S O )
Hand (P3, SO)
-Same (PI, Pi?) A &Same (P2, P3)

A

Game (P 1, P3)

The effects of actions:
5.
6.
7.
8.

(VP, s) Hand (p, m&p, s))

(V’s) Closed (grasp(s))
W Open (drop(d)

(Vx, p, q, s) (At(x, p, s) A Hand@, s) A Closed(s) 3 At(x, q, move(q, s))
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Predicates unaffected by actions (“frame” axioms):
9.
10.

11.

WI p, q, r, 4 Mc p, 4 A Han&, J) A Qame(p, d = A% p, mouetq, 4))
(vx, p, 3) (Ah, p, s) ’ Ad% p, grasp(d) A Ad% p, drop(d))

(VP, s) (Hand@, s) 2 Hand(p, grasp(s)) A Hand@, drop(s)))

From the above axioms, it is possible to prove that the hand can stack the blocks and then be free
for further use.
(a)

Construct a proof by resolution of the following theorem:
OS, p) (At @ 1, p , d A At 02, on(p), d A open(s))

(b)

Does your proof use any of the principal resolution strategies such as unit preference, set of
support, subsumption, or linear format? Discuss in general the role of such strategies, and
why they were or were not useful in this problem.

(c) Axiom 10 contains an obvious oversimplification. Describe the situation that is not
appropriately handled, and propose a substitute axiomatization that corrects this deficiency.

Problem 3.
One of the key problems of Artificial Intelligence is how to represent common knowledge about the
physical world by data structures in a computer’s memory. For example, consider the following
information about a well-known object:
“A chair is a seat with four legs and a back, for one person to sit upon. It is an article
of furniture, frequently used in front of a desk, and is usually made of wood or metal.”
(a)

Show in detail how you could represent this information in each of the following ways:

(1) By a “semantic net” of word associations (as in the work of Quillian, Schank, or
Winston).

(b)

(2)

By predicate calculus (cf. McCarthy, Green, Sandewall).

(3)

By any other representation that differs from both (1) and (2) in some essential way (e.g.
PLANNER).

For each of the above two representations of the concept “chair”, discuss one use for which
that representation is clearly better suited than the other.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE QUALIFYING EXAM
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Problem 4.

Discuss as concretely as possible what a reasoning program needs to know about what it and others
(e.g. travel agents) know in order to plan a trip to Timbuktoo. How do you propose to represent
this information? What rules of inference and axioms will you provide? In this problem, you are
essentially on your own; there is hardly any relevant literature.

Problem 5.
(a)

Compare the search procedures, generality of techniques, task domains and goals of GPS and
Heuristic DENDRAL. What are the most severe limitations of each program?

(b)

Tower of Hanoi problem.
In a temple in Hanoi, there are three diamond needles, and in the beginning, 64 gold disks of
64 different diameters were placed on one of the needles in such a way that no disk is on top
of a disk of smaller diameter. The monks must move the disks from one needle to another
using all three needles and never placing a disk on top of a smaller one. The Tower of Hanoi
problem is to determine their strategy for moving the disks. When they finish, the world will
come to an end.
(1)

Outline in detail a CPS-like solution for the Tower of Hanoi problem (if there is none
carefully explain why).

(2)

Outline in detail a Heuristic-DENDRAL-like solution (if there is none carefully explain
why).

Problem 6.
Suppose that an exploratory robot vehicle is to be landed on Mars in 1980 with the following
characteristics:
(1)

It has a suitably compact computer of approximately the performance of the AI project’s
PDP-10.

(2)

It can transmit and receive lo6 bits per second in communication with earth when it is facing
earth.

(3)

It is landed at a time when the round trip for signals is 15 minutes.

(4)

It has television cameras.

(5) It can move either on wheels or 6 legs provided you can program it.
With what AI vision and motion capabilities would you equip it and how would they be
programmed and used? Give as much detail as you can. What other equipment and programs
would you provide?

I.

Rpril 1972 RrtiIicial Intelligence Qualitying Exam
(Time limit: 6 hours)
Problem 1.

(a)

In terms of the quality of solutions found and the efficiency with which solutions are
produced, the Heuristic DENDRAL program is one of the most powerful heuristic programs in
existence. What is the primary source of this problem-solving power?

b)

In his paper on Heuristic Programming, subtitled “Ill-Structured Problems”, Newell introduces
concepts and terminology intended to categorize and describe heuristic programs. Use Newell’s
concepts and terminology to describe Heuristic DENDRAL.

k)

What are the purposes of having a systematic generator (the DENDRAL algorithm) at the
heart of Heuristic DENDRAL?

(4

We use heuristic processes to achieve search reduction in administering the search for a
solution to a problem. How does the heuristic process known as the Planner in Heuristic
DENDRAL contribute its heuristic power to search reduction? Illustrate by making reference
to some of the results in the results tables of the DENDRAL paper you were asked to read.
From a heuristic search point of view, how does “planning” in DE,NDRAL differ from
“planning” as this method has been discussed elsewhere in the A. I. literature (e.g. the
Planning Method of GPS, Hewitt’s Planner, Robot Planning)?

(4

You were asked to read a paper by Amarel in which he discusses representation of knowledge
and shift of representation. How has this problem been studied in the context of the task
environment of Heuristic DENDRAL? What are the results?

Problem 2.
The unbounded unit-preference strategy is: “Compute the resolvents of all unit clauses with every
clause before computing the resolvents of any pair of non-units.”
The input clause strategy is: “Compute the resolvents of a pair of clauses only if one of them is a
member of the initial set of clauses (i.e. an axiom or the negation of the theorem).”
(a)

Give examples showing that both of these strategies are logically incomplete.

A replacement rule of inference for equality may be defined as follows.
Let E be the equality predicate and s, t, u be terms. Let R and B be clauses with no variables in
common such that A contains a positive equality atom, either A - E(s, t) v A’ or A = E(1,s) v A’,
and a term u occurs at least once in B. (Note: u may occur as a subterm,) Let s and tl have a
common substitution instance, and suppose that a is a most general unifier such that sa - ua. Let
Bu be the result of replacing an occurrence of ua in Ba by ta. Let C be the clause A’av Bm. Then
C may be inferred by replacement from R into 8. Denote the set of such inferences by P(A, B).
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If A and B have common variables, these must be eliminated by a change of variables before the
rule is applied.
(b)

For all A and B, is P(R, B) = P(B, A)? Prove your answer.

(c)

Let A be EV(x, g(x)), c) and B be EV(x, x), e). Compute P(A, B) aand P(B, A).

(d)

Prove: For any C that can be inferred by replacement from A and B there is a C’ satisfying
(1) C’ implies C and (2) C’ is obtained by a sequence of resolutions from the set consisting of
R, B, and the axioms for equality.

Problem 3.
After reading the speech report for inspiration, you have accepted a consulting job with the
linguistics department to predict the feasibility of a speech understanding system. You are given the
following vocabulary and grammar. You want a computer to recognize semantically and
syntactically legal sentences. The department did not specify the semantics but any reasonable
assumptions will do.
The vocabulary is:
programs, monkeys, termites,
search, climb, eat
trees, bits, bananas
The grammar is:
S + subject 1 verb 1 object
subject + programs 1 monkeys 1 termites
verb + search 1 climb I eat
object + trees I bits I bananas

First, assume a probability of correct recognition of one of the vocabulary words, when
isolated, to be .?. Suppose the lexical segmentation scheme is perfect. Without use of the
grammar what correct string recognition rate (all words correct) might be expected on 3-word
strings?

(b)

Based on the results of the speech report, how might the probability of word-confusion error
depend on vocabulary size?

(4

Make a reasonable assumption (either your answer to part (b) or some other guess) of the
effect of vocabulary size on recognition rate. State your assumption. Now, using the
grammar, but still no semantics, what correct string recognition rate might be expected?
(Rough calculations are sufficient.)

(d)

Specify your assumed semantically meaningful strings. Show precisely why the recognition
rate is better. For extra credit, calculate an expected correct S-word string recognition rate
using both syntax and semantics.

APRIL 1972
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Problem 4.
Consider the following variant of the missionary and cannibals problem:
“Three missionaries and three cannibal8 come to a river that they wirh to crou, They
find a boat that holds two people and can be rowed by one or two. However, if one
person rows by himself, he will be too tired to row by himself again. Besides that, if the
cannibals ever outnumber the missionaries on either bank of the river, the missionaries
will be eaten. How can they all safely cross the river?”
(a)

Write a LISP program to find a solution.

(b)

Write a micro-PLANNER program to find a solution.

(c)

Write a situation-calculus description of the situation and the effects of actions from which it
follows that there is a solution. The “result” formalism of McCarthy and Hayes is
recommended.

(d)

Discuss the problem of making a program that could go from the above English statement of
the missionary and cannibals problem to a LISP program for doing the tree search. Would
the PLANNER formalism or the McCarthy and Hayes formalism be suitable as intermediate
steps? Why or why not? Try to divide the overall problem into sub-problems which might
be solved independently.

Problem 5.
One of the central problems in the recognition of scenes involving plane-bounded objects is the
segmentation problem. Falk, in his thesis, suggests improvements to Guzman’s algorithm, Describe
Gutman’s and Falk’s algorithms. Give an example different from those in Falk’s thesis where
Guzman’s method fails and Falk’s succeeds. Give an example where they both fail.
For extra credit:
(a)

Extend Falk’s algorithm to cover the case you presented above. If the new algorithm doesn’t
cover all cases, find a counterexample.

(b)

Discuss the segmentation problem for curved objects.

ITTag 1974 Xrbilicial Intelligence Qualiiying Exam
(Time limit: 6 hours)
Problem 1. (60 minutes)
(a)

Briefly describe each of the following concepts and discuss how it would be useful in a system
working in the blocks world. This question is intended to test your understanding of the
mechanisms and not of the blocks world. If one or another of the mechanisms is not
particularly suited to the blocks world, then you should discuss it in the context of another
domain. Also, you may want to make note of how some of the concepts are interrelated.
“procedural embedding” of knowledge
(1)
(2) declarative representations (e.g. assertions, predicates)
(3) automatic backtracking
alternative “worlds” of data contexts
(4)
“demons”
(5)
(6) pattern matching.

(b)

Define each of the following problem-solving paradigms and give a short description of the
sort of problem domain to which it is applicable. (For instance, “table lookup” might be
defined as the selection of data elements from an information structure by processing keys
associated with the data. It would be applicable in situations where the set of possible answers
is explicit, there are appropriate keys and selection functions, and the number of elements is
small enough to allow the storage and retrieval to be reasonably efficient.)
alpha-beta pruning
(1)
(2) generate-and-test
(3)
heuristic search (e.g. A* or branch-and-bound)
(4) hill climbing
means-end analysis.
(5)

Problem 2. (JO minutes)
Give brief descriptions of the Heuristic DENDRAL and Meta-DENDRAL programs. Identify the
major components and contrast the purposes of the two programs. Specifically tell how
Meta-DENDRAL makes the “big switch” in Heuristic DENDRAL powerful.

Problem 3. (JO minutes)
Describe the representation of knowledge in the MYCIN system (Shortliffe, et. al.). Describe how the
set of rules is organized to allow for flexibility in changing the rules. Contrast this representation
with a decision tree representation.
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Problem 4. (60 minutes)
Knowledge has been called the key to high performance of AI programs and has been suggested as
a major topic for new research in the coming years. Among the many dimensions of this research
are the representation, use, and acquisition of knowledge in AI programs.
(a)

Discuss the representation of knowledge in the Carnegie-Mellon HEARSAY system. In
particular, what is the organization of the system, what knowledge is represented, and how
does the system deal with multiple representation of knowledge?

(b)

Discuss the use of static and dynamic world knowledge in the STRIPS robot system, especially
in planning. Be sure to mention dependency conditions in plans. How does STRIPS know if
a plan if applicable once there is a change in the world?

(c)

One way of acquiring new knowledge is by induction. Describe the methods of acquiring
knowledge, and the types of knowledge acquired, in Meta-DENDRAL, STRIPS, and Winston’s
arch finder. (These are three programs which can be said to do induction.)

.

Problem 5. (45 minutes)
In natural language, words have several different aspects of meaning. Among these, we might
include reference (their connection to objects in the real world), inference (their connections to other
information implied by their use), connotation (the other associations they provide for the hearer,
often attitudinal or emotional), and appropriateness conditions (the contextual conditions under
which they can appropriately be used). For each of the four words ‘dog”, “throw”, “angry”, and
“always”, discuss the different aspects of meaning they convey, and the way they might be handled
in different systems (particularly those of Schank, Colby, Wilks, and Winograd).
Your answer should include:
(1)

A discussion of the use of primitives, as in Schank. Describe how they are applicable to some
of the four words, and what problems there are in extending the idea to handle others.
Describe how conceptual dependency might handle some of the connotative meaning of
“angry”.

(2)

Different approaches to representing the “essential” meaning of “dog”. What would it look
like in a BLOCKS-world? What components of its meaning describe its preference semantics?

(3)

The various inferences that can be drawn from a use of the word ‘throw”, and how they
would be handled in the inference components of various systems.

(4)

The problem of handling time adverbs like “always”, and ways they might be integrated
where not present now in various systems.

(5)

The kinds of patterns which might be present in a Colby-like system containing these words,
and how they would be used. What aspects of their meaning are brought out?

For extra reinforcement, consider any of the other possible combinations of word, meaning type, and
system. Use the specific words as starting points to discuss which aspects of meaning are and are
not handled by the various programs, and to compare the ways each program deals with the same
aspect of meaning. ’
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Problem 6. (30 minutes)
It has often been noted that there are many similarities between the process of understanding a
spoken utterance and “understanding” a visual scene. Clearly, the acoustic wave form corresponds to
the pattern of intensities on the retina, phonemes correspond to lines, vertices, etc., and the
S-dimensional description of the scene is in some sense the “meaning”.
The following statements are made in an (imaginary) proposal for a new vision system. For each
statement, identify a particular natural language system which has made significant use of the same
basic idea and also tell how the idea has been applied in actual vision systems. If the idea has not
been used, suggest where it might.
(a)

Many of the system’s responses do not require analyzing the entire scene, but depend on
reactions to particular features. If a furry beast is jumping at us through the air, we want to
give the appropriate response without worrying about whether it is a lion or a tiger.

(b)

We expect to see objects in familiar configurations. For example, we expect to see a handset,
a body, and a dial associated in a particular relationship when we look at a telephone. The
system uses simple heuristics to group visual features into prospective objects, then applies its
vocabulary of templates for plausible objects to each of these seeing if a fit can be found. If
there is more than one possible match, we can weight the preference of each one by checking
whether the individual components are of the right type for the template.

(c)

The system must make use of all levels of information in a flexible way. At times we may
want to use the fact that a particular object is hypothesized to look more carefully for some
line. At other times, a particular configuration of lines and vertices may suggest a possible
object.

(d)

In order to describe complex shapes, we need a small vocabulary of basic shape-constituents,
such as “plane”, “sphere”, “rod”, etc. We can then define more complex shapes as
combinations of these linked with spatial relations like “above”, “inside”, etc.

(e)

When we walk into a room we have a set of expectations for particular elements which need
to be filled in, e.g. walls, floor, ceiling. This “frame” determines the way in which we will
interpret the elements we see.

Problem 7. (30 minutes)
Consider the game tree shown below, and let moves from any vertex be generated from top to
bottom. Subtrees are to be named by giving the letters attached to their terminal vertices. We will
use the a-(3 heuristic.
(a)

What subtree is visited if initially a = --oo and 0 - 003 What does it tell us about the value of
the game?

(b)

What subtree is visited if initially a - 1.5 and fi - 2.51

(c)

What subtree is visited if initially a = 3 and fi - CO? What does it tell us about the value of
the game?

MAY 1974
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Re-order the subnodes so that by using an a-0 depth-first, top-to-bottom search, the smallest
number of terminal vertices is visited. There may be many such re-orderings; you need find
only one.

(Do any two of problems 8,9, and 10.)
Problem 8. (60 minutes)
Consider the interactive Program-Writing System in Floyd’s 1971 /F/P paper Toward Interactive
Design of Correct Programs”. Recall that there are two parts of the system, which are referred to
respectively as “man” and “computer” in the imaginary dialogue. In the following problems, you are
to show in some detail what “mechanizable” reasoning along with what necessary facts would lead to
each of the desired results. You may use any plausible formalism or pseudo-formalism such as
Floyd’s, first-order logic, or micro-planner. As a suggestion, first sketch out the reasoning in any
language you wish, such as conventional mathematical language and English. Then reduce it to a
formalism. You will receive most of the credit if your reasoning is complete even if you can’t
express it in a known formalism.
(a)

On the second page of the paper, “computer” states that the antecedent of P2 does not follow
from the antecedent of PI and the iteration-non-terminated condition. “Computer” also
implies that the iteration is not initialized. Show how these two conclusions can be reached.

(b) In the next interchange, “computer” states that the consequent of P2, with the iteration
termination condition, does not “seem” to imply the consequent of Pt. Sketch out the
reasoning and information necessary to reach this conclusion. What added facts or inferences
would be necessary to “prove” that the consequent of Pl is not implied by the consequent of
PP?
(c)

Just before the end of the dialogue, the computer asks the man to design the initialization of
the sub-program Pp. Suppose we want “computer” to design the initialization itself. Show
how “computer” might deduce the correct initialization.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE QUALIFYING EXAM
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Problem 9. (60 minutes)
Read the paper “A Semantics-Based Decision Theory Region Analyzer” by Yakimovsky and
Feldman (3rd IJCAI, 1973). Consider the problem of applying their region analyzer to the blocks
world.
(a)

What would you do to try it?

(b)

What results would you expect?

(c)

Now think about adding the vertex classification system of Waltz. What changes in the
abstract description of the Y 8~ F system and what changes in the program organization would
be needed? How well would this system work?

(d)

What does your answer suggest in general about vision research?

Problem 10. (60 minutes)
For a position u in tic-tat-toe, winnable(u) asserts that the player whose turn it is to move can force
a win. Write sentences of predicate calculus axiomatizing wtnnable(u). Assume the standard
interpretation of the usual set theoretic and arithmetic predicates and operations so these don’t have
to be axiomatized. Use the following initial definitions.
Board - (1,2, 3) x (1,2,3}
Vu u E Positions E 3xjyr u = xx, q, z>> A
x f (“x”, “0”) A y c Powerset(Board) A z f Powerset(Board)

A

y n z - ()

In this formula, x is the player whose turn it is, y is the set of squares occupied by “x”, and z is the
set of squares occupied by “0”.
Use car and cdr to extract elements of ordered pairs so that

Vxy car (<sc, y>) - x

A

cdr(<x+) - y

Hint: Use a predicate won(u) that is true if the player that last moved has three in a row.

may 1975 Rrtilicial Intelligence @aliIying Exam
Select one of the following problems. It should not be in your area of A. I. specialization. Spend a
few days on the problem (about 10 hours altogether), and turn in a copy of your work. Your written
work will serve as the basis for the discussion at the oral exam.
All papers referred to below are from the Proceedings of the Third International Joint Conference
on Artificial Intelligence (31 JCAI).

I

Problem 1.
Read Pohl (p. 12) and Harris (p. 23).

(a)

Pohl doesn’t distinguish between time exhaustion and space exhaustion kinds of Type-l
catastrophes, but hints that there might be some things to say about them. Can you think of
anything? How can their frequency be minimized by more careful planning while a system is
being designed7 What are some ways one might detect an imminent collapse? Once detected,
how could its impact be minimized?

(b)

Propose a simple problem which might lead to an unending search unless Pohl’s dynamic
weighting scheme is used. Could Harris’ bandwidth constraint solve this problem as well?

(c)

Harris and Pohl both use the Travelling Salesman problem to illustrate their techniques. Why
is this an apt choice? Does it facilitate comparing the two techniques? (Warning: If it does,
then compare them!)

(c)

Given a resolution theorem-prover, might these techniques be applied to advantage?

Problem 2.

I

Read Bledsoe (p. 56). The system described is dealing with a domain (topology) but does not seem
to possess much knowledge in a format suited to that homain. For example, humans rely on visual
intuitions about space and continuity quite frequently while attempting proofs in this field. How
might analogical models like Gelernter’s or Bundy’s (p. 130) be employed by the system?
In 1973, Bledsoe seemed to expect his system to prove new topology theorems any day. If today, two
years later, this isn’t so, how can you account for this? That is, how could it be that a system was
able to prove hard but known theorems, yet not a single “new” interesting one?

Problem 3.
Read Woods (p. ZOO) and a HEARSAY article. Describe how incremental simulation might have
been effectively employed for some non-speech projects (e.g. the Dendral task or a large
theorem-prover). Why are so many different experts used in Woods’ project? How do these experts
correspond to the modules in HEARSAY (Reddy et al, p. 185, p. 194)? How might you organize an
incremental simulation of a system to maintain and draw inferences from Conceptual Dependency
nets (Schank, p. 255)? To what extent has the basic idea permeated AI research? Consider, for
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example, the “pre-processed” format for input assumed by Winston’s ARCH-learning system. Is
incremental simulation meaningful for an individual doing research? Is there a “flaw” in the idea;
can you think of a situation where it might be detrimental to a final project?

Problem 4.
Read Darlington and Burstall (p. 479) and Boyer and Moore (p. 486). Could Boyer and Moore’s
system be programmed using the transformation schemata concept of Darlington and Burstall?
Write one schema for a particular induction problem (e.g. proving that append is associative), and
indicate how it would be applied. Is this feasable for the entire range of Boyer and Moore’s system’s
abilities? Consider how one might automate the acquisition of new program transformation
schemata. For example, consider how META-Dendral automates rule acquisition for Dendral (see
Buchanan, p. 67, or Buchanan et al in the references list).

Problem 5.
Read about Waltz’s work; also, look at Stefanuk (p. 612). Stefanuk and others seem to argue for the
use of local processing to solve problems. Give a few examples where this is essential, and a few
where only a global attack can get anywhere easily. How might one characterize the class of
problems which need a particular level of scrutiny? How does this mirror the problem of using
semantic vs. syntactic knowledge?
Draw an analogy between local/global knowledge and the use of phonetic/semantic knowledge in
speech systems. Consider how a successful speech system uses the different levels of knowledge
synergetically (e.g. HEARSAY). Using your analogy, how might one intermix local and global kinds
of knowledge of the kind used by Waltz? That is, use your analogy to propose a new design for
Waltz’s system.

Problem 6.
Sketch out a program to play tic-tat-toe in one of the AI languages (micro-planner, conniver, QA4).
This is not a programming problem. You are not expected to run the program. What is important
is a discussion of the basic representations you use and the tradeoffs involved in the way the
program is designed. In particular discuss how your design would differ if the program were for
3-D 4 x 4 tic-tat-toe.

Problem 7.
The first paper in SIJCAI describes a method for searching “additive and/or graphs”. Find some
real AI search problem (where “real” means in a specific problem domain like game playing,
syntactic parsing, or scene analysis) to which this approach might be applied. Discuss why the
algorithm would be useful, and the tradeoffs involved in the different choices (like top-down vs.
bottom-up). If you can find two domains with different characteristics, all the better.
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Problem 8.
Read Koffman & Blount, “Artificial Intelligence and Automatic Programming in CAI” (p. 86).
Assume you wanted to write a program which would take the role of the STUDENT (i.e. the other
participant in a dialog with their program). Discuss the basic issues you would need to handle, and
the ways in which your result would be the same (or different) as a general automatic programming
system.

Problem 9.
DENDRAL takes the results of a complex interactive event and tries to deduce what components
went into it. Consider applying the same techniques to a “de-compiler” which takes machine code

and tries to deduce the higher level language code which produced it. Pick your own favorite
machine and higher level language, but assume that the system will have to handle the output of
aribtrary compilers (all correct, but some involving optimitations and other such complications).
Describe what the resulting system would look like, in particular pointing out which DENDRAL
features seem useful and which don’t. Reminder: This is a thought problem, not a programming
problem - don’t try to build the whoie thing, but spend your time figuring out what the significant
issues are.

Problem IO.
John Seeley Brown has a paper on “Steps toward automatic theory formation” (p. 121). It discusses
a task involving learning names for kinship relations. Describe how Winston’s learning program
would have to be modified to handle the learning of kinship relation names. Discuss the problems
in designing an appropriate training sequence. Discuss the relationship between these and other
“concept formation” programs which might be set the same task.

Problem I 1.
Harry Pople (“On the mechanization of abductive logic”, p. 147) describes a formalism for abductive
reasoning in the context of medical diagnosis. Describe a production system-based method for doing
the reasoning. How could it be fit into MYCIN?

Problem 12.
Three papers in 3IJCAI disucss problem solvers in the domain of moving objects from room to
room in a simple flwrplan (Siklossy & Roach, p. 383; Sacerdoti, p. 412; and Siklossy 8~ Dreussi, p.
423). Describe the relative advantages and disadvantages of each (in particular look for things one
system advertises doing which would be difficult or impossible for the others, and analyze why).

ATay 1977 Rrfificial Fntelligence @slifying Exam
Be prepared to discuss the following questions orally.

One computer program says about another, “It knows I want to use the telephone line to Boston,
and it is deliberately holding on to it in order to prevent my using it.”
1,

English aside, how would you represent such an assertion as a LISP, PLANNER, or first-order
logic data structure?

2.

What semantics would you give this assertion, that is, in what states of the world would you
regard it as true?

3.

How would you axiomatize the concepts involved, what rules of inference would you use,
and/or what MICROPLANNER “theorems” involving them would you give a program that
must generate such a statement and use it?

4.

From what evidence might the computer deduce such a statement? E.g. from what external
observations?

5.

When if ever would it be important for a computer program to be able to use such assertions?

Stay 1965 Rumerical Analysis Qualifying Exam
Problem 1.
In five minutes or less, state how you would go about locating the most accurate published decimal
approximation of l/n, where n - 3.14 159.. . .

Problem 2.
Suppose we want to numerically evaluate L’ ex2 dx with an error provable to be less then 10”‘.
We are able to generate values of ex2 for any x in [O,l] to any desired accuracy. We decide to use
the trapezoidal method (with no acceleration) with n t I abscissas. Assume ordinary rounded
floating-decimal arithmetic, with J significant decimal digits for the mantissas. We may use any
integer values of n and J that we need, but we must not waste resources with values that are much
too large.
(a)

Approximately what values of n and 3 are large enough to do the job?

(b)

For some reasonable pair of values n, J, show that the error is indeed less than 10’io.

(c)

What error would you expect to actually occur in a computation with this n and s?

Problem 3.
Suppose that the equation x2 + alx + a2 - 0 with real coefficients possesses real roots a, P. Show
that, if x0 is chosen sufficiently close to a, the iteration
Wk + a2
Xk
converges to a if 1 a 1 > 10 J; the iteration
%+I - -

a2
Xk+l L:-Xk + a~

converges to a if la J < 10 1; and the iteration
Xk+l c

4 + a2
al

converges to a if 2la] < Ia+@I.
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Problem 4.
Let X(h) be a function of h. Assume that
X(h) - X(0) + ah 4/3 + bh2 + o(h2) as h -+ 0,
where a and b are unknown constants. Assume further that the values of A(4) are known for h -,
l/10, l/20, I.., l/90, l/100. Describe an extrapolation to the limit algorithm which makes use of the
assumed information to estimate X(O).

Problem 5.
Let A be a real n xn matrix with eigenvalues 1x11 2 1X21 L .,. L 1X,1. Let Rrl - alzl. Consider the
algorithm which generates the following sequence of vectors:
(i+l) I /j,(i)
Y
1 I (i41)
,(i+l)
11 +‘+I ‘11 y
where x(O) is an arbitrary real vector with unit norm (we use the Euclidean norm).
(a)

Under what conditions will x(I) converge to zr?

(b)

I f Xl - peie, X2 - peWie, and lx21 > 1X31, describe a method for computing X 1 and X2, using only
real arithmetic.

(c)

(d)

Describe ways of improving the rate of convergence of the above algorithm when l?,r 1 and
IX21 are close.
Briefly mention the advantages and disadvantages of the power method over other methods.

Problem 6.
The following algorithm has been used to generate circles on the CRT display of the PDP-1.
Given x0, yo, and h, let

(Note particularly that the “new” value of x is used to obtain the new value of s.) The points (x,,
Y,~) are displayed as they are calculated and appear to have an almost constant distance from the
center of the screen. In practice, h is of the form !?, but this is irrelevant here.
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Express the algorithm in the form

for some matrix A(h). Use this to show that the algorithm works by proving that there is a constant
c so that for all n,
; Iboll 5 II%II 5 c II%lL
where 11 z 11 is the Euclidean vector norm. You may ignore roundoff errors.
If the original algorithm is changed to
%+I = xn + hYn
Yn+l = Yn - &,I
then we obtain an expanding spiral instead of a circle. Why?
Make a few brief comments relating the above observations to the numerical solution of ordinary
differential equations.

Problem 7.
Consider the ordinary differential equation problem of determining y(x) so that
* - f(“, y) ,

dX

y(O) - yo.

(0

In the Milne-Simpson method of approximately solving (l), we solve the difference equation
Yn+l - Yn-I + t W%-1’Yn-,) + 4f(XwYn) +f(%+l’Yn+l))

(2)

where x,, - nh and yn is an approximation to y(xn). The actual methods of getting y 1 and solving
the implicit equation (2) for Y,*,~ are irrelevant here.
(a)

In spite of the universal success enjoyed by the Milne-Simpson method with desk calculators,
it has not been popular with automatic computers, Why?

(b)

As explicitly as you can, find the solutions of (2) for the two cases fix, y) - y and fix, y) - - y.
Explain the relevance to part (a).

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS QUALlFYlNG EXAM
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Problem 8.

In one hour, discuss in depth one of the following areas of numerical analysis:

(1)

Numerical solution of ordinary differential equations, including discretization error and
stability.

(2)

Numerical solution of elliptic partial differential equations.

(3)

Numerical solution of hyperbolic partial differential equations,

(4)

Numerical solution of parabolic partial differential equations.

(5)

Round-off error.

6)

Approximation of functions.

(7)

Computational methods in linear algebra.

(8)

Numerical integration.

(9)

Monte Carlo methods.

Include in your discussions as many of the following subjects as seem to be appropriate.
(a)

The important problems in the area.

(b)

The most important results.

(c)

General literature which would provide an introduction to the field for a person who wanted
to learn about the area. Also some of the more recent literature in which important results are
given.

(d)’

The pragmatics of solving problems in the field on an automatic digital computer. Also give
sources of routines or algorithms for solving the common problems of the field;

(e)

Some unsolved problems in the field.

march 1966 Rumerical Rnalysis Qualifying Exam
Problem 1.
You are required to evaulate
m
1 ‘dx
1
w-s,
SJ
IO
In (X+ 1) In (X- 1) (In %)2 X
You may use any quadrature programs you want, and up to two minutes of time on the B5500.
Spend 20 minutes now, with closed book, to outline what you propose to do and why. Execute your
proposal this afternoon and hand in your result together with supporting documentation and an
explanation of any deviation from the plan you propose now.
Your grade will depend upon
(1)

The accuracy you achieve.

(2)

The strength of the evidence or argument which you supply to support your claims to
accuracy.

(3) The total amount of computer time (debug+compile+execute) consumed. You will be
penalized for computer time consumed in excess of two minutes.

Do two of Problems 2-6 (20 minutes each).
Problem 2.
Let (x;} be a sequence of real numbers converging to CL Let r; be a sequence defined by
Zi = Xi -

(4

(X’I*1 - Xij2
Xi+2 - 2Xi+] + Xi’

Calculate Zi if
- a - K (Xi - a),
for some K, where IK 1 < 1.
%i+l

(b)

Let Xi,] - a 9 (K+Ui)(#i- a) for some IK 1 < 1, and where oi + 0. Prove that
lim 22 = 0,
i+03 Xi - a

(4

What hypotheses on Oi would enable you to conclude that
lim

La0

Zi - a
(Xi - a)2

exists? Prove your assertion.
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Problem 3.

Describe what is meant by “instability” in relation to the numerical solution of differential equations.
Find the greatest step length h such that the initial value problem
y” + ay’ + by - 0, where 0 < a < 2&
may be solved without instability, using
Yn+l = Yn + G

to perform the integrations.

Problem 4.
Consider the following ALGOL procedure:
rea1 procedure Q(x) value x; real x;
conmerrt Q(x) - log,{ 1+x) to within a few units in its last decimal place,
provided the ALGOL function ~TZ(J) - log&) to within a unit or two
in its last decimal place for all y B 0.
The simple statement
rg :- In( 1+x)
begin

was rejected because it produces inaccurate results when x is near zero.;
real y;
Y :- 1+x;
if 9 - 1 theu Ig :- x
else lg :- x * h<u>/(y- 1)

end
Explain why the rejected statement produces inaccurate results and show that the procedure does
work as accurately as claimed when run on a computer, like the 85500 or IBM 7090, which
normalizes sums and differences of floating-point numbers before rounding.
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Problem 5,
Consider the following ALGOL procedure:
real procedure rufJqrt (x, a, 6); value x, a, b; real x, a, b;
begilr
real t;
t : aace t b;
rilfJqrt :- (x/t t t) * 0.5
end
Let E(x, a, b) - ($/Kc)- 1 be the relative error with which J - ru&rt(x, a, b) approximates 4. Let
E(a, b) - max IE(x, a, b) I.
1/4sxs4

Prove that
E(a, 6) - E(b, a) 2 @$ y)
and hence that the values of a and b which minimize E(a, b) are equal.

Problem 6.
Read the paper “Note on the inversion of symmetric matrices by the Gauss-Jordan method,,, by R.
DeMeersman and L. Schotsmans (see /CC Bull 3 (1964), pp. 152-155).
The authors claim that their algorithm will work for any symmetric non-singular matrix, but it
won’t. Supply a 2 x2 counter-example.

.
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Do two of Problems 7-12 (60 minutes each).
Problem 7.
(a)

Let
-4

C(a) -

-1
a

0
-1
e .

b

0

-1’

0
0

.. ,
.* I

0

0

0
0

1::
-1

-Y
0

;
-1
a

-Y

be a real n x n tridiagonal matrix.
Give a simple condition on a for C(a) to be (1) non-singular and (2) positive definite, citing
reasons for your answer.
For parts (b)-(f), consider the real n x n tridiagonal matrix
-1

a2

-1
-1

0

.
a,,,2

.

.

0

-1

0

(b)

Answer part (a) for the ma.trix A.

(4

If A is non-singular how would you propose to solve Rx - b? Give more than one method,
giving reasons when each method is applicable.

(4

The inverse of A sometimes has only positive entries. When is this true for a non-singular A?
Why is this knowledge useful?

(4

Show that if A” exists and has nonnegative entries then A has at least one nonnegative
eigenvalue and eigenvector with nonnegative entries.

(0

Suppose that ai 2 2 and Ibi-Cil s E for f - 1, 2, . . . , n. Let x and 9 be the respective
solutions of Rx - b and Ay - c. Find an estimate for max lp+J.

(I3

Consider the problem
(-p(4 *x(d), + f(x) 44 - gw
da) - $at db) - $6
where p(x) 2 a > 0, f(x) 2 0, a 5 x s 6.
Discuss the solution of this problem by finite-difference techniques.
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Problem 8.
(a)

The coefficients a,. and 6, are related by Horner’s recurrence
and for Y - n-l, n-2, . . . , 1, 0,
” I
Show that the polynomials
A(r) E k a$ and B(r) E i b,zrwl
r-0

r= 1

satisfy
A(x) E (z-x) B(r) t bo.
(b)

The recurrence fi can be implemented as an ALGOL program which, given computer numbers
n, x, and a,., generates the coefficients b,. However, rounding errors will prevent the stored
values 6,. from satisfying recurrence P precisely. To appraise these errors, assume that the
ALGOL statement
s :- u t v
when executed, produces a number 5 satisfying
lutv-s 111s 1 s u
and that
p := u m v
produces a number p satisfying
I

uv-p

l/l uv I 5 RI

where u and R are small numbers (of the order of 10” r on the B5500). Then show that the
computed value of b. satisfies the following quite close bound:
IA(x)-bol s (utn)eo - Iboln, where
C:

e,, - la,lnl(utn), and for Y - n-l, n-2, . . . . 1, 0,
I e, - Ixle,+l + 14-l-

If you cannot prove this, give another reasonably close bound for IA(x) - bol.
(c)

Now think about an ALGOL program which uses, say Newton’s iteration to compute a zero of
the polynomial A(r), and which includes both recurrences 0 and c, the latter to provide an
error-bound for the former. Discuss the suitability of the following criterion for stopping
iteration, in the light of practical considerations:
“If I bol I (utn)eo - I boln, then x is an acceptable approximation to a zero of A(r).”
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Problem 9.
For the solution of systems of linear equations Ax - b by Gaussian elimination, discuss the
motivation for and the consequences of various pivot-selection strategies most widely used. Explain
how these strategies can be carried out in a program for solving linear equations. Discuss any other
operations on the system which might be relevant in the pivot-selection strategies. What inferences,
if any, can be drawn from the sizes of the pivots7
You may wish to illustrate the points of your discussion’by means of numerical examples either of
your own choosing or from the following:
(1)

*1 -

1

-1-l

0

1-l

0
.
.
.
.
.
0

Q

.

.

.

.

1.-l.
.
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.

.

.

.

-i

.

.

.

.

-1

.
*
*
.

.

.

.

-. .

-1
.
.

. .

.

- 1' -i
.

.

.

.

.

.

:o

1

(iI)

A2 =

IO

o....o

l-

-1

o....o

I

all

-1-l . lo...6
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. '1%

1
.
.
.

‘60,60 =’

i

aid

-1

-1

.

1

ai,GO

-1

-1

.

1

.

.

.--1
-1

1

- 1 excqlt
l

=-lifl>j

= 0 If Kj exccyt
=I if140

-1

(iii)

l

A,’
-

0

:_ 4 0 . . . 2 0 . 259 58 2
(The lhst dingoml elements deviut rl from the C.c:metrlc

.
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Problem 10.
Discuss the role that the concept of the or&~ of an iteration function plays in the theory of
root-finding. You might want to consider some of the following points in your discussion:
(1)

Definition of order.

(2)

Methods for generating iteration functions of arbitrary order,

(3)

When order is integral and when it is not.

(4)

Effects of multiple zeros on order.

(5)

Derive the order of a number of iteration functions.

(6)

The convergence properties of iteration functions of linear or superlinear order.

(7)

The pros and cons of using high-order methods in practice.

(8)

The relation between the order of an iteration function and the function evaluations it
requires.

Problem 11.
Let $J(x, 9) be a solution of

for Q in an L-shaped region (a square with a quarter of the square removed), where the value of 9
on the boundary is given. Assumef and g are smooth.
(a)

Discuss the approximation of this problem by finite difference techniques.

(b)

Discuss several schemes for solving the resulting approximation.

(c)

What role can the maximum principle play in the analysis of this problem and the
approximation problem?

(d)

Explain how an estimate for the difference between the analytic and approximate solutions
may be obtained.

Problem 12.
(a)

Discuss the properties and tests relevant to a good random number generator.

(b)

Propose a numerical problem for which Monte Carlo methods offer the only reasonable
approach and describe how you would use them to solve it. How do you estimate the accuracy
of your result?

0ctober 1966 Rumerical Xmlysis Qualifying Exam
Problem 1.
Let
Q,Jx) = xn + a,l#tn-l + . . . + a0
‘be a polynomial of degree n with leading coefficient 1. A polynomial P n-t(X) of degree n-l is
desired such that the maximum of the error lQn(x) - Pn-t(X) 1 is minimized on the closed interval
r-1, 13. L e t
E,(x) - Q,,(x) - P,&).
Give a characterization of En(x) and Ptl&). What is the value of
max I En(x) I 7

-ISXSl

Problem 2.
In many mathematical applications it is necessary to compute the eigenvalues of matrices. Describe
an algorithm for each one of the following problems:
(1)

Find all the eigenvalues of a real symmetric matrix.

(2)

Find the largest three eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors of a sparse matrix of order 500.

(3)

Find all the eigenvalues of an arbitrary real matrix.

Give reasons why the algorithm chosen is especially applicable to the corresponding problem.
Briefly, what modifications would you recommend if an auxiliary storage is to be used?

Problem 3.
Let II*/1 be a vector norm defined in n-dimensional real vector space (n is finite). The least upper
bound norm lub(A) of a real n x n matrix A with respect to II*11 is defined as
lub(A) = max JlNj

x+0 lbll

l

(a)

For which matrices A is lub(A) - 0 7

(b)

What is lub(A) with respect to Ilxll - max (Ix,~, . . . , Ixnl) for

(c)

We could define cond(A) by
‘Ond(‘) = {Eb(A) lub(A’l)

if A is singular
if A is nonsingular.
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What range of values can cond(A) assume?
(d)

Consider the system of linear equations Ax - b, where A is a known n x n real matrix, the real
vector 6 is known, and the vector x is unknown. We want to check the sensitivity of the
solution x to changes in b. If
A (x + Ax) - b + Ab,
derive an expression for an upper bound for the relative change 11 Ax II/ 11% 11 in x (with respect
to ll*ll) in terms of cond(A) and the relative change 11 A6 111 lib 11 in b.

(e) What does the phrase “to scale the matrix A” mean? How may it help the problem of
decreasing the sensitivity of the solution x to perturbations in 6, as described in part (d)?
(f)

Suppose we want to solve the system Ax = b for x with a particular computer algorithm. The
computer, however, works with the approximations A + AA to A and b + Ab to 6, that is, it
attempts to solve the system (A + AA)% - b + Ab. In a few sentences, describe what one means
by a backward error analysis of the algorithm in question and state when the algorithm will
produce a suitable solution.

Problem 4.
Describe the role of orthogonal polynomials in the derivation of quadrature formulas of the
Gaussian type. Determine by this method or any other method the weights and points for the
two-point formula
$ x”3f(x) nx N wjlq) + wjl4
which is exact for cubic polynomials.

S - i(x,- -5j2,

‘1 X’
where5 xi.

ill

i=l

A short manipulation shows that
S = t 3~7 - nS2.
i-1

Give advantages and disadvantages of these formulas for computing S, with emphasis on data
handling, number of operations, and numerical accuracy.
Suppose that the relative error in addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division is bounded by a
positive number Q, e.g. fl(atb) - (atb)( l+c,), l~+l I c, wherefl(atb) indicates the floating-point sum
of a and b. Determine a bound for the relative error in the computed mean f@) when xi L 0.
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Problem 6.

(4

Explain what is meant by the order of a convergent iteration method.

(b) G i v e c o nd’t’
I ions sufficient for the convergence of the iteration
xi+l

-f( Xi )

to a real root of the equation x -f(x) - 0, given xg.
(c)

It is proposed to use the iteration sequence
Xj,l - a#j + (1-CQoj)
to determine a root of the above equation, where it is known only that the derivative off lies
in the range
4 1; f’(x) 5 0, (C > 0).
Show that a safe choice of a, considering the most unfavorable values that f’(x) can attain,
minimizes the maximum value of

la + U-a)f’W I
and the minimum is achieved when
c
a-c;+2.

Problem 7.
Consider the differential equation
y’ -f(JLy)
with y(a) - a. Euler’s method for the numerical solution is defined by
Yn+ 1 - Yn + ml) Y,J
X,+1 - Xn + h t
forn-0, 1, 2, . . . . withYo-a, xo=a.
(a)

Explain briefly how this algorithm is obtained.

(1)
(2)

Y”(X) is continuous for a 5 x s b
Iflx,y) -f(x,y*l s Lly-?*I for any x E [a,bl.

Let h - (b-a)//% Show that y(b) - YN + 0 as N 3 00.

Problem 8.
(This problem is the same as Problem 8 of the May 1965 Exam.)

march 1967 Rumerical Knaiysis QualiIying Exam
Problem 1.
(a)

Explain the fundamental ideas behind the Romberg integration method.

(b)

If one tries to apply the Romberg method to the evaluation of the integral

one finds that the method converges slowly if at all. Explain why this difficulty arises. What
can be done to eliminate this difficulty?
(c)

The ideas of the Romberg integration can be applied to the approximation of the value at h 0 of a function of h which can be calculated for a set of values of h > 0. Suppose that
X(h) = X(0) t ah312 t 6h2 t o(h2) as h + 0
where a and b are unknown constants. Assume that values of X(h) have been calculated for h
= l/10, l/20, l/40, l/80. Describe an algorithm based on the same ideas of the Romberg
integration algorithm which makes use of the calculated information to estimate A(0).

Problem 2.
We wish to determine error bounds for some of the basic tomplsx single precision floating-point
operations, Assume
fl (a f b) = (a f b)(l t c+)
fl (a x b) = ab (1 t cX)
fl (a i b) - a/b ( 1 t c+)

fl (a112) - a’i2(l t cs>
where

IctL I~XL I4, I$l~ (*
Let zl - x1 + Qt and 22 - x2 t Q2 where x1, ~2, ~1, ~2 are single precision floating-point numbers.
Determine a bound for each of the following quantities.

(4
lb)
(4

If/b 1 + 22) - (q + 22) I
Iflb, x 4 - q~l
IfWql) - lxlll
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Problem 3.
In the Newton-Raphson method for finding a root a of an equation fix) - 0 we start with xo and
calculate the sequence (rk) using the recurrence relation
f( k)
Zk+l - *Ii -f+*
If zk + a, the convergence is known to be of second order.
(a>

In order to save the labor of calculating the derivative at each step, it has been proposed to
replace f’(q) by f’< z 0) in all steps. In this method the recurrence relation is

Show that if rk + a, this method has convergence of first order. Obtain a condition, involving
derivatives of f( which is necessary for convergence.
(b)

In order to obtain more rapid convergence than in part (a) and still reduce the labor of
calculating the derivatives, it has been proposed that the derivative be calculated every other
step. This method is described by the recurrence relations
z2k+1

f(Qk)
- Qk - -

f

‘hk)

&k+ 1)
Z2&+2 - wbl - -*

f ‘(Qk)

Assume that r~ + a and find the order of convergence of this method.

Problem 4.
Consider the following numerical integration methods for solving an ordinary differential equation
of the form y’ - fix, JI).
(1)

yn4 = $rn - ;yn-1 + $2y: + y;-,>

(2)

hl - yn + w1: - yiL)

(predictor)

Jhl = Yn + $Y,:., + r:1)

(corrector)

(3)

Same as (2) but using the corrector only once for each step.

(a)

What is meant by the condition of consistency for a numerical integration formula? Which of
the above formulas satisfy this condition?

(b)

Suppose we wish to solve the differential equation problem
y’ t Ky - 0, K > 0
y(O) - 1
by a numerical integration method. Explain what is meant by the stability of such a method.
For what values of K, if any, are the methods (1)) (2)) (3) above stable?
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Problem 5.

Let j(x) be a continuous function on the closed interval [a, 61. Let p:(x) be the unique polynomial
of degree n for which
max If(x) - &<x> I < ;;Fb If(X) - /h(X) I

- a

t7SXSb

where Prr(x) is any polynomial of degree n. We call p:(x) the Chebyshev approximation of fix).
(a)

Let c(x, p) - f(x> - Pn(JC). Characterize c(x,p*), that is, what conditions must E(X) p) satisfy
when p - p*?

(b)

Let g(x) - j(x) t q,-(x) where q,-(x) is a polynomial of degree Y and Y 5 n. Given that p*,(x) is
the Chebyshev approximation to@), determine the Chebyshev approximation to g(x).

(c)

Consider the function
1 forxt r-1, 11, where X > 1.
# 6X
fc)
XThe coefficients of pZ(x) can be calculated explicitly so that
PE 6 id
j,. jx i ’
Let g(x) - xk”/(x-A) where k s n. Then using parts (a) and (b), determine the Chebyshev

approximation of degree n to g(x) for x < [- 1, 13.

Problem 6.
Let A be a real m x m matrix of rank m. Consider the matrix iteration formula
X n+l - X,, (21- AX,), X0 arbitrary.
This method can be used to compute A” (for an appropriate choice of X0).
(a)

Show that if AX0 - XoA, then (u) AXj - XjA for all i 2 0.

In parts (b) and (c), assume that (>w) holds.
(b)

Let Ei - A” - Xi. Show that Ej+r = AEi2 for f 6 0, 1, . . . , and thus Ej = APEoq. (YOU
must determine p and q as functions of i.)

(c)

Assume A is a real symmetric positive definite matrix with 0 < a s Xi(R) s 0. Furthermore, let
X0 - cl, c a scalar.
(1)

For what range of values of c will the iteration converge?

(2)

What choice of c will minimize the spectral norm ofAEo?
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Problem 7.
Let f(x) be a real-valued continuous function on the closed interval [a, b] and suppose f(a) and f(6)
are of opposite signs.
(a)

Assuming an algorithm is known for evaluatingflx) show how the method of bisection can be
used to locate a zero in the interval [a, b]. Is it necessary for f(x) to be differentiable? Does
the algorithm work if f(x) has a number of roots in [a, 617

(b) The foll owing iterative algorithm (referred to as “successive interpolation”) is proposed for
finding a zero of f(x):
%+I = (xrfr-1 - Xmf#,h-~ - fr) where fr -f(xJ.

Assuming f(x) has a continuous third derivative and that x, does indeed converge to a single
zero x - a, discuss the asymptotic behavior of xr - a.
Show by means of an example that even when fl and f2 have opposite signs, the algorithm is
not necessarily satisfactory for finding a root between x1 and x2.
(c)

The following algorithm root represents a combination of the bisection algorithm and
successive interpolation. Describe in general terms how it works; use diagrams if needed.
What is the purpose of the conditional statement labeled “iteration”?
The procedure root returns a root of fx - 0 between a and b, where fx is a real function of x
taking different signs at a and b. Iteration continues until a zero has been found with a
tolerance 5 abJ(x*e 1) t e2. Here el and e2 are prescribed relative and absolute errors.
Rounding errors are not considered.
real procedure root (x, a, 6, fx, el, e2);
value a, b; real x, a, b, Ix, el, e2;
begill real c, fa,fb, fc, to/;

# := a; fa :- fx; x :- b;fb :- fx; go to initial;
iteration: if abs(a-b) I tol then a := b+sign(c-b)*tol;

comment decide whether to take interpolated point or bisection point;
if sign(a-x) = sign&a) the11 x :- a;

a := 6; fa := fb; b := x; fb := fx;

corn ment make sure j(c) and f(b) have opposite signs;
if sign(fc) = sign@) then
initial: begin c := a; fc := fa end;
comment make sure that If(b)I s If(c)/;
if abs@) > ah@) then
begin a := 6; fa :- fb; b := c;fb := fc; c := a; fc :- fa end;
x := (b+c)/2;
a := if fb-fa # 0 then (a*$%b*fa)/(#Sfa) else x;
tol := abs(b*e l)+e2;
if abs(x-6) > tol then go to iteration;
r o o t :- x

erld root;

January 1968 Numerical Analysis Qualifying Exam
Problem 1.
It is desired to evaluate j(x) - log{ 1+x) for Ix 15 l/2 in t-digit (where t is to be determined) rounded
floating-decimal arithmetic with an error less than 10’16, using a truncated power series

(a)

What is the smallest value of n’ for which you can prove that the truncation error
If(x) - 2+(x) 1 < lo-l77

(b)

For the value of n found in part (a) and for any floating-decimal number x with 1x1s l/2,
describe some reasonable method of evaluating F,(x) -ff(u,(x)).

(c)

Give an expression for the round-off error F,(x)- u,(x) in terms of t.

(d)

Give a reasonable bound for the total error I F,(x) -j(x) 1 in terms of t.

(e)

What is the least value of t which will guarantee that &(x)-f(x)1 < 10’15?

. Problem 2.
The XYZ Corporation is designing a new line of digital computers. They seek your advice on the
needs of numerical analysts, that is, persons who need to get good numerical results from
mathematical algorithms easily, together with provable error bounds.
State in considerable detail what the operational characteristics of the arithmetic unit should be,
including the number representation, the mathematical nature of the arithmetic instructions, and the
high-speed registers. Point out which considerations are vital and which are debatable.

Problem 3.
A newly forming library of practical mathematical programs for the 360/67 needs algorithms.
Suggest one broadly useful algorithm for each of the following applications, either naming it or
describing it, or giving its source well enough to identify it roughly. If you can’t do better, say where
to look for a good algorithm, Justify your answer in a sentence or two.
(1)

Solve a linear equation system with a dense, stored matrix.

(2)

Find all the eigenvalues of a dense, stored, symmetric matrix.

(3)

Find one eigenvalue largest in modulus of a dense, stored matrix.

(4)

Solve a 1inear algebraic system with a very large, sparse matrix.
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(5)

Find all the zeroes of a polynomial with real coefficients.

(6)

Solve an ordinary differential equation dyldx - ~(Jc, y).

(7)

Solve a system of ordinary differential equations.

09

Solve a boundary-value problem for Laplace’s equation in two dimensions, with the function
values prescribed on the boundary.

(9)

Integrate a smooth function of one variable over a finite real interval (a, b).

(10)

Find a crude estimate of such integrals as

sd sd l sd l fl x ; , x2, x3, x4, x5) dx 1 dx2dx3dx4dx5
where 0 <fix,, . . . ( xg) I 1.
(11)

Interpolate values of a smooth function of one variable given at equally-spaced values of the
independent variable.

02)

Find a local maximum of a smooth function of n real variables.

(13)

Generate pseudo-random numbers uniformly distributed on the interval (OJ).

(14)

Minimize the linear functional bc’~~, subject to inequalities of the form
xi 2 0,
b;Tx 2 ai

i = 1, 2, . . . . n;
i - 1, 2, . . . , m.

Here bc, . . . , b,,, , x are column vectors in El,, with n >> m, and the ai are scalars.
(15)

Find a real solution of a system of 20 nonlinear equations in 20 real unknowns, where a
reasonable estimate of the solution is given.

Do three of Problems 4-9.
Problem 4.
Consider the ordinary differential equation problem
d
2 =jcGp)t p(O) -po.

In Milne’s method for the approximate solution of (1), the corrector formula
h
??A - Pn-I + ~Wn.lIYn+l) + 4f(%Pn) +f(%l~Pn-l~~

(1)

(2)

where n - 1, 2, . . . . is used in conjunction with a suitable predictor formula. Here x, - nh and pn
is an approximation to p(x,). The corrector formula (2) is applied repeatedly until no further
change in ptl+r occurs and so the particular predictor used is irrelevant.

JANUARY 1968
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(a)

Derive a formula for the truncation error which arises in a single step from x, to x,+~ when
using this formula.

(b)

Suppose that this corrector formula with suitable predictor is used to find an approximation
to the solution of the problem p’ = tp, p(O)= 1. Derive an approximate formula for the
truncation error which arises in N steps. Assume that po-p(O)- 1 and that p1 =9(h) has been
calculated exactly by some other method (e.g. Taylor’s series).

(c)

Suppose that we use as a predictor for (2) the formula
(3)
9x+, = -4p,, + 59,,,] + 2h [2f(xn, pn) t fix,,, , pnJ1
and that we use (2) only once (no iteration as in parts (a) and (b)). Show that for the
differential equation problem
9’ - -9, p(O) - 1
this scheme is stable. Is the predictor (3) stable?

Problem 5.
Let A be a real m x n matrix with m 2 n. Then it is known that
A = U C VT,
where U, V are orthogonal square matrices and c is the diagonal matrix of singular values u&A). It
is well known that

II A I12 - q,,ax(A)We define

where A+ is the pseudo-inverse of A.
(a)

Show that if b # 0, x - A?, and p - A+(M), and rank(A) - n with IIS ll#~ II2 5 C, then
II x - p II2

II x II2

s E cond(A).

(b)

Let B - AH where H is an n xit matrix and HTH = 1~. Show that o,,,~~(B) s amax(

(c)

Let 2 be a m xk matrix made up of any k columns of A. Using the result of part (b), show
that urnax s ~~~~(4~

(d)

Extending the results of parts (b) and (c), show that cond(2) s cond(A).

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS QUALIFYING EXAM
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Problem 6.
(a)

How would you recognize that you have obtained the nth degree polynomial that is the
minimax (Chebyshev) approximation to a function fix) in Cb, bl? @[a, 61 is the class of
functions continuous on [a, 61.)

(b)

Use your answer to part (a) to find the straight line that is the best Chebyshev approximtion
to the function GC* t 6x t c in [-l,l].

(c)

Find the answer to the problem in part (b) by expanding the function ax2 + 6x + c in a series
of Chebyshev polynomials T&x) - 1, T,(X) - X, T&x) - 2x2 - 1. State the general theorem
you are using.

(d) Prove that
f(x) - (x - #I)(# - x2) ’ * ’ (x - Xn)
where the xi are at your disposal, is minimized in the maximum norm in [-1,lI by choosing x,.
- cos [(2r - l)n/2nl.

Problem ‘1.
Suppose that one wishes to find a solution of the system
.

fcx,p) - #2 t p2 - 4x - 0
g(x,p) -92 t 2x - 2 - 0

by an iterative method. It is known that there is a solution close to x - 0.5, p - 1.
(a)

It is proposed that the following iteration be used:

starting with x0 - 0.5, p. - 1. Prove that this sequence converges linearly to the solution of
the system.
(b)

Write down explicitly the formulas needed to solve this system by Newton’s method. What is
the order of convergence of this method? Give reasons for your answer.

(c)

What is the relation of the method proposed in part (a) to Newton’s method?

JANUARY 1968
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Problem 8.
Let j(x) be a given function and {Xi):,1 be a sequence of points for which fixi) is known. We
assume that x1 < x2 < . . . < x,.
Let f&x) be an Jth-degree polynomial, and let
9 - (pS(x) 1 P,(q) 2 f(q),

i = 1, 2,

l

.

l

,

I).

We wish to determine &) a 9 such that
pS(xi) - flxi) 2 &;) - f(x$ for all P,(x) c 9?
(a)

Show that the coefficients of &x) solve a linear programming problem.

(b)

Give the dual form of the problem developed in part (a).

(c)

What special computational devices may be used for solving the dual problem to take
advantage of the special form of the matrix?

Problem 9.
The well-known Horner scheme for evaluating polynomials
a,,,2x u-2 + . . . t al% + Uo
- ( . . * ((x t a,,Jx t a,,,& t . . * )x t a0

xn + f&p

?l- 1 t

evaluates a normalized polynomial (leading coefficient - 1) in n - 1 multiplications and n additions,
and any polynomial in n multiplications and n additions. It is also known that this is not the best
possible method (counting operations) if one is willing to do some preprocessing on the coefficients.
In this case, it is possible to reduce significantly the number of multiplications.

(a)

Illustrate a reduction in number of multiplications on a general normalized polynomial of
order 4. Devise a computation scheme that would require only 2 multiplications.

b)

Try to devise a scheme for computing a general normalized polynomial of order 5 using only
3 multiplications.

(4

Estimate the lowest number of operations required for computing a polynomial of order n.
Give a plausible argument for your estimate.

(4

What else do you know on this subject? Are you familiar with any effective algorithms for
carrying out this reduction in the general case?

April 1969 Rumericai Knnlysis Qualifying Exam
Problem 1.
For a linear programming application it is desired to compute np where n - rB’! The components
of the column vector p - (pi, p2, . . ., p& row vector 7 - (7 r, r2, . ., r,!,), and n x m non-singular
matrix B - [b$ are known without error. How accurately must the components of B” - [Fiji be
computed to guarantee that the maximum error of computing np is 5 10B5?
l

Problem 2.
Consider five-point Lagrange interpolation of a function f(x) based on equally spaced abscissas with
spacing h. Show that if h51f5)(x)] does not exceed 32 units in the last place to be retained, then the
truncation error cannot exceed one unit in that place, and also that h5($“)(x)l may be as large as 84
units if the interpolation is effected only between the second and fourth of the five successive
abscissas.

Problem 3.
(a$

How would you recognize that you have obtained the nth degree polynomial that is the
minimax (Chebyshev) approximation to a function j(x) in CEa, 617 @[a, 61 is the class of
functions continuous on [a, 61.)

(b)

Prove that if f(x) is an even function of x, then the minimax approximation on any interval
[-a, al is an even function of x.

(c)

Determine the values of a, 6, c and d in the polynomial P(x) - ax3 t 6x2 + cx + d which
minimize
m a x IP(x) - 1x11.

-1$X51

Problem 4.
The matrix

has eigenvalues X1 = 1, A2 = 2, X3 = 3, and X4 = 4.

I
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(a)

Show that 0.97 s X, 5 1.03.

(b)

It is very easy to give much tighter bounds for Xl1 Give the best bound you reasonably can.

(c)

Give a reasonably low upper bound for the spectral norm

max II Ax II
Ilxll= 1
where ~~*~~ is the Euclidean length.

Problem 5.
Consider the system of differential equations
p’ = %
zzt = -69 - az
with 9(x0) - p. and z(3co) - zo, and where a and 6 are real.
(a>

Give the analytic solution of this system of equations in exponential form.

(b)

Assume 0 < a < 2& 6 > 0. Show that the solution of the system remains bounded for all p.
and zo.

(c)

Give Euler’s method for solving the system of equations.

(d)

What is the largest step length h for which all solutions of the corresponding difference
equation are bounded?

Problem 6.
A square matrix A, a column vector c, and a row vector Y are all given. Let B - A + CY, and assume
that B-r exists.
(a) Prove that
(*)

B-’ - A-’ t rp,

where 7 is a column vector and p is a row vector.
(b)

Give expressions for 7 and p.

(c)

Suppose that a lower triangular matrix L and an upper triangular matrix U are also given
such that LU = A, and that a column vector d is also given. Make use of (>I0 to give an
efficient algorithm to solve Bx - d.
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Open Book ComDutinn Problem.
A continuous curve p - fix) is defined for x z 0 by the differential equation
it2 -x+p 3
dx
and the initial condition x - 0, p - 112.
(a)

Show that the curve p - f(x) has a vertical asymptote at x - a, for some finite a > 0. (Hint:
Look at dp/dx - p3.)

(b)

Find fcl) as accurately as you can.

(c)

Find fll. 107) as accurately as you can.

(d)

Find 6 such that f(b) - 28 as accurately as you can.

(e)

Find the abscissa a of the vertical aymptote as accurately as you can.

Rpril 1970 Rumerical Knalysis QualiIying E x a m
Open Book Computinp Problem.
A chemist is studying some reactions and he knows that the concentrations of two components in his
experiment obey the ordinary differential equations

i2!
dt

- -klp t k2(6 - 29 - z)x

dz
- - -k3z + k4(6 - 29 - ~)(a - p - z) - 2
dt
where the ki are unknown positive constants, and a and 6 are known positive constants.
The following experiment was made:
1.

At t - 0, the values of a, 6, p(O), and z(O) were set to
a = 1.0,

2.

6 - 2.0,

p(0) = .25,

z(O) - .50.

The values of p(t) and z(t) were sampled at various times. The following data was gathered.
t

pm

0
.333
.672
1.012

.250
,301
.324
.335
.345

W

z(t)
500
.403
.362
.345
,332
l

By t - 00 the chemist means a sufficiently long time so that the system has become stable (i.e. dpldt dzldt - 0). In this case it was certainly stable by t - 100.
From physical considerations the chemist knows that the ki should be close to one. What values of
ki can you calculate for him?
Your answer will be graded on the accuracy of the results, the reasonableness of the methods and
the amount of computing used,
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Commuter Problem.
You have about six days to work on the following computer problem. You will be assigned an
account number and expected to use only that number when working on the problem. The total
charges accumulated will be taken into account in the grading.
You may use any computer language you wish. You are encouraged to use any appropriate
subprograms available to you through various libraries, friends and relatives, or past projects of
your own. Please identify the source of any such programs.
It is hoped that you will learn something while working on this problem.
Let
N - 10,

M - 20,
r(0) - I/ max (cos 0, sin 8), 0 I; 0 S n/2,
2n - 213, n even,
Cot - 2n - 413, n odd,

’

E

”

l

“’

Np

:i, m - 1, . . . . M,
4n P--

5)) - dhd, m - 1,

l ...

K

J(a, x) - the a-th order Bessel function of x, scaled so that
](a, X) 2 e)& for small x,

%n(~) - Jh,* ~XY,,,) sin (a,&), m - 1, . . . , M, n - 1, . . . , N,
A(x) - the M x N matrix with elements a,n(X)p
II*)1 - the Euclidean vector norm.
Your problem is to find a value of X between 9 and 10 so that the columns of A(h) are nearly

linearly dependent and find the coefficients in that dependence. Specifically, find a scalar A and an
N-vector c which give
m i n m i n I] A(X)c II

95x5 10 IlrII - 1

Note: This problem is derived from two papers: Fox, Henrici and Moler, SIAM J. Numer. Anal. 4,
1967, pp, 89-102; and Moler, Stanford Report No. CS 121, 1969. You may want to refer to these
papers for background and hints, although it is not necessary to understand them in detail.
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Computer Problem.

For any X > 0, let r(X) be the least positive zero of the function y(Z) that solves the ordinary
differential equation problem
y”(1) + lo + t/IO = 0
y(O) - 0, y’(O) - x
where lo(r) is the zeroth order modified Bessel function (see Abramowitz and Stegun, Handbook of
Mathematical Functions, National Bureau of Standards, AMS 55, pp. 374-375).
.

The graph of the solution y(i) is approximately as shown below.
. Y,

(a) Find &,,,, the unique value of X such that z(A) is a maximum.
(b) F i n d r(h,,,).

(c)

Give a table of values of J(Z) for 1 - O(O.l)z(X,,,), for the y(r) which maximizes z(A), that is,
for y(l) satisfying u’(O) = X,,,.

(d)

Give a discussion of the accuracy of your results.
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Computer Problem.
Consider the Fredholm integral equation of the first kind,
f*I K,O, 4 X(J) dJ - y(t),

(0

Osts 1,

where

K,k J) -

1 - 72
1 + 72 - 2r cos (2n(t+J)) ’

y(t) - cos (2nr).
The object is to find a numerical approximation to x(z), i.e., values for Ox for points I 6 LO, 11.
We decide to use the following method.
Collocation: Let ti - (i - 1/2)/n, i - 1, 2, . . . , n, and replace (1) by the n equations

s

o1 Kr(ti,s)x(s)ds-y(ri),

i- 1, 2, . . . . n.

Quadrature: Replace (2) by
11
I C K#i, ~j> x(J,$ wj + 4ii) - JQJ , i - 1 t 2, . . . ) n,
I”
where Q; is the quadrature error, and Wj are quadrature weights at points sj,j - 1, 2, . . . , n.

(2)

(3)

This produces a matrix system
A#+E-y,

(4)

where the vectors x, y, and c are defined by Xj - X(Jj), 31’ - r(tj), and cj - C<tj), and the matrix A is
defined by aij - K#i, Sj) Wje
(a)

Solve for x from (4) assuming c - 0 for the following twelve combinations of parameters:
Y - (0.75, 0.25)
n - (10, 20, 40)
quadrature -

forward rectangular (Jj - (/-1)/n)
I midpoint <sj - tj>

Given that the true solution is +(s) - (l/r) COS(~RJ), construct a table (with twelve entries)
v*

showing the actual error IfI (Xj - X&Jj))*} . Also construct a table showing the residual
{
11 Ax - 9 112 for your calculated solutions. Comment on your results.
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(b)

Suppose we are given an extra piece of information, namely that
1
rJ2

II XT(J) II2 - and that this is approximated by

XT# - 11x 112 - -5
YJi
Construct an algorithm to solve the mathematical programming problem
minimize II Ax - JI II2 over all x such that 11% iI2 - * .
r-4
Hint: Use Lagrange multipliers.

(5)

(c)

Use your algorithm and available matrix subroutines to calculate solutions for the twelve
parameter values of part (a). Construct tables for the error and the residual as in (a).
Comment on these solutions.

(d)

Find error estimates for your solutions to (5), that is, find an expression B(c) which is a
function of the quadrature error, such that
11% - XT 112 5 B(c) ,

where x is the solution to (5) and XT has elements with values being the true solution
evaluated at sj*J - I, 2, . ..( n.

IThy 1968 bmpuber Besign Qualifying Exam
Problem 1.
You are to describe a system for incorporating a push-down stack store into a computer system by
utilizing a portion of the main core memory, three registers, and some logic and flip flops as
necessary. Specify the details of a “push” operation (inseting a new word in the top of the stack).

Problem 2.
Design a network having as inputs w, x, y, z and as outputsf and g, where
f(w, x,y, 4 = c (3,7, 11, 12, 13, 14,15)
gh vy, d - C (1,2,3,5,6,7,% 10, 10.
Use NAND gates only. Use as few gates as you can (6 are sufficient) assuming double-rail inputs, i.e.
the complements of the inputs are available.

Problem 3.

L

.

Consider a computer system in which signed (algebraic) numbers are represented in memory as
signed two’s complements. Since obtaining the magnitude of a number in such a system is
non-trivial, it is desirable to be able to carry out multiplication with numbers still in signed two’s
complement form. Describe a scheme for doing this.

Problem 4.
Most digital systems have their sequencing of operations controlled by a central timing source or
“clock”. It is also possible to design systems in which the completion of an operation is explicitly
detected and this information is then used to initiate the next operation. One scheme for doing this
involves using two leads to represent each single variable and encoding the variable as follows.
Original variable
A
0
1
variable not available yet
unused combination

Encoded version
VA
0
1
0
1

WA
1
0
0
1

Initially all signals are set to 0 and then the inputs are set to the desired encoded values; completion
is detected when the outputs each change from 00 to either 10 or 01.
(a)

Let A and B be inputs and let C - A*B. You are to fill in (with O’s, l’s, and d’s) the following
map for a circuit to have encoded versions of A and B as inputs and have an encoded version
of C as its outputs.
121
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=a
88

88
81
vBWB

11
18

w44
01 11

18

VC WC

04

Write expressions for vc and wc.

k)

Draw a circuit for vc and wc using AND gates and OR gates.

(4

Draw a circuit with the encoded version of A as input and the encoded version of A’ as
output.

Problem 5.
An efficient technique for converting a binary integer to a BCD (8421) integer can be based on the
fact that binary “1” equals BCD “1” and shifting a binary number left one position is equivalent to
multiplying it by 2. The binary integer is shifted left bit by bit into a BCD register and the
contents of the BCD register are doubled after each shift.
Example:
Binary number
Shift left (binary side)
Double (BCD side)
Shift left (binary side)
Double (BCD side)
Shift left (binary side)
Double (BCD side)
Shift left (binary side)

,1810
1,010
18,010
l&10

100,18
181,8
1,84?08,8
1,8008,
BCD , binary

Design the clocked sequential circuitry necessary to perform the binary to BCD conversion as
indicated above.

BCD Register

Binary Register
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Fill in the following table and complete the design to obtain flip flop excitation equations for JK
flip flops. (That is, determine the necessary J and K inputs for the flip flops of the BCD register.)

DcchbJd
0
2
4

6
0
10
12

14
1G
10

Problem 6.
(a)

Discuss briefly with the aid of sketches the characteristics (advantages and disadvantages) of
different magnetic core memory organizations (3D, 2D, 2.5D).

(b)

Describe the output signal which appears on a sense line when a “zero” is read and when a
“one” is read from a core.

(c)

How many drive and sense amplifiers are required for a memory of 4096 words of 16 bits per
word for: (1) 3D organization and (2) 2D organization.

(d)

Design a minimal complete decoding network to address 64 lines (using 2 or 3 input gates).

I
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Problem 7.

’

One novel approach to the construction of error-correcting codes is through the use of geometric
notions. The simplest of these is that described here: row and column parity checks in a
rectangular array.
Suppose we define a particular binary group of n - 16 bits (9 information plus 7 parity check bits)
by insisting that any code word fits into the 4 x4 square shown below, where every row contains an
even number of ones, and every column contains an even number of ones.

(a)

Express the check digits t, U, v, w, x, 9, z in terms of the information digits a, 6, c, d,

e, f, g, h, i.

(b)

What is the minimum Hamming distance between any two distinct code words? If an error
pattern is undetectable with this code what is the smallest number of digits that could be in
error? Give an example of such a pattern.

(c)

Explain how to

use

the code for correction of single errors.

(d) . Give an example of an error pattern containing four errors that is detectable. Are any error
patterns with more than four errors detectable?

Problem 8.
This problem is about unit-distance codes. It is desired to encode the eight (analog) quantities: 0, 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 (mod 8) into binary code words of four bits each such that the following two
properties are satisfied:
Pl:

Analog quantities that differ by *l (mod 8) are to be encoded into binary words differing in
exactly 1 bit.

P2:

If an error of any one bit occurs in the transmission of a four-bit code word, then the
resulting error in the analog quantity must not exceed *I in magnitude, or must result in
detection of the fact that an error has occurred.

(a)

Does either of Pl or P2 imply the other? State which, if they are not independent. Are they
equivalent?

(b)

Find an encoding that satisfies these conditions. This is called a unit-distance error-checking
code.

MAY 1968
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Problem 9.
It is desired to encode an alphabet of six symbols A, B, C, D, E, and F, for transmission over a
noiseless binary channel. The code strings to be assigned to these symbols may be of different
lengths. We want the average length of the string sent over the channel to be minimized, where the
source symbols (A through F) are used with the following probabilities:
Symbol

Probability

Coding string

A
B
C
D
E
F

0.500
0.250
0.125
0.100
0.015
0.010

3

What is the lower bound to the average length, E - ,$ L@(i), where Li is the length of string
.
used to encode the i-th source symbol?

(b)

Find a variable-length encoding that gets as close to this lower bound as possible. What is
the efficiency of this encoding?

k)

If we insist that this encoding be uniquely decipher&e (that is, it is assumed that the channel
carries a continuous stream of binary digits without spaces or other demarcation between the
strings representing separate consecutive symbols), what is the average length z attainable?

may

1969 Computer Design Quahiging Exam

Problem 1.
Design a circuit realizing
fb, %yr ~1 - c (J, 2,4,7,8, 11, 13814)
using threshold gates with positive and negative weights allowed, Use as few gates as you can.

Problem 2.
In a certain 4-digit mixed-radix number system, the radices (by position) of a number d&-f& are
5, 4, 3, and 2, respectively. A convention must be defined for representation of negative numbers in
this system, without using an extra sign bit.
(a)

Define a complementation algorithm for this number system based on (B-1)‘s complement
representation. What are the most positive and most negative numbers representable? What
are their representations?

(b)

For the representation scheme of part (a), how can a test for positive sign be implemented?

(c)

Define a complementation algorithm based on B’s complement representation. What are the
most positive and most negative numbers representable7 What are their representations?

problem 3.
In addition to its normal capabilities, a sequential machine A has an input A, which may be
connected to test a copy of itself, machine B. Machine A also has a special output AT which is “1” if
the tested machine B is functioning properly and “0” if B has failed. If, however, machine A has
failed, the output AT is invalid and may be “1” or “0” regardless of the condition of B.
A failure or a set of failures is “detected” if one can determine with certainty that not all machines
are functioning properly. A failure is “diagnosed” if one can determine that a +t’rtcz&r machine
has failed.
(a)

Assume two machines A and B are testing each other, as shown below.

Can single failures (failures of machine A or B but not both) be detected by observing AT and
BT7 Can single failures be diagnosed? Can double failures be detected or diagnosed? Justify
your answers.
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(b)

J27

Assume we have a ring of R machines, each testing the next machine in the ring, as shown
below.

Is there a value of R which will allow diagnosis of single failures (assuming multiple failures
cannot occur)? If so, what is the minimum such value? Explain.

Problem 4.
A mythical computer manufacturer produces systems with no “I/O wait” cycles due to their superb
I/O system architecture. Careful statistical sampling of programs executed on this machine show
that, on the average, the following distribution of memory cycles occurs for each executed
_ instruction:
JMemorv cycles
I
r/4
l/2
2
i-iii

Purpose
Instruction fetch
Indirect addressing
Operand fetch or operand store
Input-output
Total average cycles per executed instruction

The memory architecture for this system employs a single bank of 64K words, each 16 bits, with a I
usec cycle time. The run time for a typical program would thus be estimated at 3.75 lsec per
executed instruction. Cynics have noted that this memory is the bottleneck of the system, noting that
a speed increase in memory will be matched by a proportional increase in the throughput of the
system. A faster memory is, however, prohibitively expensive. Describe a scheme for substantially
increasing the throughput of the system by changing the memory architecture, but not the memory
speed. Estimate the average time per executed instruction in your scheme.

P

1 2 8
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Problem 5.
The network shown below has 6 inputs A, 6, C, 0, E, and F. Two Internal points G and H are
labelled for reference. Connections to a +V voltage source, ground, and the OUTPUT point are
labelled.

(a)

Draw the voltage at 6 as a function of the input voltages at A, 6, and C shown below.

+w
G
0
‘I -2v
f-

(b)

---

Assume now that inputs A through F always carry either +V or GND voltage and assume a
positive logic convention. What logic function is performed at G? At H? At the OUTPUT?

Problem 6.
(a)

Give the mathematical definition of a regular expression.

(b)

What is the relation of regular expressions to sequential machines?

(c)

Show that the complement of a regular expression is a regular expression.

-MAY 1969
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Problem 7.
An n-variable switching function is said to be symmetric if and only if the value of the function
depends only on the number of arguments that have the value 1. ‘We use the notation $‘& to
denote the n-variable function which takes the value 1 if i of its arguments are 1 or if j of its
arguments are 1, etc.
(a)

Fiil in the truth tables for 8i3’, S\$, and Si3i.
t

0
0
0
0
1
I
1
1
(b)

0
0
1
I
0
0
1
1

0
I
0
1
0
1
0
I

Prove that, for any n, the n-variable symmetric switching functions form a Boolean algebra
with the operations and + (AND and OR).
l

(c)

What are the atoms of this Boolean algebra?

Problem 8.
The IBM I 130 uses the following code for disk recording. Each block of data consists of 20 bits, 16
information bits and 4 check bits. The encoder computes the check bits by using a rule that
guarantees that the total number of l’s in a block will be a multiple of 4. The decoder counts the
number of I’s per block and signals that an error has occurred if the count is not a multiple of 4.
(a)

What is the minimum Hamming distance of this code? Prove your answer.

(b)

What is the fewest number of check digits for 16 information digits that will yield a code of
the same minimum distance? Prove.

(c)

What is the fewest number of check digits for 16 information digits that will yield a code with
minimum distance 3?

(d)

Show how to construct the code of part (c) and describe a decoding algorithm that can be used
for error correction.
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Problem 9.
(a)

Find a Huffman coding for the alphabet of six symbols given below with their respective
,
probabilities of transmission.
Symbol
$1

.20

32
53
54
35

,195

$6
(b)

Probability

,175
,i5
.14
* 14

Use your code to prove or disprove the following:
Given a Huffman code H, let If* be the code formed by associating with each symbol the
reversal of its code word in H. Hence if Jo is coded by 1101 in H it will be coded by 1011 in
w. The code words of H* may not be uniquely de&able symbol by symbol, but every
coded string of symbols can be decoded by a decoder with arbitrarily large memory if the end
of the string is known to the decoder.

Problem 10.
An AN is a code that is used to check addition operations in computers. in this code the integer i is
represented by the integer Ad where A is a fixed constant.
Assume that we are to use an AN code in a computer which performs addition modulo M.

(4

Prove that the set of coded integers forms a commutative group under addition if and only if
M is a multiple of A.

(b)

Let A4 - Av. Show that the addition of coded integers modulo M is equivalent to the
addition of uncoded integers modulo Y.

(4

The arithmetic weight of an integer is defined to be the number of non-zero coefficients in its
binary representation. For example, wetght( 16) - 1 and weight(l) - 3.
Prove that an AN code has minimum arithmetic distance 3 or greater if and only if the
residues of *2j modulo A are distinct and non-zero for all j such that 2j < M, where M is the
modulus of arithmetic.

Ehy 1970 Computer Design QusliIying Exam
Problem 1.
(a)

Draw a logic gate diagram for the circuit whose schematic diagram is shown below. Assume
+5 V is logical 1 and 8 V is logical 8.
rc----I-------- -7

%
,h

--LJJ
II
I h

r-‘”

C--7

4IL,

-w-e

I
I

I
I

I

r
b-M

-

I

t
-

r .--- -. .

-

-. -

-

-

-

----&--J
-

-

-

1

-z- --. m-m

I

7

1

I

‘“1
w
I
L ---m---m-

(b)

I
-I

Give a minimal product of sums Boolean expression for the output signal z as a function of
the input signals x1, x2, . . . , x6.
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Problem 2.
(a)

Contrast the Quine-McCluskey method with the iterative consensus method for finding all of
the prime implicants of switching functions. In particular, contrast the initial inputs to the
algorithms and the strategies used in the computations.

(b)

Give an estimate of the number of computational steps required by each algorithm in its worst
case. The growth of this number with respect to some parameter is desired; constant
coefficients are unimportant. You may wish to use the following parameters.
(0
(2)
(3)
(4)

(c)

w = the number of true minterms (weight of the function)
p - the number of prime implicants
t - the number of terms in an initially specified algebraic expression for the function
n - the number of variables

Which of the two methods is preferable from a computational point of view? State your
assumptions.

Problem 3.
A non-zero element m of a Boolean algebra is called mtnfmal iff for every element x of the algebra,
if x + m - m then x - m or x - 0.
(a)

Show that m is minimal iff x.m - m or xm - 0 for every 3c in the algebra.

(b)

The following statement is a theorem:
All finite Boolean algebras are isomorphic iff they have the same number of elements.
It is also well-known that the set of switching functions of n variables forms a Boolean
algebra and the subsets of a set with n elements form a Boolean algebra. Are these algebras
isomorphic?

(c)

Consider the Boolean algebra of P-variable switching functions.
(1)

How many elements does this algebra have?

(2)

What are the minimal elements?

(3)

What is the 0 of this Boolean algebra?
What is the 1 of this Boolean algebra?
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Problem 4.

(4

Let t be the maximum number of errors correctable by a binary block code, and let d be the
minimum Hamming distance between two code words, Derive the relation between t and d.

b)

A linear block code is defined as follows. Let G be a k x n matrix, n L k. If u is a k-tuple
information vector, then it is encoded by the n-tuple II where
v - u[GJ
Show that the minimum distance of a linear code is equal to the minimum Hamming weight
of a code word.

k)

A two-dimensional block code is a linear code such that each code word is a &dimensional
matrix as shown below.
,
Information

row
checks

Column checks

checks
on
checks

,
t

Each row contains code vectors from a linear code and each column contains code vectors
from a linear code, not necessarily the same as the row code.
Suppose the lengths, number of information bits, and minimum distances of the row and
column codes are nl, kr, cl, and n2, k2, d2, respectively. Find a formula for the minimum
distance of the two-dimensional code in terms of these parameters, and indicate the correctness
of your formula.
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Problem 5.
M is assumed to operate in clock pulse mode so that a single

Let M be the machine given below.

transition occurs in the presence of a clock.

next state, output
Machine M

We wish to construct M from the parallel connection of two machines Ml and M2 with 2 and 4 states,
respectively. The structure of the parallel connection is shown below.

Combinational
function

The state table for MI is
Y

8

V

I

v,l

1

1

48

next state, f1
M a c h i n e MI

1
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Fill in the tables below.

next state, f2, f3
Machine M2

Y
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

f1

8
8
8
8
1
1
1
1
8
8
8
8
1
1
1
1

f2

8
8
1
1
8
8
1
1
8
8
1
1
8
8
1
1

f3

8
1
8
1
8
1
8
1
8
1
8
1
8
1
8
1

output

’
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Problem 6.
High speed addition may be achieved by dividing an n-bit adder into n/g groups of g bits each.
One such scheme employs groups whose sum outputs are valid at time 3g, but whose carry output is
valid 3 time units after the group inputs are valid. This is the “carry by-pass” approach.
(a)

Assume all group inputs, except carry inputs from previous groups, are valid at time 0 . W h e n

(b)

Derive the value of g which produces the fastest addition for a 360bit adder.

(c)

How long does this fastest addition take?

is the output of such an n-bit carry by-pass adder valid (assume n is a multiple of g)?

Another scheme employs groups whose sum and carry outputs are both valid at time 3 after the
group inputs are valid. This scheme is certainly more expensive than the carry by-pass scheme if
the same size groups are used.
(d)

If the groups are h bits each, how fast is an n-bit addition (assume n is a multiple of h)?

(e)

What size groups must be used for a 36-bit adder as fast as in part (c)7

(f)

Give a rough cost comparison of the costs of the adders of parts (c) and (e).

Problem 7.
A computation is to be performed on n independent sets of data. The computation is realized by
the six instruction sequence: 11, X2, X3, Iq, Xl, 12. The four distinct instructions share no hardware
in the machine. Operands generated by each instruction are used by the next. Each instruction
takes 1 time unit.
(a)

If parallel computation is possible but no hardware duplication is allowed, how quickly can
the computation be performed? Sketch your strategy for achieving this result.

(b)

Answer part (a) allowing two copies of each of the four instruction calculators.

0clober 1979 Computer Design @dying Exam
Problem 1.
A certain computer uses instruction opcodes that are encoded in fields of several different widths.
Let cl, ~2, * . * ) c, be the opcodes and assume that it is known that each opcode is used with
probability pi, 1 5 i 5 n. Let L; be the number of bits in the code for ci.
We wish to find a binary encoding of opcodes that satisfies the following criteria.

(1)

The encoding of any opcode cannot be the prefix of the encoding of any other opcode.

(2)

The encoding must minimize ‘t = cr., p&i. (The minimization is over all encodings that
satisfy (l).)

Prove that an encoding that satisfies properties (1) and (2) must also satisify the following properties.
(a)

If Pi > Pj then Li 5 Lj.

(b)

Let Lmax be the length of the longest opcode. Then there are at least two opcodes of length
Lm,x that differ only in their rightmost bit.

Problem 2,
.

The IBM System/360 tape drives use an encoding scheme similar to the one shown in the diagram
below. Each row in the record is an eight bit character with a parity check on all eight bis. Each
column contains a column parity check at the end of the record. Information bits in the diagram
are represented as b’s and parity bits as p’s.
b b b b b b b b p
b b b b b b b b p
...
b b b b b b b b p
P P P P P P P P P

first character
second character
last character
column parity checks

Recall that a burst error of length L is an error pattern L bits long that begins and ends with a 1.
The decoding scheme for the code above is designed to correct burst errors that are contained
entirely within one column.
(a)

Consider an error which is contained entirely within column 1, starts at the first character,
and is a burst of length L in that column. How many burst patterns are there of this type?
How many of these patterns are correctable with the parity checks shown above?

(b)

Assume that there exists a mechanism by which we can identify the column containing a burst
error. Give a burst error decoding procedure that uses this mechanism. What is the longest
burst that is correctable in this case?

A37
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Problem 3.
Consider a rotating magnetic disk storage device with a large number of concentric tracks of
information and a read/write head which must be moved into position over a track in order to
access the information which the track contains.

magnetic disk

read/write head

One of the major considerations in evaluating the performance of such a device is the expected
distance which the head must move between successive track accesses.
(a)

Derive an expression for this expected distance under the assumption that track accesses are
independent and uniformly distributed. Let L be the distance the head must move to go from
the outermost track to the innermost track.

(b)

Give upper and lower bounds on the average head movement for the case in which head
accesses are not distributed independently, and indicate track access distributions for which
these bounds are achieved.

OCTOBER 1970
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Problem 4.
Consider signed-digit number representations such that d,, d,,-r . . .d&tdo represents the value
XL, d#, where the base is b 2 3 and the signed digits di satisfy -6 < di < +b. Note that n o n - z e r o
values do not in general have a unique representation in this system. The fth stage of an adder for
signed-digit numbers can be viewed as having three inputs and two outputs:

where d; and di’ are the ith signed digits of the two numbers to be added, Ci-, is the signed carry
from the previous stage of the adder, S; is the tth signed digit of the sum of the two numbers, and
C; is the signed carry out of the I-th stage. Also -1 5 C; s + 1 for t 2 0, and C-1 - 0. It is possible
to design such an adder so that the carry out Ci is independent of the value of the carry in Ci-1,
thus eliminating much of the carry propagation time of the adder.
(a)

For b - 3 show sum and carry functions for a stage of a signed-digit adder. Make C;
independent of Ci- 1.

dj+dj’

Ci

Si when C;,, - -1

Si when Ci-1 - 0

Si when Ci,1 - +l

-4
-3
-2
-1
0
+l
+2
+3
+4

(b)

Give a general formula for the sum and carry functions of a signed-digit adder for arbitrary
base b.
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Problem 5.
The partial ordering relation “divides-evenly” defines a Boolean algebra on the set (i, 2, 3, 5, 6, 10,
15, 30).
(a)

What are the operations n+n and “0” in this algebra?

(b)

Identify the complement of each element in the algebra.

(c)

Consider the logical operator 0 defined by the Boolean function below. Prove or disprove
the following: A set of logic gates realizing this function forms a complete set.
z

uv

uov

80
81
18

1
1
8

t 11

1

Problem 6.
(a)

What is a master-slave flip-flop?

(b)

Why is such a flip-flop useful?

Problem 7.
(a)

Define the following terms:
(I)
(2)

static 0 hazard
static 1 hazard

(b)

State necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a static 1 hazard.

(c)

Find the 0 sets and 1 sets of the following network.
x.
W
.
.
f

J

(d)

Specify all static hazards in this network.

(e)

Draw a NAND network for the function realized by the network in part (c) that does not
contain any static hazards. ’
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Problem .8.
(a)

Give a state transition diagram, a flow table, and an excitation table for a clocked sequential
circuit with clock input c, a level input x, and pulse output x. The circuit is operated in pulse
mode and must produce a 1 output if and only if the input sequence recognized for the x
input is contained in the following regular set:
(oI)* I 1
Example:

. cc

(b)

Does the excitation table of part (a) contain any critical races? Explain briefly.

Ahy 1371 Computer Design Qualifying Exam
Problem 1.
Define and give an example of each of the following techniques for speeding up binary
multiplication in a parallel arithmetic unit.
(a)

multiplier recoding

b)

carry save addition

2.
Problem
(a)

Define an execute instruction.

(b)

What modifications would be necessary to add an execute instruction to the HP 2116
computer?

(c)

Write an execute instruction microprogram for the HP 2116 with the modification of part (b).

(d)

Now do parts (a)-(c) for a

repeat

instruction.

Problem 3.
Consider the following circuit:
BI

8,
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To make this circuit act like a read-only memory, what should be connected to each of the.
labelled points? Note: The connection to the C line may be present or missing at each cell.

(b) Explain your addressing scheme. Discuss polarity of address lines and associate binary
addresses with the memory cells shown.
(c)

What voltage appears on the output line if the selected cell is connected? If the cell is not
connected?

(d)

How can this memory be expanded to a 16 location, 4 bit word memory?

Problem 4.
(a)

For the machine Ml shown below, how many components (at most) might be useful in a
composite realization? How many states (at least) would each component have?

0

State transitions for M J
(Outputs are, for the moment, unspecified, but it should be assumed that there are no
equivalent states.)
(b)

Draw a logic gate diagram realizing the above machine.

(c)

Machine Mr is to be used to correct the output of an unreliable single output machine M2.
M2 attempts to repeat each output symbol in its output string for four consecutive time
periods. At most one of these 4 will be wrong. The output of M2 drives the input to Mr.
Assign outputs to the transitions of MI so that the Ml output accompanying every fourth M2
output will be correct.

(d)

For the purpose that MI serves in part (c), can you design a better machine than M ,? If so,
draw its logic gate diagram.
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Problem 5.

A control timing unit for a navigation system computer is to be designed to generate the output
sequences on lines A, B, and C. The sequences are to repeat after the 100 clock pulse times shown
below.
Clock time
A
1,

...)

10, 11
12, ..*,
22, 23
24, . ..)
35, 36
37, ...I
49, 50
51, . . . .
62, 63
64, . . . .
73, 74
75, ..‘,
87, 88
8% .a.,
99, 100

9
21
34
0
48
61

0
1
0

72
0
86
98

0
1
0

B

C

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0

1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0

(a)

Discuss the design of a clocked sequential network which will realize the desired performance
using OR gates, AND gates, and RS flip-flops. How might the minimization of gates and
flip-flops be accomplished?

(b)

Obtain a solution using counters and read-only memories. Contrast the hardware complexity
of this solution with that of part (a).
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Problem 6.
In an N-valued logic (i.e. variables can take on the values 0, 1, 2, . . . , N-l), let
m(xr , ~2) - minimum of xi and x2
x+1
c(x) p I 0

forx+N-I,
for x - N-l.

Prove that m and C form a functionaily complete set of operations for N z 2.

Problem 7.
The following is a generating matrix of a linear code over GF(3).

L 1
100212
010102
001122

(a)

Give a check matrix for this code.

b)

How many words are in the code?

(4

What is the minimum distance of the code?

. (d)

If

this code is transmitted through a ternary symmetric channel with channel matrix

I

I-p p12
p12 1-p
p12 p/2

p/2
p12
1-p

I

what is the probability that the decoder will make a mistake?

Problem 8.
Specify a sequential state machine with 2 different S. P, partitions (preserved cover partitions) ~tl
and rt2, such that AIRI ;=; M,,.
Note: The states of M,, correspond to the blocks of nl.

April 1969 Theory of bmpulalion Qualifying Exam
Problem I.
Let Sf a denote the result of substituting the term 1 for ail free occurrences of the variable x in the
wff a.
Definition: Let K be a first order theory and let E be a binary predicate of K. We say that K is a
first order theory with equality, with E as equality predicate, if the following are theoremsof K:
(0

vx ax, d

(2)

Vx Vy (E(x, y) =) [($a) 3 ($a)]], where a is any wff such that the individual variables x and
y are free for the individual variable z in a (that is, no free occurrences of r in a lie within
the scope of any quantifier (x) or 6)).

Your problem is to show that the equality relation in a first order theory is unique in an
appropriate sense. That is, suppose there is a first order theory K with binary predicates El and E2
such that K is simultaneously a first order theory with equality with Et as equality predicate and
with E2 as equality predicate. Exhibit a wff or set of wffs which expresses within K the assertion
that E, and E2 are the same. Then show that this wff must be provable in K.

Problem 2.
Determine whether or not the following well formed formulas of first order logic are (1) satisfiable
and (2) valid. Justify your answers by an appropriate rigorous argument.

(a)
(b)

Vz 3x VW Vy (W, z) A F(r, 43 2 IQ, z) = F(r, y)J]
3% Vy (F(x) . My) v F(x)J)

Problem 3.
Suppose R is a regular set of symbol strings over an alphabet c, and S is an arbitrary set of strings
over C. Define T to be the set of strings x such that for some y CE S, xy belongs to R; that is,
T - ( x 1 3y such that xy a R ).
Prove that T is a regular set.

Problem 4.
State (without proof) the equivalence (o), inclusion(c), and non-inclusion (C) relations you know of
among classes of formal languages, and classes of languages defined in various ways (generation,
accept ante, recognition) by various kinds of automata, finite or infinite, deterministic or
non-deterministic. Draw a diagram using the above symbols to indicate relations. You need not
show relations which follow by transitivity from other relations.
147
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Problem 5.
Consider a progamming language L defined as follows:
<variable> ::- <letter> 1 <variable> <digit>
<expression> ::- 0 1 <variable> 1 (<expression> + 1)
<statement> ::= <variable> :- <expression> 1
for <expression> times do <statement> 1
begill <statement>; <statement> erld
<program> ::= <statement>
The form for E times do J means that E is evaluated once, giving a numerical value e, and that S is
then repeated e times.
(a)

Show that for any primitive recursive function f(q, x2, . . . , x,), there is a program of L
which sets X0 = f(ll , 12, . . . , IN), where !t, . . . , I, are the initial values of X I, . . . , Xn.

(b)

Show that for every program in I!,, the final value of X0 is a primitive recursive function of
the initial values of ail the variables.

Problem 6.
Let A, 8, C, D, E be ground clauses and R(A, 8) denote the set of ground resoivents of A and B.
Prove that if D is a clause in R(R(A, B), C) then there is a clause E in R(R(C, B), A) u R(R(C, A), B)
u R(R(C, B), R(C, A)) such that E E D. Give an example to show that it is not always true that
there is an E such that E - D.

Problem 7.
Consider the general recursive definition
f(x) - if P(x) then g(x) else hV(R(x))),
where the predicate P and the functions g, h, and k are understood to be primitives, and total.
Express in terms of first order logic (including the ideas of validity, satisfiability, etc.) the
proposition that for ail x such that R(x) is true&) is defined and satisfies the relation 8(x&)).

June 1970 Theory of bnputstion QualiIying Exam
(Time limit: 4 l/2 hours)

Problem 1. (20 points)
Let Q&, u) be a binary predicate symbol. Consider the two wffs A and B given by
A:
B:

vx Iy Q&I y>
cvx (By 4(“, y>) ’ 4(x, 4)3 = vx 9(x, 4.

Which of the following is true?
(a)

(b)

I- A 3 B
I- B 3 A

If true, give a proof (using any standard derived rules of inference and metatheorems desired).
Otherwise, give an interpretation as a counterexample.

Problem 2. (20 points)
For any language L E (O,lj*, let
L’ = ( yx 1 xy @I L, x c (0, l)*, y E (0, 1j* )
(a)

Prove that if L is a regular language, then so is L’.

(b)

Find a counterexample to show that the converse of (a) is not true.

Problem 3. (JO points)
Suppose P and Q are predicate symbols, S is a set of clauses, t-R denotes deducibility by resolution,
and
(Jwj u s t-R q
(Q(y)) u s IR 0.

Show constructively that
(P(x) v Q(y)> u S kR q I.
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Problem 4. (15 points)
Consider the following LISP functions operating on lists:
x*y - if nx then 7 else ax.[dxwyJ
reverre[xJ - rev[x; nil]
rev[x; yJ - if JIX then y else revldx; awyl
Prove that for any lists x and 1,
reverselx r(c y3 - reversely J * teverJeEx3.

Problem 5. (10 points)
The following program computes the remainder m mod n.
a:

if m c n then go to done;
m :- m - n;
go to a;

done:

Write a wff of first order logic with one free predicate letter q whose truth for all interpretations of
q is equivalent to the convergence of the above program.

Problem 6. (25 points)
The following ALGOL 60 program is intended to find the smallest positive integer expressible as
the sum of two cubes of positive integers in two different ways given that there is sych ;$ number
less than 8000.
begiu integer array a[ 1: 160003;
for i :- 1 step 1 until 16000 do a[iJ :- 0;
for i :- 1 step 1 until 20 do
for] :- I step 1 until i do
alit3 +j?3J :- aEif3 + jt3J + I;
for I :- 1 step 1 uutil 8000 do
if a[iJ > 1 then go to done;
done:

ecrd;
We want to use Floyd’s formalism to prove this program correct (ignoring the question of
termination) but first we must replace the for statements by ordinary loops. The modified program
is shown on the next page.
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begin integer array a[ 1: 160001;
i :-1 ;

6: if i > 16000 then go to c;
a[iJ :- 0;
i :- t + 1;
go to 6;
’ * 1;
;: t;; > 20 then go to d;
j :- 1;
f: ifj>fthengotoe;
aLit + jt3J :- aEit3 + jt3J + i;
j:=j+ I;
go tof;
e: i:=i+ I;
go to g;
d: i := I;
hi if i > 8000 then go to done;
if aliJ > 1 then go to done;
i:=i+ 1;
go to h;
done:

end
In answering the following questions, attach labels pl, p2, etc. to appropriate points in the program.
.

(a)

What assertion expresses the overall correctness of the program and to what point is it to be
attached?

(b)

How does the declaration integer array ~[I:160001 affect the assertion to be proved?

(c)

Attach the appropriate Floyd assertions to the appropriate points in the program. Remember
that the truth of each assertion must follow from those that immediately precede it in the flow
of control.

0ctober 1970 Theory of Computation Qualifying Exam
(Time limit: 7 hours)
Problem 1.
A professor of logic at Holy Smoke U. announces to the class one day that he has a new formal
system for the first order predicate calculus. The wffs are the same, the axioms consist of all
instances of tautologies, and the rules of inference are modus ponens and “p-constituent substitution”
(see below). He enthusiastically begins to prove some lemma about the system when a student
interrupts him and proves the professor’s system is incomplete.
The professor rushes from the room but returns fifteen minutes later to state that he has now
repaired the trouble. By adding a certain non-tautologous axiom he now has a complete logic
system. Before he can even write down the axiom, another student jumps up and proves that now
the system not only yields valid wffs as theorems but all wffs as theorems. (It is rumored the
professor now teaches Sociology in a junior college somewhere in the deep South.)
What are the proofs the two students gave? Be precise.
Definition: An occurrence of a wff B in a wff A is a p-constituent occurrence of B in A if this
occurrence of B is in the scope of no quantifier of A, and B is atomic or B consists of a quantifier
and its scope.
P-constituent Substitution Rule: Let A, B, and C be wffs such that B is atomic or B consists of a
quantifier and its scope. Let D be the result of replacing all p-constituent occurrences of B in A by
occurrences of C. Then from R one may infer D.

Problem 2.
Use the resolution method to determine whether the following wffs are valid.
(a)

3x 3+y [Mxy A Vr 4bc~J

(b)

3x 3~ [Mx~

A

v

VJ Vt 3z [dht

v

Vr NXYJ v Vs Vt 3r [vbht v

Gtr
Gzt
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[G~z

A

HMtzJJ

v [Gsr

A

44trJJ

v
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-OCTOBER 1970
Problem 3.

0
i-n

Prove that the above program computes the minimum of &,I, An+2, . . . , Azn,l leaving the result
in RI, and leaving A,,, through &,I undisturbed. Use the method of assigning predicates to
flowchart arcs.
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Problem 4.
Defi.ne
reverseEu3 c revEu, nil]

where
rev[u, VI c if nu then v else rcv[du, au.vl.
Prove that for any list u,
reverse[reverse[uJJ - u.

Note: T h e n o t a t i o n s nx, ax, dx, and X.J stand for null[x], c&l, c&l, and CORJ[X,~I,
respectively.

Problem 5.
The programming languages Lo, t,, L,, L, all permit the use of integer variables and constants,
and the operators +, -, *. They all permit assignments of expressions to variables, and combining
commands into blocks. Lo has no other operations. The other languages have the additional
commands described below.
(I)

L r allows the command
for E times do S

where E is an expression and S is a command. The expression is first evaluated, giving a
value e, and then S is executed le 1 times.
(2)

L2 allows the command
call n

where n is a positive integer constant. If 0 is the block associated with the n-th begin in the
program, the call command is executed by executing 0.
(3)

La has both of the above commands.

For each pair (I$ such that L; can compute a function not computable by Lj, give an example of
such a function. justify your answers.

OCTOBER I970
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Problem 6.
Let c be a finite set of symbols and let c* denote the set of ail finite length strings of symbols from
c including the string of zero length c. Suppose we are given A E c* and C E Cr.
(a)

Under what conditions does there exist a unique set X satisfying the equation
X=AX+C

where AX = ( x9 1 x Q A, y E X ) and + is set union?
(b) Find all so1 ut’ions to the equation in part (a).
Let Aij and Ci, 1 I i d; n, I s j s n be subsets of c*. Consider the simultaneous equations
xj - $ AijXj + Ci.
j=l

(c)

Give an algorithm for finding a solution.

(d)

What can be said about the solution found in part (c) when the A$ and Ci’s are regular sets,
context-free languages, recursive sets, or recursively enumerable sets? Justify your statements.

Problem 7,
Imagine that we write a “queue-processing” language over a set A of atoms. Think of a queue as a
finite sequnce of atoms. The primitives are:
null(x),

qk, 4,
h(x),
t(x),

which tests whether a queue x is the empty sequence;
which adds the atom a at the right of the queue x;
which yields the leftmost atom of x; and
which yields the queue x with the leftmost atom removed.

Give a set of axioms for the queues which are sufficient for proofs about queue programs, in a
manner analogous to LISP axioms (e.g. cdr(conr(x, y)) - y, car(cm(x, y)) - x). The only functions
and predicates you should use are the queue primitives, set membership, and equality. Justify the
appropriateness of your axioms.

Kpril 1971 Theory

of

Cbmputation CjualiIying Exam

(Time limit: 7 hours)
Problem 0.
State briefly, without proofs:
(1)

Kleene’s recursion theorem (the fixed-point theorem of recursive function theory).

(2)

Manuel Blum’s “speedup” theorem concerning the computational complexity of recursive
functions.

(3)

The Krohn-Rhodes theorem on algebraic decomposition of finite automata.

(4)

The completeness and decidability properties of second-order logic.

(5)

The function of paramodulation and hyper-resolution in mechanical theorem prov ing.

(6)

The meaning of “liberal” and “progressive,, as applied to schemata.

Problem 1. (20 points)
The language L is recognizable by an on-line Turing machine, that is, a Turing machine with
initially blank tape, connected to an input unit from which it can bring in the string to be
recognized, one character at a time, from left to right. The machine, on inputs of length n, never
uses more than f(n) squares of its tape, where lim,,,, f(n)/log(n) - 0. Show that L is a regular (type
3) language. For definiteness, you may assume that the input operation writes the input character
on the current tape square.

Problem 2. (20 points)
Suppose that the predicates P and Q satisfy the verification condition V, of a command S, so that if
we start with P true and execute S, we finish with Q true. In Hoare’s notation, P(S}Q. Floyd
asserts, in his paper “Assigning Meanings to Programs”, that one can infer
(Vx P) (S) w 4>
(3% P) (S) (Ix QL
(2)
Scott pointed out an error in one of these. Give either proofs or counterexamples for (1) and (2).
( 1)
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Problem 3. (13 points)
In examples of resolution, one often sees the associative law stated by the two clauses
( 1 . 1 ) ~(u,v,x)vP(v,w,y)vF(u,y,z)vP(x,w,z)
(1.2)
Ti~u,v,x)v~~v,w,y~v~~x,w,~~vP~u,y,z)
instead of
fv(Ul 4, d - jiu,fTv, 4)
in order to avoid the definition and use of the equality predicate. (In the above, P(u,g, z) is
intended to signify fix, y) = 2.)
(2)

We could first transform (2) into
(3)
(flu, 4 - x AfTV, w) - y) 3 v(x, w) - % qlu,y) - %)
and thence to (1.1) and (1.2). In the following we concentrate on the second stage of this
transformation.
Suppose a set of clauses contains the usual axioms for the equality predicate (regarding 3e - r as an
abbreviation for E(x, y)), and a function symbol f occurs only in iiterais of the form
jlq,e2) = e3 o r flq,eJ + e3.
Systematically replace these literais by new iiterais
pf(e 1 , e2, e3) or 7i/(e 1, e2, e3)
where P/ is a new predicate symbol. What is the relation between the satisfiabiiity of the original
set of clauses and that of the transformed set? Justify your answer.

Problem 4. (20 points)
Define a counter-input Turing machine as a Turing machine, with an initially blank tape, to which
is attached a counter C containing the input to the machine.
The possible values of the counter are the non-negative integers, and a special value called 00, The
only operations available on C are:
(I)

Test whether C - 0.

(2)

Decrease C by I: C t C z 1, where 0 L 1 - 0, 00 L I - 00, and otherwise x A I = x - 1.

Define S, as the set of counter-input machines which halt for ail possible initial values of C.
Define Sj as the set of counter-input machines which halt for ail possible integer (not 00) values of
C.
Prove that (a) one of the above sets is recursively enumerable, and (b) that the other is not. (One
can show recursive enumerability by showing that the set of Gtiei numbers of machines in the
given class is recursively enumerable, or by describing a program which prints the descriptions of
the machines in the class.)
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Problem 5. (25 points)

The parenthesis language P is defined by the context-free grammar S + c 1 (S) 1 SS. It consists of
strings of matched parentheses, such as
uooH(o)H))*
Consider an arbitrary grammar G which generates a language Lc s P. For example, G might be
S +(A

A + (()A)

-1

Define the weight of a string of parentheses by
w(“(“) - 1
VI(“)“) - - I
w(xy) = w(x) + w(v).
Define a nest of parentheses as a string X, such that for every decomposition x - 92, w($ - -W(Z) % 0.
The depth of such a nest is the maximum W(J) such that x - JZ.
In a sentence (with accompanying derivation) of a context-free language, a phrase is a substring
derived from a single non-terminal symbol. Show that there is a number n = n(G) such that if uvw
is a sentence of G, and v is a nest of parentheses of depth greater than n, then some substring of v
cont.ains a phrase of uvw.
To summarize the above in intuitive form: If a context-free language contains only properly nested
parentheses, then every sufficiently deep nest of parentheses contains at least one phrase.

Problem 6. (21 points)
A Scott schema is a (Ianov schema-like) monadic functional schema which consists of one individual
variable x, monadic function variables Fi, where Fo is designated as the root function, monadic
function constants gi, and monadic predicate constants pi.
For example,
F&C) c if p,(x) then if p2(x) then F,(x)
eke F Ag&))
else x
F I(X) b if p&x) then F&g&d) else gl(x)
We use F, as the “divergence function”, always defined by

F,(x)

e=

F,(x).

An interpretation of a Scott schema is defined in the usual way, including assignment of an element
of the domain as the initial value of X. The definitions of termination, divergence, freedom, and
equivalence are extended in the natural way from flowchart schemas to Scott schemas.
Discuss the termination, divergence, freedom, and equivalence properties (decision problems) for
Scott schemas. If you cannot find an answer for the general class of Scott schemas, define
appropriate subclasses and discuss their decision problems. Justify your arguments.

October 1971 Theory of computation Qualilying Exam
(Time limit: 6 hours)
Problem 1.
Consider the recursive schema P defined by
F(x) + if p(x) then x else F(b(F(a(x)))) ,
where p is a unary predicate symbol and a and b are unary function symbols.
It is an open problem whether this recursive schema can be translated to an equivalent flowchart
schema. However, it can be translated if we add extra features to our class of flowchart schemas,
such as counters, pushdown stacks, equality tests, or arrays.
Discuss clearly and in detail the translation of the recursive schema P to three such flowchart
schemas.

Problem 2.
(a)

Define modified algorithms for resolution and unification, incorporating an associative law for
a particula r function f of two arguments. Concretely, the new law of resolution must be such
that for any set S of clauses, { ) E R(S), i.e. the empty clause can be obtained from S by
resolution, if and only if S is not satisfiable by any interpretation for which
w y, d [fv(x, y>, 2) = J-bLfly, a.

(b)

Sketch a proof that your algorithms achieve this goal.
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Problem 3.
Ackermann’s function F(x,g) is defined recursively over the natural numbers as follows:
F(x, y) + if x = 0 then y + 1
else if JI - 0 then F(x- 1, 1)
else F(x- 1, F(x, y- 1)).
The following is an “Algol” program for computing F(M, N) for any pair of natural numbers M
and N. The value of F(M, N) is obtained in A[11 where A is an infinitely long integer array.
start: A[ 1 J c M;

&?I+ hr;
a:

I 4- 2;
If I - 1 then go to halt;
if AD- 1 J = 0 the11 begin AI- 13 t AI/J+ I; I c I- 1; go to a end;
if AI13 - 0 then begin AMI + AEIJ-I; ! c 1; go to a end;
Ail+ I J c A[/]- I;
AEIJ t A[/- I I;
AD-11 t A[/-11-l;
I t l+l;
go to a;

halt:

(a)

Attach an appropriate inductive assertion at point a and show partial correctness of the
program.

(b)

Prove that the program terminates for any pair M and N of natural numbers.

Problem 4.
Suppose that the function c(P) is an effective measure of the computational cost of a parameterless
program P depending monotonically on the size and running time of P. We require that c(P) be
defined if P terminates, but it need not be defined if P does not terminate. Give the weakest
conditions you can on the function c, such that a program of least cost having given output can be
effectively constructed. Assume some fixed definite machine by which programs are executed.
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Problem 5.
A lion and a Christian are released at points a and 6 respectively in an arena and move alternately,
the Christian first. If it is the Christian’s turn and she is at point X, she can go to her choice of
points cl(x), cZ(x), and c3(x). If it is the lion’s turn and it is at point X, it has a choice of II(x), 22(x),
and 13(x).
Let E be a sentence of first order logic that axiomatizes whatever properties we wish to specify of a,
b, the c’s, and the 1’s.
Strategies for the Christian and the lion may be specified by giving predicates @1(x, y), p&(x, y)
and pO(x, y), @2(x, y) that give the conditions for the Christian or lion to make move 1 or 2 when
the Christian and lion are at positions x and y respectively.
If the positions of the Christian and lion are ever the same, the chase terminates with the lion eating
the Christian.
Let F be a sentence of first order logic that axiomatizes whatever properties we wish to specify
about the predicates pcl, pc2, p/l, and p/2. (It may include a, b, the c’s, and the 1’s.)
(a)

Write a sentence of first order logic that is provable if and only if the lion will catch the
Christian in all interpretations of the constants, predicates, and functions satisfying E and F.

(b)

Write a sentence of first order logic that is provable if and only if there is a strategy for the
lion that will catch the Christian independently of what the Christian does in all
interpretations of the constants, predicates, and functions satisfying E.

Problem 6.
Let PC stand for first order predicate calculus without equality, and let PCE stand for first order
predicate calculus with equality. In PCE we allow atomic formulas of the form t = U, where t and tl
are any terms.
Herbrand’s theorem for PC can be stated as follows: A set S of clauses is unsatisfiable if and only if
there is a finite unsatisfiable set S’ of ground instances of clauses of S.
(a)

Prove Herbrand’s theorem for PC.

(b)

Give a counterexample to show that the theorem does not hold for PCE.

(c)

Suggest a modified Herbrand’s theorem for PCE and prove it.

may 1974 Rnalysis of Algorithms Qualifying Exam*
Problem 1.
The following recurrence relation recently arose in connection with the analysis of a certain paging
algorithm:
7Z2-1
ntl
a?,+ 1 = - a,, t n2t1’
n2t1

n2 1.

Find the asymptotic value of a,, as n -) Q), to terms O(f2). (You need not relate constants appearing
in your answer to “known” ones, but you should at least indicate how such constants could be
computed.)

Problem 2.
When n I N, the following procedure computes a random permutation a[1 1.. .a[nJ of a random
combination of n things from 1,2, . . . , N, i.e. a random one-to-one mapping from (1, . . . , n) into
11 , . . . , N):
forj t 1 step 1 until N do M[jl +j;
for j t 1 step 1 until n do begin
r c unify, N);

@I + Mbl; Mb1 + M[jl;
end.
Here unifla, 6) is a procedure that computes a random integer in the closed interval [a, 61, each with
probability l/(bt l-a).
However, when N is large it is desirable to do the computation in O(n) cells of memory. The two
algorithms shown on the next page have been proposed for this problem.

*All of the Analysis of Algorithms quals were take-home exams, which students had about one
week to work on.
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Program A:
for j + 1 step 1 until n do begill
rfjl t unifl, N);

k 4- djl;
for i t J-1 step - 1 until 1 do
if r[iJ = k the11 k t i;
a[jl + k;
end.

Program B:
forj 6 1 step 1 until n do bljl +J;
for j t 1 step 1 until n do begin
djl + unify, N);
if Y I n then begin a[jJ l 6[r3; 6[rJ t bEjJ end
else begin

a[jlcr;kc 1;
while a[k J + I do k e k+ I;

if k z j then begin a[JJ t b[kl; b[kJ c b[jJ end
errd
end.

For example, suppose N - 9, tl - 7 and suppose the unif procedure returns successively the values 3
9 7 9 6 7 9; then all three programs will set u[l J.. .a[lJ to 3 9 7 2 6 1 4.
The purpose of this problem is to analyze Program A and Program B. On a particular computer it
has been found that Program A takes 44n + V + 5W + 2 units of time, while Program B takes 54n +
3X + 9Y + 42 + 3 units, where
V - number of times “k c i” is performed in Program A;
W - number of times “if r[iJ - le” is tested in Program A;
X - number of times “a[1J c b[rJ” is performed in Program B;
Y - number of times “a[j] e b[kJ” is performed in Program B;
2 = number of times “k e kt 1” is performed in Program B.
Determine the minimum and maximum running time of each program, and also determine the
average values of V, W, X, Y, and 2, as functions of n and N. Express the average values
exactly, and also find the asymptotic behavior when n/N has a fixed value a < 1 as n -P Q). Note:
when determining the maximum and minimum running times you may assume that N 2 2n.
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Problem 3.
Let n - n[l Jn[ZJ.. .nEnJ be a permutation of (1,2 , . . . , n}, and consider the following algorithm:
begin integer array R[l:nl; integer k;
(All,. ..AEnl) + (n[ll, . . ..nEnJ).
loop: print (AI 11, . . . , A[nJ);
k +- A113;
if k = 1 then go to finish;
(All, so., AERJ) + (&I, . . ,411);
go to loop;
finish: erld.
l

For example, when n = 9 and n - 314592687, the algorithm will print
314592687
413592687
531492687
94 1352687
786253149
135268749
and then it will stop.
Let m - m(n) be the total number of permutations printed by the above algorithm. Prove that m
never exceeds the Fibonacci number F,,1. In particular, the algorithm always halts.
Extra credit problem.
Let M, = max (m(n) 1 n a permutation of (1, . . . , n). Find the best upper and lower bounds on M,
that you can.

This entire exam is based on an interesting way to represent priority queues as a special kind of
linked forest. Each node of the forest contains a KEY field, and when the forest is traversed in
#mwrder P 1 P2.. . P,, we have
KEY(P,) 5 KEY(P2) s . . . s KEY&).
Furthermore, the rightmost member of every family will be sonless. In particular, if the forest is
nonempty its rightmost tree will consist of a root alone.
The forest is represented in the “natural” way as a binary tree, so that each node has two link fields
LSON (pointing to the leftmost son of this node, if any) and RBROTHER (pointing to the node’s next
brother to the right, if any).

For convenience in describing the algorithm, we shall assume that there are two header nodes,
pointed to by HEAD and HEAD’, where
KEY(HEAD) = -00, KEY(HEAD’) = +oo,
LSON ( HEAD) = pointer to root of leftmost tree,
RBROTHER(HEAD) 2: HEAD’,
LSON( HEAD’) = RBROTHER(HEAD’) = A.
H E A D : p EhThj

root of leftmost tree
If the priority queue is empty, LSON(HEAD) - A. Actually it turns out that the algorithm never looks
at any of these fields except LSON(HEAD), so the other values (e.g. -00) need never be stored in
memory, and the HEAD’ node doesn’t need to be present at all! However, it’s easier to explain the
algorithm (see top of next page) if we assume that these two artificial nodes exist.
We shall attempt to analyze the behavior of the algorithm when it is applied to the successive
insertion of n distinct keys in random order. In particular, if aI+. .a, is a permutation of (1, 2,
. . . ) n), we will consider the behavior of Algorithm i when a, is inserted, assuming that al, . . . ,
a,-r have previously been inserted (in that order) into an initially empty forest.
Let A be the number of times step I2 is performed, and let B be the number of times step I4 is
performed. Let (Tr , T,, Tg) be (l,O,O), (O,l,O), or (0,0,1) according as the algorithm terminates
because of the respective conditions Q = A in 13, or X < KEY(Q) in 13, or RBROTHER(Q) = A in 14.
Then the running time of the algorithm on most computers will be aA + PB + ~~3, + QT~~ + ‘r3T3
+ 7 for some constants a, 0, 7, 7 ,, T2, T3
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Algorithm I (Insert into priority queue). This algorithm inserts a new node, which will contain a
given key X, into the forest. If there are other nodes with key X, the new node will precede them in
preorder.
Il.

[Create new node and initialize,] Set R + AVAIL, KEY(R) + X, LSON( R) + A. Also set P +
HEAD.

I2*

[Prepare to insert into family.] (At this point we have KEY{ P) < X < KEY{ RBROTHER( P)),
and we want to insert X among the descendants of node P preserving the preorder condition.)
Set Q + LSON( P).

13.

[Insert at left of family?] If Q = A or X s KEY(Q), set LSON(P) + R, RBROTHER(R) + Q, and
terminate the aigorithm.

14.

[Loop on sons of P.1 (Now KEY(Q) < X.) If RBROTHER(Q) = A, go to 16.

15.

[Correct son found?] If X 5 KEY( RBROTHER(Q) ), set P + Q and return to step 12. Otherwise
set Q + RBROTHER( Q) and return to step 14.

16.

[Insert at right of family.] Set RBROTHER(Q) + R, RBROTHER(R) + A, and terminate. I

Problem 1. (IO points) Find a simple relation between the forest obtained from the permutation
a 1(22. . . a, and the forest obtained from the permutation (n+ 1 -a #+ I-a2) . . . (n+ 1 -a,).
Problem 2. (10 points) Find the generating function g,,(z) in which the coefficient of zk is the
probability that the forest constructed from qz2.. .a, has exactly k trees.
Problem 3. (20 points) Let x, y be integers with 1 I x < y 5 n. Find the probability that the forest
constructed from 01(z2.. . a,, contains the keys x and y on level 0 in the roots of adjacent trees. (For
example, let n = 4, x - 1, y = 3. Then the permutations which make 1 and 3 appear in adjacent
roots are 1324, 1342, 3124, 3142, 3412, 4312; and the probability is i/4 in this case.)
Problem 4. (30 points) Determine the average values of A, B, T1, T2, and T3 when a, is inserted.
(Hints: Use the results of Problems 1, 2, and 3 to deduce appropriate recurrence relations. Try to
find “closed form” expressions which solve the recurrences. It can be done.)
Problem 5. (10 points) The running time of Algorithm I on a certain computer is 7A + 6B + 2T1 +
ST2 + T3 + 6 units. What is the exact value of the maximum time it will take to insert a,, over ail
permutations u1a2.. . a,,, on this computer? (Give the answer as a function of n, for all n 2 1. Note
that as in problem 4 only the time to insert the one key a, is being considered here, not the total
time to build the entire tree from uiu2.. .a,.)
Problem 6. (10 points) Find a simple formula for the generating function
w - EJy - 1 + 2 + 2 + 2z3 + 4r4 + 9r5 + * . . (
wheref,, is the number of forests on n elements having the “sterile rightmost” rightmost property.
Problem 7. (10 points) Continuing Problem 6, determine the asymptotic value of I”, with relative
error i/&I, that is, find an explicit function #(n) such thatf, - b(n) + O(~(n)/m.

thy 1977 finalysis of Rlgorifhms @difying Exam
Problem 1. (20 points)
Let Btn) be the set of all 2n n-tuples of O’s and 1’s. A k-cube or clause C over Btn) is a subset of 2k
n-tupies having specified values in n-k components; for example, if n = 5 and k = 2, the clause C =
O*iO* is the set (00100, 00101, 01100, 01 lOi]. Given a subset V E Bfn), a prime implicant of V is a
clause C E V such that no clause properly containing C is contained in V. The purpose of this
problem is to show that an algorithm which computes prime implicants of a given set V in time
proportional to the number of clauses contained in I/ will have average running time almost, but not
quite, linear in the length of its output, when V contains 2n-r elements.
Suppose V is a randomly chosen subset of B 01) having m elements, where all such subsets are equally
likely. Let c(n, m) be the average number of clauses contained in V, and let p(n, m) be the average
number of prime implicants contained in V.
(a)

Find exact expressions for c(n, m) and p(n, m). (These formulas need not be summed in
“closed form”.)

(b)

Prove that c(n, 2”-‘)/p(n, 2n-‘) + e when n = 2 2* and v is an integer, v + 00. Hint: Show that
almost all of the clauses contributing to c(n, ,‘-I) and p(n, 2n-r) are v-cubes.

(c)

Prove that the ratio c(n, 2n-1)/p(n, 2n-‘) is O(l~~~~o~n).

(4

Prove that there exist integers n such that the ratio c(n, 2n’l)/p(n, 2n-i) is arbitrarily large, in
spite of the fact that the limit in (b) exists.

Problem 2. (10 points)
Let G - (V, E) be a directed graph. G is strongly connected if, for every pair of vertices v and w,
there is a path in G from v to w and a path in G from w to v, Suppose G is strongly connected. A
minimum equivalent digraph G’ is a subgraph of G which (i) contains all the vertices of G, (ii) is
strongly connected, and (iii) contains a minimum number of edges among all graphs with properties
(i) and (ii). Note that a minimum equivalent digraph need not be unique.’
Show that the following problem is NP-complete:
Input: A strongly connected graph G and an integer k.
Question: Does G have a minimum equivalent digraph containing k or fewer edges?
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Problem 3. (20 points)

.

Let A - (Uij) be an n x n non-singular real-valued matrix. That is, A has a non-zero determinant.
We wish t’o permute the rows of A and independently permute the columns of A so that the
permuted matrix A’ has the form

where the submatrices Al, A2,
AA are square and lie on the main diagonal of A ‘, all elements
of A’ below Al, . ..) AA are zero, and the elements above Al, . . . , AA can have any value.
. . l (

Of course, the original matrix A has the desired form with k - 1, but we wish to make k maximum.
(a)

Prove that if k is maximum, A’ is unique in the following sense. If

is another rearrangement of A, then the set of rows in each submatrix Ai’ consists of the
union of the sets of rows in one or more submatrkes Ail, . . . , Aj,, and the set of columns in
Ai’ consists of the union of the sets of columns in Aj,, . . . , Ai,. Thus A’ is unique up to
permutations of rows and columns belonging to the same submatrix Ai.
(b)

Describe an efficient algorithm for finding a permuted matrix A’ with maximum value of k.
What is the worst-case running time of your algorithm?
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Problem 4. (20 points)
Consider n rt>rlords with keys KI < K2 < . . . < K,, and access frequencies pr , p2, . ..) p,,, where Ci
Pi p 1. We wish to store them in a data structure with fast average retrieval time. The problem
calls for the study of the following scheme, which is a mixture of sequential files and search trees.
Consider any subset of I-1 keys S - (Ki, x Kip < . . , < KiIS1]. It divides the rest of the keys into I
subfiles; the j-th subfile consists of keys between K’i f and Ki.. As shown in Figure I, a structure
1
called I-file can be obtained by linking these I-I keys and the I subfiles together, where each subfile
is organized as a sequential file. Note that for t > 2, several distinct I-files can be formed even for
the same S (see Figure 2). For an I-file L, the procedure to search for a key K in the file is to start
at the root, comparing keys and branching accordingly down the tree until a subfile is encountered;
then a sequential search is performed. The process halts whenever the key K ,is located. Let C,(K)
be the number of keys examined before locating K. The average cost for L is then EL - 2 llil,l
Pi*CL(Ki)e In this problem, you are asked to design algorithms for computing A&, p2, . . . , Pn), the
minimum average cost for any I-file, where I is fixed.
(a)

Give an O(n log n)-time algorithm for computing AP

(b)

Give an O(n3)-time algorithm for computing AI.

(c)

Let pi”’ - l/S*H,, where H,, = I$& I/i is the n-th harmonic number.
-(1)
Prove that, for each I, the limit
al - lim
n+c0

(2)

4(p

101),

pp,

’

n/In n

l

l

9

p,p9

exists

.

Find a recurrence equation for determining al. Evaluate
. a2,
. a3, and. a4.
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Problem 5. (20 points)
The Stanford boxing team is going to meet the USC boxing team next month. Let x1 > x2 > . . . >
X, be the linear ranking of the n members on the Stanford team among themselves, and J+ > y2 >
. . . > Yn the ranking of members of the USC team. If the two teams had never met before, it would
be fair to assume that all ‘,” rankings of the 2n members taken together are equally likely. It
( >
would then be straightforward to compute P&j), the probability that Xi can beat yj in the opening
match this year. For example, P( I, 1) - l/Z. However, since the two teams haye met, and in all
contests Stanford has won (the number of the contests, and the matches can be arbitrary), intuitively
Xi would have a chance greater than or equal to P(i,j) over JIM Prove it.
Remark 1. A formula for P(i,j) can be found on p. 191 of Knuth, Vol. 3, but it is not necessary to
know this.
Remark 2. First try to prove it for f = 1,j = 1. Of course, any particular method may not generalize
easily to other t and j. Partial credit will be given to solutions of special cases.
Remark 3. Assume boxers’ skills satisfy transitivity, and do not improve or deteriorate with time.

X.
1
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Problem 1. (20 points)
Lt Cl,, be a fully balanced binary tree of height n, and S,, its set of internal nodes. For any integer
m > 0, an m-storage hashing scheme is a function h from S,, into (1, 2, . . . , m); let H(m, n) denote
the set of all such #s. For any subset F E Sn, we can use lr to store the elements of F by organizing
all the elements that are hashed to the same location as a balanced tree. Assuming that each element
of F is equatly likely to be retrieved, we define the retrieval cost of il on F by
c no ig(nj+l), w h e r e nj - l(v I VW h(v) +I-

'(" F, = iFi Isjsm 1

In this problem, we are interested in the efficient storage of a particular family of subsets of S,. Let
be the family of n-node subtrees of U,, that contain the root (see Figure 1). The efficiency of h
is measured by its worst-case retrieval cost for any T o 7n, i.e.,
I,,

(We have identified T with its set of nodes in the above definition.)
(a)

(5 points) A hashing scheme ho c H(n, n) is defined as follows. For each v E S,, let I(v) be the
binary sequence of length n-1 or less associated with v as shown in Figure 2. Let ho(v) =

11-k 1 + I, where I and k are respectively the number of O’s and l’s in i(v). Determine the
order of magnitude of j&J for large n.
(b)

(15 points) Let c B 0 be any fixed number. Prove that, if n is sufficiently large, then there
exists an /r B H(n, n) such that f(h) s 4tc. (Hint: Almost all ir will do.)

3.

Figure 1.

The family rn for n=

Figure 2.

The tree Un for n = 3 . The sequence
i(v)

is shown for each node v , with

i(root)

:' empty strjne .
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Problem 2. (20 points)
Consider sorting networks constructed from comparator modules as discussed in Section 5.3.4 of
Knuth, where a comparator module can be represented functionally as in Figure l(a). Let s^(n) be
the minimum number of comparators needed in any sorting network for n inputs.
Suppose we are given a bunch of comparators, but among them one comparator may be faulty, in
the sense that this comparator works as in Figure l(b) instead of Figure l(a). Our problem is to
investigate methods of constructing valid sorting networks without locating the faulty comparator.
Formally, a I-fuult tolerant sorting network is a network of comparators such that it remains a valid
sorting network If exactly one of its comparators is faulty. Let &(n) be the minimum number of
comparators needed for such a network with n inputs.
(a)

(5 poinfs) Determine sh(3).

(b)

(I5 points) Show that $(n) s s(n) + n - I.

(Unfortunately, the intended proof for part (b) of this problem was incorrect. Perhaps the reader
can supply a proof or disproof of this result.)

(4

04

a comparator
Figure1

a faulty coinparator
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Problem 3. (20 points)
Consider the following scheduling problem. We wish to carry out a number of tasks whose memory
requirements are to be satisfied from a large block of storage consisting of m memory locations.
Each task Ti requires a contiguous block of si storage locations out of the m.
We wish to schedule the tasks into the memory in an on-line fashion using the following rule:
When a new task Ti requiring pi memory locations is to be carried out, it is assigned to the finf
block of s; contiguous storage locations which are currently empty.
Note that the first tasks to be scheduled will be packed densely into the first part of the memory, but
that as tasks are completed the free memory will consist of “holes” separated by occupied areas.
(a)

(b)

(10 points) Describe a data structure to implement this scheduling rule, assuming that the total
amount of available memory is infinite (m = 00). Your data structure should allow each of the
following operations to be executed in O(log n) time, where n is the number of tasks currently
occupying the memory.
(i)

Given a new task, assign it to the first block of memory into which it will fit, and
modify the data structure accordingly.

(ii)

Given a task which has just been completed, modify the data structure to represent the
freeing of the storage previously occupied by the task.

(10 points) Suppose the total amount of memory (m) is finite. We wish to modify the data
structure to include a waiting list of tasks still to be scheduled but which will not currently fit
into the memory. When storage becomes freed as a task is completed, the task which has been
waiting for the longest time and which now fits into the memory is scheduled. Modify your
data structure so that the following operations each take the indicated amount of time.
(i)

Given a new task, assign it to the first block of memory into which it fits. If it will fit
nowhere, add it to the waiting list. (O(log n) time.)

(ii)

Given a completed task, free the storage it occupied previously and schedule the task
which now fits and has been waiting the longest. Continue scheduling tasks from the
waiting list until no more will fit. (O(log n) time plus O(log n) time per task scheduled,)
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Problem 4. (20 points)
Suppose we are given a collection of rectangles which we wish to put in non-overlapping fashion
into a rectangular bin which is open at the top. One side of each of the rectangles is parallel to the
bottom of the bin and the rectangles may not be rotated. The height of a packing is defined to be
the distance from the bottom of the bin to the top of the block which sticks up the farthest. We
wish to minimize this height. See Figure 1 below.
.

d

T
3

.b
a

a

C

d

b

C

c
better packing

packing of
1x19 1x1) 1x2 3
and 2x2
Figure 1

(a)

Prove that it is NP-complete in general to determine whether a given collection of blocks can
’
be packed into a given bin to satisfy a given upper bound on height.

The next three parts involve heuristics for packing the bin using the following fist scheduhg rule.
First, we construct a list of all the rectangles, ordered in some fashion. Next, we pack the rectangles
one at a time from the list. To pack a rectangle, we place it into the position of lowest height in
which it fits, breaking ties by placing the block as far left as possible. Note that Figure 1 gives
packings which could have been obtained according to this rule from lists a, b, c, d and R, b, a,
c, respectively.
(b)

Give a class of examples to show that if the list can be in arbitrary order, the ratio of the
height of the computed packing to that of a best packing can be arbitrarily large.

The decreasing width heuristic consists of arranging the blocks in decreasing order by width,
breaking ties arbitrarily, and applying the list scheduling rule.
(c)

Show that the height of any packing generated by the decreasing width heuristic is within a
factor of 3 of the height of a best packing.

(d)

Give a class of examples to show that for any c the decreasing width heuristic can generate a
packing with a height at least (3-c) times the height of a best packing.

Note: In parts (c) and (d), if you can’t prove a factor of three, give the best upper and lower bounds
you can on the worst-case ratio of the height of a decreasing width packing to the height of a best
packing.
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Problem 5. (20 points)
You are using a parallel computer. You have divided your problem into N subproblems, one for
each processor. The running times for each are independent, with common mean M and variance I/
(fi KC M), and are (very nearly) normally distributed. The program is complete when all N
subproblems are done. Estimate the mean and variance of the running time, for large N. What
does the distribution of running times look like?

Problem 6. (20 points)
Consider (I) binary trees and (2) LISP S-expressions, with N internal nodes, and with 23 bits of
data stored at each external node. In each case, what is the information content of such a tree,
given iV, and assuming all N-node trees or S-expressions are equally likely? (Note: In an
S-expression, a single copy of a sub-expression may be pointed to from several places within an
expression.) Do conventional list representations approach optimal storage efficiency as IV + oo? If
not, suggest improvements.

Problem 7. (20 points)
N points are chosen uniformly from the unit cube. We say that point P dominates point Q if P, >
QY, P? > p,V, and P, > rZ,. A point is maximal if no other point dominates it. Describe an efficient
(say, polynomial time) algorithm to compute the expected number of maximal points as a function of
IV. 1 Generalize to D dimensions,

Rnswers
TO ALGORITHMICS QUAL PROBLEMS -- 1974.

SOLJJTIONS

(These solutions were prepared by the professor in charge before the test was given and are presented unchanged
fran his sketched answers. Remarks in brackets [ ] are sane of the alternatives and refinements found by
students taking the exem.)
Problem 1
After applying a summation factor we have

an = -&
-

+ O(km3))-1 = -k-'+O(kv3) . (Note that

, cf. ex. 6.1-8.) 'J!herefore

c 1 = c(a) -HLei = & nlea + i n-a + $- B2nma-'+
. . .
.
k>nka

c

l<k<n
-

-2

k f(k) = C - c t f(k) = C+n-1
k>n

bn =Hn+C + in -2+ O(nw3)

+O(ns3)

where C = c i f(k) is a constant;
k>l

. Now jF(l+ ?) = exp(j:. f + O(i))) = exp(n-'+ $ n-* + O(n-'))

= l+ n-l+ n-*+ O(na3) ,so

an = (l+*n -'+3n-*)(Hn+C + i n-*)+ O(ne3 log d

= H,+C + 2n-lHn+ 2Cn"+ 3nm2Hn+ (x + -$)n-*+O(nm3 log n) .
Another approach is to rewrite the recurrence as an =

has the form

L (cs
oss<t

ln

n+ds)n-'+O(n

can be evaluated for s = 12
, >**-

-t

log 4

[The constant C seems to be equal to - .7665... .

c
llk<n

lrtl - 2
Yc
c
k*+l
l_<k<nz

by induction on t .

and to prove that an

Then the constants cs and ds

in terms of co = 1 and do = C+7 .]

Problem 2
Clearly W = (E) , so Program A depends only on V .
l/(N-i+l) , since k is always in the range (i,N] .

c

l/(N-i+l)

= n - @+1-n) $-swn) -

The chance that r[i] = k for each i and j is

Hence the average value of V is

[Let (kn,l,o.

-, kl)

be the respective values of k which

l_<i<j<n
-

are compared to r[l] in Progrm A; it can be shown that each

of @,3, . . ..N] occurs equally often as (knml,...,kl) .

of

the (N-l)nl possible (n-l) -permutations

Hence the generating function satisfies

, for n 2 1 , and the variance of V comes to
>
(N-n+l)(RR-s-n)

- (N-n+l)2(ti2)-dFA ) .I

Similarly in Program B the probability that rj <n is (n+l-j)/(N+l-j) , hence the average value of X
c
(n+l-j)/(N+l-j) = n-(N-n)(RN-$-n) . Let Yj be the average contribution to Y for a particular j ;
l_<j _<n
then Yj is the probability that rj E (a[l],..., a[j-l]} times the probability that r > n , since
J
j-1 N-n
ail] . . . a[j-l] is a random pemutation (assuming that F~ogrom B is correct). Hence
'j = N *N+1-j '
is
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Y

ave = (N-n)(s-sen) - n - + . F i n a l l y

Z.
3

Zj

is j-1 if X

= Y = 0 ; it
j

3

is

0 if

X

3

= 1 ; otherwise

is equally likely to be O,l,...,j-2 ; hence

zj = (j-1)( $$ - Yj) + ‘+ ‘+;:;+ (j-2) yj I (N - ;
1 N-n
Z ave = t 7 n(n-1) + L2 (N-l)Yave
If n =W then )k-s-n = ln( &)+0(11-l)
V
ave
X ave =
=

Y ave
Z

as

n -0)

ave

=

.

and we have

C

l-l-Q
+0(1)
ahi&
(
1)

(

+0(l) = na/2 + O(dn)
1 --9 ln &
(
)I

=n
n

=

n a-l+ +l&
+0(1)
(
8
(
n2

F
(

1

and a-0.

;

j)yj

+ & rave+ O(n)

na/2 + O($n)

=

nor/2 +0 (Ct2n)

= ($ - i a)n2+O(a2n2)

[ x&z) = vn+l,N(") ' 1

.
For the minimum running time of both programs it is easy to see that rl...rn = N2 . ..n
V,X,Y,Z = O,n-l,O,O which has minimum time.
To maximize V we may note that
right in the

M

yields

But the msximum running time is not obvious in either program.

is the number of times the final value of a[j] was moved to the

Vj

array of the original program.

of Program A all the way to j = N , using

It can therefore be shown that if we were to continue the loop

r[j] =j forall j>n, the total value of V would be exactly

equal to n minus the number of j 5 n with r[j] = j . Consequent&jr V < n-l ; this value is achieved,
e.g.

whe.n
In

r1 . . . rn = N . . . N .

B the contribution to the running time for fixed j is 3Xj+9Yj+ 42. . When j = 1 this
J
is 3 if Xl = 1 , otherwise zero; when j = 2 it is 3 if X2 = 1 , or 4 if Z2 = 1 , or 9 if Y2 = 1 .
bO@Wfl

xj = 0 , total

4j+1 ; case (a) must have occurred for j-l .

case (a) must have occurred for j-2 .

(d) Zj < j-3 ; we

to be a 'new' value, without affecting other costs.
'k

= max

(b) zj = j-2 , yj = 1 ,

(a) Zj = j-l , Yj = Xj = 0 , total 4j-4 .

When j _> 3 there are several cases:

(C) Zj = j-3 , Yj = 1 , Xj = 0 , total 4j-3 ;

always achieve a greater total by choosing r.
J
A dynamic programming approach is nod suggested: Let
can

. Then cl = 3, c2 =3,
c (Xj +rj+ zj - 4j+ 4) 1 Zj = j-l
l<jlk
>

c3

= 5,

c4

=8, and for k > 5

we have
'k = max(O+c

k-l

,5+c k-2’

‘+ 5+c,-3 1

corresponding respectively to cases (a), (b), (c). The solution to this recurrence is easily seen to be
The maximum running time of Program B is c~+~ +xllj_<n (4j-4)+ 54n+ 3
'k = [z (k-l)1 , for k 2 2 .
2
, which is achieved by the sequence n,n+l,n+l,...,n+t,n+t for n = 2t+l and by the
2n +54n+3+ -n
2
\
sequence n+l,n+l, . . ..n+t.n+t for n = 2t .

=

I1 1

Furt!ler notes: To prove that Program B works, let MJ
second loop of the original program.

be the contents of M after j iterations of the

Then after J iterations of the second loop of Program B we have

b[k] = Mj"[k] for j 5 k 5 n ; and b[k] = Mj-'[a[k]]

for 15 k < j

if a[k] >n .

(This 'invariant' is

easily checked, once written down.)
Thus a different search method would convert Progrml I\ Into an n log n algorithm.
Similarly for Program

A,

the invariant is that a[j] = Mi[k] during the loop on i .
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Problem 3
..If array element A[l] takes on
algorithm, we will show that m _< Fk+l

k distinct values during the (possibly infinite) execution of the
(hence m is finite).

This is obvious for k = 1 , since k = 1 can

occur only when n[l] = 1 .
If k>2, let the distinct values assumed by A[l] be dl < d2 < . . . < dk . Suppose that A[l] = dk occurs first on the r-th permutation, and let
A[l] = t and A&] = dk .

t = n[dk] .

Then the (rtl) -st permutation will have

All subsequent permutations will also have A[d,] = 4,

(they leave A[j]

untouched for j 2 dk ), hence at most k-l values are assumed by A[11 after the r-th permutation has been
passed; By induction, m-r ,< Fk , so m is finite and dl = 1 .
Interchanging 4,
values

with 1 in x produces a permutation x'

4, and t never appear in position

such that m(n') = r , and for which the

A[l] unless t = 1 .

If t = 1 we have r _< Fk , since A[l]

assumes at most k-l values when processing n' , hence m = ~1 <F
- k+l '
A[11 assumes at most k-2 values when processing n'
(note that t = d

If t ~1 we have r 5 Fk 1 since
j

for j < k ) hence

m _< Fk+r _< FM1 .
Three hours of further concentration on this problem lead to the hypothesis that it is difficult'either
to prove or to disprove the conjecture Mn = O(n) ; the upper bound Fn+l is exact only for n < 5 .
[The upper bound applies more generally to any algorithm that sets (A[l],...,A[k]) c (A[k],A[p2],...,A[p
(A(ll,.-.,A[kl)

- (A[k],A[p,],..-,A[~,_1l'A[1]) when p2 ...P~-~

is an arbitrary permutation of

E2 ,...,k-1) .
Computer calculations show that I46 = 11 ,
increase without limit.

K7 =17, $=23, M9=31, so Mn+l-Mn

maypossibly

This search is speeded up slightly by restricting consideration to permutations

without fixed points.
The long-winded permtitations on 7, 8, 9 elements are
When n23

and 1 <- k <- 3 , exactly

(n-l)!

3146752 , 4762153 ; 61578324 ; 615972834 .

permutations

n satisf,y m(n) = k .

that exactly (n-l)! permutations n will satisf'J *A[11 = n at some

stage.7

It is conjectured

1
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ANNXSIS OF ALCORTTKMS

1). hnutl!

QUAL, June llr;5

[The subject matter for this examination is based on a forthcoming paper by Arne Jonsssen and Ole-Johan Dahl,
who first proved most of the facts below, earlier this year. The following notes were written before grading
the exams.]
A forest F is either empty or has the form
x1 . . . xm
I
F1

I
Fm

for some m 2 1 and some forests Fl,...,Fm . The sterile-rightmost forests (SRFS) are characterized by the
<.
additional property that Fl,...,Fm are SRFs and Fm is empty. For convenience we shall identify nodes and
keys, so that x. denotes both the root of a forest and the key stored there. Since F
m
J
adopt the notation (xlF1 . . . FmWlxm) for nonempty SIPS.

is empty we can

Now the insertion algorithm on distinct keys can be described in the follouing recursive manner:
Insertion of x into an empty SRF produces (x) . Insertion of x into (~lF~...Fm-~x~)

produces

(xx F
x ) if x <xl ; or (xl...xiF;xi+l...xm) if xi <x < xi+1 for some i , 1 <i <m ,
1 1"' Fm-l m
where F; is the result of inserting x into Fi ; or (xlF1 . ..Fm l~m~) if x > xm . This recursive
description of the algorithm guarantees that the keys of the SRF are always increasing in preorder; in particular
x1 < . . . < xm

,

and the value of i is uniquely defined above.

Let n = a1 . ..an

be a permutation of the distinct keys {al,...,an] and let F(n) denote the SRF

obtained by successive insertion of al...an .
when. n > 1 , we have

F(n) = (xlF1 . . . Fmslxm)

permutation n , i.e., those

a

j
Fj = F(b1 . ..br) where bl . ..b.

I

L ‘j+l ’

It follows easily from the above recursive definition that,

where

are the

{x1, . . ..x.)

left-to-right extrema (LFXs)

of the

such that a. = min(al,...,a ) or a. = msx(a ,...,a.) . Furthermore
1
J
J
J
J
is the permutation obtained from n by deleting all elements
5 xj and

Let us call this t!le permutation nfl (x.,x
J

j+l

) .

(These facts are readily proved by induction on n ).

Now ue are ready to tackle the problems on t!le exam.
(1) If 1,' is an SRF, let P be its "reflection" defined as follows:

If F is empty, then i is empty,

if F = (xlP1 . . . Fm-,.xm) , then F = (x,Fm-l . . . F,;,) . For example, if F = (a(b(cd)e(f)g)h)
- - -- - F = (G(i(f)e(dc)b)a) . If the nades of F are (al,...,an] the nodes of F are {al,...,an)
NW let n = a1 . ..a

and i = a

then
.

be permutations such that ai < a. iff ii > a. . In particular
J
J
if al . ..a. is a pexmutition of {l,...,njn we may let 2 = n+l-a . Then F(g) = F(n) .
j
J
are consecutive LRXs of 37 then x j+l < xj
Proof: The LR%s of I are the LRXs of n, and if x <x
j j+l
are consecutive LIu(s of g and
F(;r) : ("m F(P:ri(+,'(m-l))

1

. ..a

Gn(x j+l,:j) = nn(X.,X. ) *
J J+l

The formula

...F(?l(X2,;l)):1) = (", F(nn(xm-,,xrn))...F(nn(X1'X2J)x1)

=F(fi)

follows by

induction on the length of n .1

has the probability generating function defined by

(2) Thp numbc:r of LRXx:; for permutations of length n
a,Jz) = z ,
since a,

eJ4 = Q-1

i:: rtlways an LRX, and a n

(z)( 2z+n-2
7)

for n>l,
2

is an LKK with probability ; independently of the other aj -

Y,,(Z) = z(?z)(?L+~) . ..(2z+n-2)/n!

,

Thus,
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and

the

probnbility c>f II LR\x is the coefficien:

L- 1

2 m-l n-l
m-l

ot' 2" , n;~mely

/n:

by Eq. 1.2.9-27.

(3) Given consecutive LFXs

x<y.

If x was inserted after y , it must be a left-to-right minimum (not

maximum), hence y being the smallest preceding element must also be a left-to-right minimum. Conversely,
these conditions will make x < y consecutive LRXs.

Considering only the elements ,< y , we are requiring

y to appear first (probability l/y ) and x to appear next (probability l/(y-1) ), hence the probability
of such permutations is l/y(y-1) .

If x was inserted after y , a similar argument (or a dual one using

the correspondence of question (1)) s h ows that the probability for this case is

l/(n+l-x)(n-x)

. The

desired probability is the sum of these two.

(4) The average cost for inserting n

elements is obtained by recurrences corresponding to the recursive

formulation of the algorithm, namely the average cost on the first level plus the average cost incurred by
involving the recursion. The latter is

c
l_<x<y<n-1
-

sq&‘7 n-x)(n-l-x
l ))

(average cost of inserting y-x elements)

since an lies between the x-th and y-th largest of al...anW1

with probability (y-x)/n , and they are

consecutive LkXs with probability l/y(y-1) + l/(n-x)(n-l-x) .

The general form of recurrence that arises is

therefore
‘n =
=

f(n)

f(n)

+ C
O<x<y<n
+ Z
l<d<n-2
- -

Y (& + (n-x)(ln-x-l) ) 'y-x

Kd 'd

where
Kd =

c

?? ($+I + (n-x)&-x-l) )

O<x<y<n
y-x=d
= 2

=
O<x<y<n
y-x=d

q-&J

by symmetry (replacing (x,y) by (n-y,n-x) ). Now
c (5-i)
O<x<y<n
y-x =d

=

i---&

,

for

lzdsn-2

,

since it is a telescoping series, therefore the general recurrence takes the form
‘n

= f(n) + E

l<dC<n-l(l - $j-)',
- -

' for

n 2

The first step is to elbAnate the c from this recurrence:
n(n-l)L', = n;n-l)f(n) +

ic
(n-1-d)Cd+ 2c,
l<d<n
.- -

(n+l) nCn+l - (n+l)nf(n+l)t2

c
(n-d)Cd
l<d<n
- -

' '
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(n+2) (rtbl)C n+2

= (n+2)(zl+l)f(n+2) f 2

. * . n(n-l)Cn -2(rr+l)nCtil+ (n+2)(n+1)Cn+2

c
(n+l-d)Cd
l_<dLn

= g(n) + 2Cn

for n >l ,

where g(n) = n(n-l)f(n) -2(n+l) n f(n+l)+ (n+2) (ntl)f(nt2) .
In generating function form, with C(z) = i% Cnzn and

= c(z)+2c(z)

(1-z)2cqz)

if we let Co = 0 and g(0) =X2 .
Let

G(z) = c g(n)z" , this is

[See

exercises 5.2.2-28, 29, 55 for a similar case.]

P be the differential operator defined by

Pf(z) = (1-z)f'(z) . Then

4f(z) = (1+)(-f'(z)+ (1-z)f"(z))
= (l-z)2rl(z) - (1-z)f'(z)
and our generating function satisfies the differential equation
G(z) = (P2+ P-2)c(z) = (I+~)(P-l)c(z)
We solve this in two steps, first solving
G(z) = (P+2)D(z)
for D , then solving
D(z) = (P-l)C(z)
for C .

The coefficients of these equations satisfy respectively
g(n) = (ntl)Dn+l-nDnt2D n
Dn = (n+l)C,+1-nCn-Cn

.

Thus g(z) = 3113 , g(3) = 4D,+-D3 , etc.; the values Dn for n 2 5

are independent of g(0) and g(l) .

The recurrence for Cn In terms of Dn telescopes immediately.
D
+n-l

D3
'n =

'3+-t+

*"

n

=c3t

c
3sk<n

Dk

m

.

To solve for Dn we have

(rr+l)n(n-l)Dn,l = n(n-l)(n-2)Dn+

n(n-l)g(n) ,

hence
Dn

=

1
dnB1) tns2)

for n ->3 .

z
k(k-l)g(k)
o <k <n

Now let us psrticularize the equations. For Tl we have f(n) = bin , hence g(n) -- 0 ; Dn = 0 and
Tin = Tl,

J

T2n

for n >3 .

For T2, we have T2n = T3n

= T3n - ; (l-Tin) .

by symmetry (problem l), and Tln+T2n+T3n = 1 , hence

For A , we have f(n) = 1 , hence g(n) = 2 , and Dn = ; ,

An - A,2 t :j (II, -H3) for n 23 .
Finally for R , we note that the first-level cost for

'1 *" an

plus the first-level cost for zl...in

equals

m , thn number of trees in F'(al . ..am) . By symmetry therefore, the average first-level coct f(n)
1
for B is tllc x'feragc value of 2 m ; and this is H, - $ , by the result of problem 2. In this ca::~'
e(n)

n(n-l)fIn -2(n+l)nHn+1+ (n+2)(n+l)Hti2

-1 = 2Hn+2 ; hence for n 13
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n

Tl

TL‘
n
-

n

An

Tjn

3

1

Bn

1
1
4
5

4

3
2

->3

$Hn+$

1 ,(2) 13
?H2t:H
-21
3n
gn-?n

The averaCe teal number of key comparisons to insert a n
(log n)2 .
values;

it isn't e;ren easy to prove it by induction from the recurrence relation!]

in fact

recursive algorithms):

f4, = max(f(l,9,O,l,Oj

5

t4n

is nondecreasing in n . We use 'dynamic programming' (approximate for

f(k,B,TljT2,T3) = 7A+6B+2Tl+5T2+T3+6

, f(l,l,O,O,l))

, f(Y,n-l,Q,O,l)

f(l,k,O,O,O)

for l<k
- /n-P- .
M

Let

2 7 m-,a>r(f(l,O,O,l,O)

. here the term

is An+Bn-Tln-T3n ; note that this is order

.s not the sort of thing one would guess easily by looking at a table of

[The formula for Bn

(5) Clearly the. maximum time

and M

.

= 15,

= 20 . For n 2 3 we have

, f(l,n-2,0,13,0)

-f+!.:n-l-k

; then Ml = f(l,O,l,O,O)

- 6tMl, f(l,n-J,O,O,O)

- G+M2 , - - *, f(LLO,O,O) - 6+ Mne2) ;

is the maximum time attainable when the first-level B value is k ,

We find !J!~ = max(20, 26, 13+b!,) = 28 , M4 = max(20, 32, lgtMl, 13+~& = 34 ,

= max(2? , 32 , 25+ 14 1, 14 +

It2 , 13+M3) = 41, and by induction

fin = tnt in/cl‘1 +8-5,o .

(6) The number of ::R3's with n

nodes and m trees is

sm=c [f
"1

in

Ll?i:(z)ll:-.l .

tiznce

F(Z) = l+Cn>l z"'F(z)"-' = 1 + z/(1-zF(z))

.

. ..f nn 1. 1 nI+ . ..+ nmml = n-m} = coef. of zn
IThe solution of this quadratic with

F(0) finite is

l-2z-5zZ = (l-32)(1+2)

(7) Pio;l we write

and work on the singularity nearest the origin, at

-vi = 5, , we want to rind the coefficient of w" in

conver;;e: TOI,

I-4 c: 5 , we hs.:e

cqef'f'icient 0 f w

n

in (l-k.)'/2 C cnwn is 0(( '/,2)) = O(n-5/2) .

I
., I,‘m- t ‘i(r,
/

-5/2)

‘r). is

I*X;t?

SOe1r.S

t o

by stir .ing's formuti.

COl'el

/q) = C c w"

Thus the coefficient of wn in

. how ( '/,' ) = $ (-p r(n + i) / r( $1 l-(*1> =

?'* -- (q ~"/n3/')(liO(l/n)j

[Note:

l

lim sup 'q = i , and cn is certainly @(2-") . It follows thal the

tG(1 t q)- = llrl
,: -: ( l/2
n )(-l)"+ O(n-''I ')
_'
_I
’ q)“-l

Since l/(q +

3/2

?Q-,.)(l
+ ; ) =
-

Let

tioing back to our original problem, we have
.

seven fundmental. paradigms of algorithmic annlyris.]
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SOLUTIONS to Analysis of Algorithno Q~al -- Siring lrJI'(.
Problem 1.
?

(a) There are

n-k

k-cubes, each ot' which is contained in V with probability

By Inclusion-exclusion, each k-cube is a prime implicant of

V

V

with probability

containing a given k-cube together with a given r.ct of

the neighbors of 0 "10 X

are lBlO",

0’00”)

j of its n-k "neighbors".

For example,

0 ” 3 1” ; a clause contained in V is prime if and

only If none of its neighbors is contained in V .

0)

(2)

(b) First we make

some estimates useful l&er.

By ,StirSing's

a formula useful when x grows more slowly than X .

=

Now

approximation

WE

can deduce that

(P-2k):

m!
(m-ek)

:

(4)

9:

There Is a unique value of k , call it k = u , ::uch that

(5)
It follows that
lglgn+lgF

C

v

1
5 lglgn+lg5

.

(6)

WC can now ucc: (I+) to observe thut the terms; of (1) increase m&i1 k = v or vtl , then they decrease.
f>V
, m = s-1
L
. Then
Let tk(n,m) bc the k-th term ol‘ thr* sum, and let (ln = :l-'

tkbJm)
,F,, w = o(v+g) = o(*) = o(ypq.

(7)

firthermorc

tv, lhm)

n-v (L (1+ o( 22))
'm'mn

;

V

and for k > 0 WC' have

tvtk(nJm)
-F(zyyr=
V

"(.k (t-1) = o(r; -:('k-")

(8)
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i2n-2*k):
<

(me2F+k):

m:

2”:

-

i;I"-2v):
.

m

2”:

p

(m-ZV):

(

PCk-P
)

Thus

$3
cnm
tv n,m

Now let us consider (b). In this case v = x and
n
c(n,2 -

9

(9)

.

=

(q

a = n” , hence

qy~+O(lw~o~n))

l
.

Since almost all the contribution comes from k = v ,

WC

00)

coxider first which v-cubes arc prime implicants.

We have
2'(j+l)
c ( y) (-l)j

;
(

exD o( pi'V(~t1f)

1

p S( .;yy$j+l)

+ fT (rl;v)($~J+~~

22Yp2 )

P an(l-an)n-v + 0 n2a2 (lta,*)" g
2 4
(
and the remainder term is exponentially small.
most

c(n,2n-l)-tv(n,2n-1) P O(c(n,P1)/log

The contribution From
log II)

k # v is negligible since it ic at

, hence

pb, 2”-l) = (:)ql+O(loC:ogr,))
.

when

n=2 2v

(W

and v is an integer.

(c) Similarly we have in general (cf. ($I))
s(n,2n-1)
tv(n,2"-l)

= exp(-nan ) -t n-v
3(v,17 (I,, exll(-n 2) + gq&#
~

c(n,?"-l)

f{, cxp(-n (1::) t 0 (&~;$!y.q

+ O(1) .

(VI

tv(n,2"-l)
Case 1,

MZn<lnv-lnlnv.

YJkzq
tv 6-b 2
2
Case ,

Then consider only l.hc k o v tcm 01' J, ,

L +ql+o(~))

n~n~lnv-lnlnv.
J&2"-1)
tv(n,2n-l)

.

Then consjdcr xrly thr: k = vtl tcml,

n-v
hV -*y!2)(1 t o(x+LY)) .
2 2 v+1
-4

.

In both cases we have, by (15;) and (g),
c(n,2n-1)
n-l
h-b2
)

= 1

+

c(n,T”-3 _ J’(nrP1)
p(npl)
tv(n, 9-l)

t (n,:“‘-l)

V

c

Oiif( V>

.

)/

tv(n, F-l)

(13)
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2-2V

In v - In ln v
n+ O(1)

$z

= (r

n

(14)

*

W C Cind, by (U) tlrrd (llj),
c(n,C?')

IJ

lr0
(

ty (n, 9-1)

p(n,?l)
tp, 2n-l)

k!sJ!
u 1

,

e fi + 2 + 0 h3 loI3 v
2v
V
V.
1
(

,

hence
05)

Problem 2.
Show that Lhe followJng problem is Nl'-comJJlcte:
znput:
A strongly connected graph C and an intcgcr k .
@ection:
Doec
G have a minimum equivalent cligraph containing k or fewer edges?

algorithm:

i I‘ k .a II an:;wer ye::. 0Lhc:rw.i :;c,
(1)
(ii) guf!3:: a xt of k edgc:~ in C, ;
(iii) tc::t whether thi:: ::ct of cdgc: defines a strongly connected graph containing
rill vc3ticc:; of C, .

(b) . The directt!d IlcLlnSlLcnian

cycle Ijroblem (kn~)un
Lo t,cB N]'-ccJ~~~&:~c) i:: reducible to the IW'I problem:
A direct4 graph C with n > 2 vcrticc:: contain:: a Wunilton cycle iff' the MJSD problem
hat an::wq:r "yes" for thi:: graph with k = n .

l'roof:

(j)

A 1IzunLlton

(ii) A ::trozzgly

c:yclc~ cl~~l'111c~:: 0 ::t.rlJzll{ly

r~ozu~c~c:l.~~d

::lILrnni zig ::ubgrcqb with k = n edges.

cozinc;ctcd ::pwuling ::ubgrq~h cozttoins

at 1ear.t one edge into and out of each
vertex snd thu:; contnlns at len::t n cclge.~,, if n > -2 . A strongly connected spanning
::ubgrrqh with n Cl@!:: cc~z~l~ain:: c:xccctly OZE cc&e into and out of each vertex and thus
concict:: or i, ::et ul' cycle::.

Tu bc si.rongly

connected, such a subgraPh must consist of

cxaccf.ly one c:yclc>, which i:: a Hamilton cycle.
2.
l'roblcm
A trsn-vc:rs;al
"
of' A is a XL 01 n nozl-zero crzf.rie,*.', no two in the saTlie row or the same column. Since
A is,L. ZIO~I- ::izlgulrlr, it; must. cc)tIL~Lin ~1. l~*zi::l. OIIC LI'~uI::~cJ'::IL~.
lIeI. A+..'$ bc the block:: of any decomposition.
(a) -*
Th* If Ajj is u non-zc:rc)
bloc:k A; .

clcmc:zzt in .SCW! LrrLn::vc:ra*til,
.* then row i and colwnn j are in the same

l'rool'
:;UI~JI~L:C l.hc ttzcorcm I:, I'riL::c:.
I'ick IL Lrcut::vc~r:&l. containing a non-zero element which violates
-0
the thcorc!m and .Ict Aij by* thl: t.rzu~::ver::al cll>mcnL with zninimum i violating the theorem. (I assume
the: numburinl: 01 rows zuzd columz~:: r*cjrrt::;pontl:: to IL ))c:nnut~rtiozz def'ining the blocks A;,...,~ .) I,&
row j be in block
Cud colunu~ J bc in blr~*k A' .
5)
'1
contain exnc%ly n c:lemr:nL:: 01' 131~: trarl.:vcr::rtl.
Ohly
n-l of thc:::c* WI ht. inside block A' ::incc c:uc:h row in
A;, cut c:ont.trirz only c:lcmc:nt 01' the: ir:tnsvc*r::cd and the
elc.mf:r~t in rctw .i
TIlLi::

the block A'
1: ouL,.ictc:
.I
I' cont&n:: a trtui::vcr~ul clemcrcL
P
Thi:: trlvlsvcrCn1 clcmcnt cazuzoi, bt-, hc~low
(AiJ)

:;o?nc c o l u m n of A ’

out s I de

A' .
I'
block A' :Jz~:c riCL elements below A;, are zc:rcl, ant1
1)
it cnzlnot bc rtbovc!
::lzlcc i la:: chosen to bc zllirlimum.
4;)
lkl c contrudictloz~ prove:: thtr thc:orcm.

Since A. # 0 ,
1J

l’< (1.

The cohunns of A'
P
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By the thcora, a n y traxverccil l i e n cntircly vi tl~ir~ crny cct 01’ b l o c k s

Ai,...,% .

Dy r o w nrul ColWn

permutations within the blocks Ai, . . ., s , tucf -.wc:h Lrcm::vcrxl CWI bc pl~cd on the nr&l tfiw~n,nl of
A without at'fecting the block decotrrpozition

/\;,...,$ . It J'OJ.lowr; that il' my l,rfmsfcrixiL is permuted
onto the m&n diagonal of A , all po csiblc block dccom~~o.:itionz arc? defined by ::ub:;eclucrit ::imult:Lncou::

row and coluznn permutations.
We can thus assume without 10:: of gencrcility tl~ot. the ciiagonirl of A i:: non-zero wld. rc::trict our
attention to simultaneous row and column yarmuf.ntions.
V

= [1,2,...,n)

Lot C bc the directed gruph tith vertex eet

edge

and

set E = [(i,j) Ii # j IUI~ Aij # 0) .
The StrOIlgly connected cunponcnts of C
block d+xrxq~o::ition of' G , rind tti rows ti~ose vertices
correspond to the blocks of a maximm-k
are in the same strongly connected component or

(; mu::t be in the come block 01' arty block dccompoosition.

(The latter fact immediately implie:: the folmcr.)
i:: any block dccompoosItjon. Snce only zero:: appear below

To prove this, suppose that Ais . ..) Ai(

the blocks, no edge in G leads from a vertex corrc.sponding to a row in A' to D vcrtcx corrtzponding
1'
to a row in A’ , if p > q . It follows that no ::trong component of C can contain vcrt:i.cec corresponding
Q
to rows in two or more blocks of A;,...,% . Nzrthcnnore, if' the sLrong c~~nentz of G are sorted
in topological order, they correqand to a block decol~~ositiort

of A .

'\
(b) The algorithm is:
(1) find a tranxrercal of A , using the biparti t.e mrrtchin~ %l~~r.ithm of Ilopcrofl, nntl Krrrll; put. the
transversal on the dirrgonal.
(a) Find the strong ccmlaonant:: 0T the graldl G cc~rrc::lti,ntl.ing Lo UN: J~~:rmut&l~ri ol' A , r:ort I.hs:
and dctcIminc the corrc:zponding blrxkc.

conFponent= topologically,

n x II

O(nv2 m) time if A ic

Step (1) requires

time.

und hal:

m non-zero::.

Step (2) rcqulre3

O(nbm)

O(n112 m) .

The total time required is

Problem 4.
!l'he usual sequential file will be considered a:: a l-file.

Part 1.

In an optimal l-t'ilc, it 30 well known

that the keys are arranged in the order of decreasing I'requ(*ncy. We :;h31 dcnotc by D(G) the: uverage cust
of an optimal l-file G , then
D(C)

=

c

mpj

l<mst
where

p

> I’
3, - j, L

(1)

m

are the I'rcquenc i c::
l

**

01’ key::

i tl

c .

L Yjt

A 2-file F is specified by a key Kd (1 < d < II) ; the two r;ubIYle:: Ld and l{d conList of keys lees
than Kd and greater than Kd , respectively.
l-files themselves; furthermore, in this case,
‘F

=

For F to ht: optimal, clc;lrLy Ld nnd Hd arc rqat3mcil

l+ D(Ld)+ D(Rd) .

(2)

If we can compute the 2n numberr, D(Ld) and D(ltd) I'clr 1 *_- ti <- II in O(n log n) ctcps, then cqu&i ott (Z2)
enables us to compute CF for n poxsible F in O(n) t..i mc . Wc Lhcn I'infilly colrrlute Aa, L- m i n CF i n
Y

O(n) additional &ells. This wouhl nolvc tht: l#robJ em i n O(n log n ) ::I.c:J~::.
1b’1(JW WC (ZiVC Ml :L~~OJ’jth
computing D(Ld) for 1 < d 5 n in O(n log II) tirnc; the ccvm]lutjng ot’ U(Rd) i:: jdcnticul, wrd wil.\. nut
bc repeated.
The obvious way to compute D(Ld) is to sort I,,, uccordint: to I’rcqucncy u.nd cornj~ut~: D(l;,) b y itc
definition. But this would take O(n log n) for CUC~I d , and O(II" log II) overall. To rl~~ bcI,ter, WC' ob::crvc
that Ld is obtained from Ld+l by deleting Kc, tir:tl IIIOV~ all kg:y:: wi Lb J.owcr l'rlrqucncic:: (bcncc locnted
"under" Kd ) up one location. This leads to
D(Ld)

whexc

=

D&d+,)

-

I’d

l

(1

A(d) is the nurnler of j '6 with
W(d)

=
c pj
j<d

t

A(d))

-

W((l)

(5)

Lj < d) A (I:~ c II,,) and

.

vj <'Id
The following algorithm first corq~utc:: A(d) , W(d) I'or d il n,n-l,...,l
comrute all the D(Ld) .

::uccc::cively,

thcrr use:: (3) I.48
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Algorithm I'or Computing D(Ld) (1 5 rl 5 n) .
[Tnitiulization]

a.

Sort

(Q,

1p -

l . , rlnDl]

into decrc:a::ing

order

p
jl

.
1 I'- >...zp j
J2 n-l

B.

Duild a balanced tree with al.1 lcav~o in the lowest two levels (or one level if n-l is a power of 2 ).
Number the leaves from left to right as

C.

At:fociat(! to each internal node v, two fields (a(v), w(v)) where a(v) is initialized to be the number
ol' lc+avc*:: tlesc:cndcnt frm v , and w(v) i:: Initialized as xp
with j summing over all descendentJ j
leaves of v .

,I, J, l ea9JI, .

[An example of an initialized tree i:: shown in Figure 1.1

An Initialized tree with

Figure 1.
D.

[Computing

II

= 'I and

p
3 1 4 1 Pl z P2 2 PG >- P 4’

A(d) , W(d) for d = n-1 to 1 .]

for d := n-l * -1 until
1 do-[ctxnpute A(d) , W(d)]
A(d) ::: 0; W(d) := 0;
[let vk = leaf d)
trtrcc IL j&h vk vkwl vk-;, . . . v1
A(d)

:=

from leaf d up to the root vl;

a(lclY.::on(vj));

c
J
vj+l = righl.::on(vJ)

W(d) :c

w(right,::,,n(vJ));
F
vJ+l= 14*1'1.:;r~n(vj)

[Il}Hlr~tC!

s(v)

for r*ach v

) w(v)1

on the path,

,I
4v ) := a(v,$-1;
j
wbp ) := w(vj)-lld;

1: .

Cornpu1.c~

F.

Use c”,) to c!~mJ~ut.o

D(Lr,)

5: c
1.;- j <- n-l
D(Ld)

l'or

d

=

n-l,n-:',...,l

In ::tcp D, wtrtw Ihc LOCYJS pnramcLcXr .i ::

::ucc:e::oively.

d and A(d) , W(d)

are being computed, the values of a(v),w(v)

f‘or fmy notl~* v UC Riven by
:1(v) =
when S(v) L; {,j \ a
corrccLly c:om~~l.~~l.

IS(

,

w(v)

= 2-1 pj
j c S(v)

i:: a d~!::cc!nrlanl, l(:ul' ol' v; j r-'. (11 . lt iu not dirficult to see that A(d) , W(d) are
'l'hu ul'datirry; t~JA!rutit)n ker11s the .inL~:q~rctrition
of n(v) , w(v) valid for d-l . The

To counl. l.tn: c*o::l.:

7nil.i tdi ml. I on I.nkc::

O(n log n) ; jr1 step D, it takes O(k) E O(log n)

ccrch d , httrlc:t\ O(n luc! n) i:: i.ol.;J. 1.i~~:. :;tCJrL: 11: find I" can bc done in O(n) time.
computf~:: I)(Li) I'or 1 5 d 5 n in o(n 106: n) .

steps for

Therefore, this algorithm
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Pal-t

2.

E'or fuly t-file, the key:: to the left form n q-rile (for
This part is solved by dynamic progranuning.
co3w 15 q < t-l) , tlnd the kcyz to the: rjelrt a (t-cl)-l'il*:.
The ~rr~al.~A t8x:~rvt~t.J~~~ J ;: LhrlL ‘hr the t-f’j 141

s(t,hj)

c

=

cost ofoptimd t-file L'w key.?

(K~81JI*1"",Ki,j-l.J;

(=,if no t-file exists or jlj-1 > n).

The previous remark imPlies that, for t > 2 ,
s(t,i,j)

5

min
l<q(t-1

min (1, s(q,i,J')b c(t-q,i~jv,,]-j*))
1Lj'Lj

.

(4)

Therefore, if s(q,i,j) are known for all q < t , curd all i, j , then ~:.(L,i,j) can be coml)uted in
o(t-j) a O(tn) time for each 'i, j . The following prvgrrrh computec z(t,i,j) for all 1~ t 5 I ,
In psrticular, it computes

l<_i,jzn.

At = s(f,l,ri) .

Algorithm for AI .
A.

[emputt:
"(l,i,j)
vi,j)
c(l,i,n),s(l,i,n-l),...,s (l,i,l) by the method in pax-t 1 for
for each i (1 5 i s n) , c6mpute
computing Ld (d = n-l,n-2,...,1) . (This i:: poc:;~d-h because l-file:: are Just ccqueatjul files.)

B.

for t :n 2 until I *
for each 15 i,j <n , compute s(t,l,j) using (3);

C.

Af := t(l,l,n)

j

cost for A t n*O(n log n) = O(n' 1% n)
;> ‘I
cost for B P c
n O(tn) = O(f II’) .
2<ts1

cost analysis:

=!

l

Therefore, the algorithm works in O(n3) time.
Fqti.2.
(4 ,p2
b) ,...,I)~(4) as A (n) . The Sdca J::: With the present frequency
(a) We shall abbreviate AI(pl
L
distribution, the cost of an f-file is donlinattd by the f cubfilc:: r+:g:tided a:: r:cquerlLial file=; thus,
wf? can concentrate on, instead of AI(n) , the ~o::t ot' scquentir3 1’.ilt*:: which havs ~lmrrpler analytic
.
.
expressions.
Formally, let ur. define
gf(n;il,i2,...,i1,1) =

1
il
1 1
b
1 + 5 + . . . ) r
i
1 )( 1

Expression

.

'l-' f-1
:'
1
7
1 + . . . 4
n
*
lf,g2
If-1 11

+ . . . +

(5) is essentially Iln times the toteil co::L of the

of keys at positions

f,(n) =

f

1:ub1'iles

.

(5)

>
FoIlned by broalring the cet

il,i2,...,i1-1 . Let

min
l~il<i2<...<i f-19

e,b

; i18je,,

.

.

.

.

l

ifel)

'
instead 01'

The following lemma shows that we can study

A (II) .
f

1. iAl - 1 f,(n)1 5 f .

Lemma

%I

I

Proof.
) (1:: the d, or key;: u::t:d in tJlc j~lLcrtlr~
[K. < Kj *: . . . ..’ K..
‘1
;’
lf-1.
cwtribution L o thr~ c:o.;L Trwr kc y:: .iIt ::c:cl\tcd,id. cubf’jlc:: j.s a t ].eact,

(A) Consider WI optimal f-file using
nodes.

The

1,. ,-‘1.

1
gI(n;il,i2,...,if-1) - + - L - . . . i;.,
1

t(

.

I’-l f -1

-

I1

_. . . _ f (e,h ; jl,~..8~,-l)-f)

>

.

I1

Therefore

Al(n)

2 i (ff(n)-f)

.

((;I
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(U) Let I1 - i2 r’ . . . ifel bc: ::uch

[K. , Ki ,**a,
I
ll 2
Kif-l
f'rcquency.

As the

thut Yl(n) t gf(tt

a:: key:: in

1
I' (n) + I
lln
I
- l

Formulas (0) and

Yor

Lcttana 2.
Proof.

WC

1 Al(n)

any

f-file

with

according to decreasing

and the I’.irr;t record in each sequential cubfile is at most
ifive an f-fill?

with cost less than

k

l

f,(n) + I . Therefore,

.

(7)

(7) imply the Lemmn.

U

each fixed f , thc!rc cxictc. CA con:tr~~t
1 P
i;(n) s i 4 r; CI . . . + E = n .

I)CfirlfZ

. Choo::e

intt!rn,al nrulcr., and tort the subf'ilez

intarnal key::

f-di::tancc uway from the root,

;il,ip,...,il,l)

OL

ff (n)
cuch that lim -5.
af.
n
n-m

f

WC prove the lemma by induction. The induction

Yor cnch f -a 1 , thcrc exist:: a col&ont 0 < af < 1 such that

03)

lef (n) = aln + O(1) .
The O(1) tcTm In (0) may dq113~11 on 1 .
The* intlu~tlort twlothc::i r. i:: obviou:.ly true {'or I = 1 .
we ::hnU Jlrovca It f'or I .
l'trct

1,1*1
‘I?wn

Now suppose we have proved it for f-1 ,

wo IlC~Cd IJW !'ollm!ri ng l'flct. :
(0 rT al 1 SC

h ( k ) = nt (al ,-l)k-k IA i

h(k) 2 (l-o -&f

-1

)n

1)

.

i'or n >k
- >l
- , and

-al-l
)n I O(1) .
h(rnc -f-l 1) = (1+
(A) IT001' t)l:rt

-lLf-l

L'p -' (1-e

)IL 1 (~(1) : 1~4. .il,i,, . . ., ifm2,k be such that
‘
J'f(r~) = cf(n ; jl,+,,...ril-,,9k) . From the dcI'irtTli0n 0T gf ,

p) = 6f-l(k ; i,,i;,, . . . . if-;,) -t & I & t . . . + F

r,b) 2 at-1 k

1

O(1)

J-k
1 ;“
k<J<n -7

= ufqlk 1 n - k - k IA ; 1

L (l-e-L’~-l)I1
(U)

IToOl’

t1tut

3qq1osv
lhnt

n

I’,(n) < ( 1 - L ’

-“f-l

I

.

O(1)

O ( 1 )

b y ract.

)t1 1 o(1)

::crt.izfle:: the cc)rlclition

:

WC

need only prove it for aU sufYiciently large 0 .
-"f-l
k z r II P
I 2 f-l . We choose il, i,,
c . . ..ifm2 such

r,f-l(k ; jl,+...,i,-:,) = l'r-l(k) . I?IWI
rf (II) < fzf(rt ; il,i,,, . . ..l*,-,,,k) 2 l'f,l.(k) F & 1 :' t . . . + G
kt2

.< a1 - lk I

-I
Dy f&t., thj :: 5 :: 1~:::: tlrm

(I-(,

-Uf-l

(Lrl IllA, - lr,-r, I’,
- ._
I\
?I Ii II

(n-k)
)n 1

O(1)

i 3~1 n
11

- k III ; 1

O(1)

.

.

(9)
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,

f,(n)
Since lim - = a1 (X&mm 2),
n
n-m

lim p s 1 , artd lim i ln n D 0, cquation (9) Implies tht&
1, -.a# t'
n-0n

0~) In (a), WC have actually proved

c

af e lJaf-l ,
al

IL2

Pl.

Thus,
“2
“31

‘,
9

= 1-e-l
LI l-ee

,

‘1-l

p lmeee

#

‘1-l

-l ;

Problem 5.
Let X= (x1>-L '..A\) Culd Y= {yl>y.,=...
“y& ‘J”ht! set ol’ r&AtiMs R bctwcua
,
Y canbe written as RS {xi >y ,xi >y , . . ..xi ;’ yj ) whwc j1 < I2 < . . . < lr utld
1
jl
2
j2
r
r

j, < 3,

c

l

**

<

J*

X and

Let p(R) denote the probability that xi =r y,i undvr It . If we CWL show that

l

P(R) 2 P(R')

(1)

where R' z R-(x. >Y. 1, then the problem i:: solvctJ by 1rAction.
5
'1
Let us use Ak to denote the nmbcr of yermut;rtion:: of XUY conAcl.ent with R’U (yk 1 \ xi > yk} ,
1
and 5 the probability that xi > y j knowing
H’ U [yk-, > xi i yk) . Thtm
1

c 8k%
l<kzjl
P(R)

=

(:!)

9
c
%
lsksjl
’
akAk
l(k<$

P(R')

=

(3)
X%

l

lsklj2

Equations (2) and (3) will imI&y (1) i I' WC' curl clruw i.h(* I'ollowir~ I cmmf~.

Indeed, (1) follows from Equutions (2), (5), I~nunu 1, ru~rl the: t'4.lowirq ::JmIAc ul.gcbrcLtc 1'uct:
I,!onutonicity Lcnzrla.

If

El,l$,...,Ku

a-2 po:;j tivf: numbcz;, and

c

> 4, P . . . B c

l- *. --

-

u

, the!1 t.hc l~~cl;‘lor~

eiKi
c
l<i<t
= - T:
Ei
l<ist

f(t)

iz non-irlcreasifig in t for 1 < t 5 u .
To prove Lcrrna 1, WC first show u rclutcd Icm:l:~.

Cm::idcr jc*t,i;ll. m-&3-

\

on

Xe (x

1

>x

2

’ .,. > xm)

with rk~lution:: I{ : [x. > y
,...,x.
by
. (~'ILw,'~: 1. ) L& bk be
1
Jl
'1
jl
r
r
th? probability that. xi > y. in C$ , and bk 1 thc~ prubo!ailit.y tll:~t. x. , y ,,. lth Okwl (i.c*., the I4:rrtiul
.1
3
and

yk

=

{YL,

’

Yk+l

order wit.h the sane

’

l

x

*’

>“/,I

ur1d Ii ) but

UI n&lit.ior~:A

cl~ncnl yk ,. tl~lmir~:lt irlt: yk ).
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'k-1 :

Figure 1
Lcnxna 2.
We prow thic lcmnu by inducti~m on m . For m = 1 , WC have
relation
bk =

H (t u

nil

ir

I{ = fi) . From FJgurc* ?,

& (if t > J) .

we

xl

z x1 . Let {x1 > yt] be the

::(T I.hut. either bk P

1

(if

t

5 j) o

r

In cithc:r case the lowna j:: true.
'k

Fjgurc 2
Induction stf:p:

f,upposc
c

I

the claim 1:: true ['or m-l , we will prove it for m . Let

= the number uI' ]wrmutal.ion::

ol' XUY, ConsiStMIt with Qkh (yIel :* X1 > y,) )

and
C'
(See

Fip;urc

‘,

.

I

= the

l)rcJbtlh

i1il.y that xi z y

)

'k

‘n

Thrn

J

WldC!r

‘&A

(YIml

>

x1

’

Y,)

l
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c’ C’

z

k-l<f<jl
bk-l

Clearly,

=

' '

c
k-lzIzjl

c;

CI = C; and c1 P c; for

k

l

< I s 31 . Thcrefbre

c; c;
c
kLfLjl
bk =
XC;

l

kLfsJ1

Case 1) xi L xl . Then cf z 1 for f s j and cI 9 0 i'or I a j . & cI
Now, consider two cases.
Case 2) xi # xl . Then c1 for f 5 j is equal to the probability thcrt xi > yj in
Is non-increasing.
Moreover cf E 0 whca f > j .
the partial order of Mgure 4, hence non-increasing by induction hypothe::ic.
!L%us, in both casesI bk,l ? bk by the Ebnotonicity Lunma. Thic completcc the Induction step.

Proof of Lemm 1.
Case 1)

i >il.
for xi >

Case 2)

iEi 1'

Case 3)

i<il.
jl>j

l

For k > j ,

WC

have ak c 0 . Par 15 k s .I , uk
liy Lcnnna 3,

under the partial order OF V&u-c 5.

'j
We have ak =lif

ksj,and

ak=O

if

j:: the ::ame a:: the probubility
ak io non-incrcu::Jng.

k>j.

If j, s j , then ek = 1 for all k , and the lcmna ic true. We cwwider the case
Nowa \ ~1 for klj. k'or k‘zj, ak io equal to the probability that xi > yj

under the partial order of Figure 6. Ey Lcmnn 7, ak IS non-increasing.
This completes

the proof

of

Lema 1, and hence equation (1).

1
xi

’ xi 1 +1
0
/

0
"
'I x.1

I xi,-1

- -0
,I
0

Figure 5

Figurc6
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ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS - SOLUTIONS

- Spring l(fl8

Problem 1.
T = (~,0,01,010,0101,01010,...

(a) Consider the set of n nodes

lg n + O(1) .

l’or lh

IllUC,

location 0 , and half into location 1 .

i:: I' ,

Then half of them arc ha-hed into

] .

C(ho,T )=~(~l~(~I-l)tale(~~l.));

This proves f(hg) 2 lg n -t O(1) .

01 the other hand, from the definition of c(h,T) , wc have for any T ,
c(ho,T)
Thus,

5 lg(n+l)

i c nj = lg(n+l)

.

f(ho) 5 I.8 n + O(l) .

We have proved f(hO) = 1~ II + O(1) .
(b) Let m = n+l .

Theoren.

We shall prove the following

Let E > 0 be any fixed constant.

theorem.

Then a random hashing scheme

1 - const. *&, satisfy
2
f(h) 5 (l+;),,(l+;)+;l,jLTJ+r
As IT,\ = -& (F) < 4" (Knuth, 2.3.4.4),

hti H(n,n) will, with probability

.

we have for a random h , f(h) 2 6 4 c + 0(1/n) .

This

would solve our problem.
We start the proof of the theorem with two sjmple lemma::.
Lexnal.

For any positive integer
We prove by induction.

Proof.

x , x! > e-x(x+l)x .

For x = 1 , the lemma is true ar. 1 > e

-1

92. For x ~1 , we have by
-x+lxx
induction hypothesis (x-l): > e-(x-1)xx-1 . This implies x: > e
= e 1 + i -Xe-x(x+l)x > e-x(xtl)x ,
(
)
1+1 x
where-we have used e >
This completes the induction. Ll
(
)
x

Lemma 2.

Let t(m,n)

be the number of integer solutions

with ni 2 0 . Then t(m,n)
Proof.
t(m,n)

t(m,n)

l

to the equation

z
ni = n
l<i<m
- -

= (*E-l) .

is the coefficient of xn

= (-l)"( -,") = (y-1 )

in the expansion of (1+x+x'+. . .)m -: (l-x)'m

[Knuth

1.2.6.(17)].

Now, for any TEE, and any positive
c(h,T) > a .

(n,,n,,...,n,)

. Therefore

U

a , let l(a,T) be the proportion of hr H(m-1,n)

,ruch that

We are going to show that, abbreviating m/n by b ,
A(a, T) 5 constant x ($

Let us first show that (1) implies
such that f(h) > a .

Then

(1+

;,"")n

the theorem. We use

A(ajTn)

< TFy

0)

.

l(a,Jn) to denote the proportion of h in H(m-1,

A(a,T) - By (11, we have
n

A(a,T,) 5 constant

When

x

IT,1

- ($

(l+;)‘“‘)”

(a)

.

+ i lg 1~~1 + c , (2) implies
k(a,Y,)

5 constant x S- .
P

But this is exactly th? theorem!
It remain.- to prove (1). kt g(nl,n,,...,rl,,,)
1(x 1 xtT, h(x) = i)l :' ni (1~ i 5 m) . Clearly,
s(nl,~,...,nm)

=

+
m

b(: the pro~ortiorl
whr:rl c II. = n ,
1

n1 !n:,!“’ . . . n,,:

.

of h( I!:xI-1,111

;uch t.huI

n)
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Let A(a) be the set of integer m -tuplcs

(nl,n2,...,~~m)

strticfyine

1 -

ni > 0 , I L: 1,3,...,m ,

r,

a(%T) =
(%,n2,.

3.
Imma

l

dyn2, .- l ,a) .

.

.dQ

B

(5)

An(a)

If bp”2’ . . ..%)E h(a) , then g(nl,n2,...,nm) 5 E ~"2~~' .
El"

Proof.

Fonrmla (4) implies n (n,+l) % > 2an .
i

-Zn
n (n,:) > e i ' n (ni+l)ni
i

This means, fran Lemna 1,

> e+Yn

.

i

Thus, frcm (31,
g(%,n2,...,nJ

<

%
In

e"2'-

.

Cl

Now, from (5) and Lemma 3,

k(a,T) s g
m

(6?

en2’m IA(~)] .

But IA(a)1 s t(m,n) from definitions. Usmg Lemma 2 and (G), WC have

This prcvcs (1).

[ T h e “ c o n s t a n t ” i s an ahcolutc

We have qxqktcd the proof ol' the thuorcm.

constant.

1
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F'roblem3.
To solve this problem, we need a data structure

(1)
(ji)
(iii>
(iv>

with the rollowing

entries consist of a value and a ::izc;
the entries nre sorted by value* and CM be &&?%d

propertics:

by vah~e easi3.y;

it is easy to insert or delete an entry;
it is easy to locate the smallest value of a given ::izc or larger.

Various kinds of balanced trees can be adapted for such a dato structure; we U:'cJ
and ULlman, pp. 146f-f.). Two examples appear in Figure 4.26. ICnLries are ::tored
external nodes. Ea'ch internal node contains the largest value in its left subtree
its middle suhtree (if it is a T-node).
In addition, each internal node contains

2-T trst+:s (sccf Aho, l[opcroft,
in order by value in the
and the largest value in
the largest size in its subtree.

Insertions
on internal

and deletions work exactly as described in NIU except that we must update the cize information
The time for either an
nodes along the path fian the root to the inserted or deleted node.

insertion or a deletion is O(log n) , where n is the total number of values.
To carry out a locate given a size, say s , we search down from the root, always taking the leftmost
DrentuoUy we end up at the lcf'tmoct internSal node
branch which leads to a node having size s or larger.
This operation also take:: O(log n) time.

with size s or l;irgcr.

(a) Our data structure consists of the one dcccrihcd above , with one entry corresponding to each free
block ofmemory. The value of the entry is the starting point of the block and the size of the entry is the
size of the block. Initially the structure contains one entry corresponding to the entire memory.
To schedule a task of length s , we locate the 1cftmo::t entry with cizc at least s . We delete th5::
entry fran the data structure, and insert a new entry corrc::ponding to what is lcl't ol' the memory block .if
the new task does not entirely fill it.
an insertion,

Thus scheduling one task requires

a

location,

cr deletion, a n d

possibly

for a total of O(log n) time.

To free the memory corresponding to a Le::k, WC look up thl: l'rce block:: ilturl~rtlirrtcly 1.0 :i L:: 1~1% cult1 ri&l..
We delete the entries corresponding to thes c blocks and add one, two, or three new cntriez deperuling upon
This requires two look-ups,
whether the freed block is contiguous with the left block or right block or both.
two deletions,

and at most three insertions,

for a total of O(log n) time.

(b) To solve this part we use in addition to the data structure

used in part (a), a similar data structure

to represent the set of waiting tasks.
In the second ctructure each entry is iI task, ~lw::e viiltlc:
it first became available for scheduling and whose size is the amount of memory it requires.
We schedule a task as before, except if it does

not fit immediately,

is the time

we insert it into the waiting Ust.

This takes O(log n) time. We free memory as before, except after freeing a block of memory and updating the
data structure representing the fret block::, WC' cheek 1.0 ::fr~ i I’ any 1.x1< 5 )I the: w:rjl.ir~(: Ii.:L wiJJ I'il. .iIll.o 1.111:
new memory block created.
If so, we choocc the t:l:*k which arrjved c:ArlSc::L ant1 ::c~~crlul~ it. Wc rtrywt uI11: i l
no more tasks on the waiting list can be scheduled.
This operation requires one location and one deletion in
the waiting list, and one scheduling operation in the data structure for memory, for each task scheduled,
thus requires
Note :

in the

To get the time bounds right, we must reintcrprct n as the total IlW71bcaJ’
ting list; this point was not spelled out jn the problem descrjJMon.

wai

and

O(log n) time.
of jobs current..1y in memory Nld
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Problem Y.
HP-c~pl~l.@ WI: FIUSL firSI. J’h3SQ 36 8s a :jeS-~tQ pt*~bJ~rn, 50 ltt 81s
assume that a height ic given and we ask "Cnn the rectanflc:; IX packed within height h ?I* TO chow that UC
problem is in Np, suppose the dimensions of’ all the rectnngl~!=, the width of tha bin, ~4 h , WC fntectifs.
(a) T o c h o w thut t h e problm i6

It is easy to guess a packing (by specifying, say, the coordinates bf the lowr left corner of ~ch block
and to test whether it works, in time polynomial in the numbl:r 01' dieit:: flcCCl(:J to Writ t: d0idt1 :d.l tlv: rtufn&/$
(Note that we need ohly consider intcgtr co-ordinutc::.)
since we CLUI multiply aU I.hc: fra&ion::

The problem is In NP even if we allow rational numbers,

by the

least caumon multiple of their denominators and thus convert everything to inte@zro, while only L;&ti:,g a
polynomial blow-up in the total number of digits.
(If we allow arbitrary

real

numbers, then the problem isn't irr NJ',

since we

have

no rcoconoblc wny of

represent- arbitrary real number::.)
To show that the problem is NP-canplctc,

we reduce the knnpstlck problun to it.

once v~~~iot~
OL' t.L
Y

knapsack problem kndvn to be N'P -canplete*io the followir& Given k intcgcr::, Il,...,lk , with sum 6
is there a subset tith sum S/2 ? We construct a corresponding packing problem with bin width 2 and k
blocks, the I-th block of height Ii and width 1 . Then the knapsack problem ha:: a colutjon if and only
if there Is a packing of height S/2 .
Althou& the knapsack problem is solvable in polynomial time i f t h e numbers are em&L, the bin-y&Aq
problem is NP-complete in the strong ccnsc; the three-ptiitinn prohlcm can he reduced to bjrt-p:lcking (::cc
Carey and JOhIISOn’s mrrnuscript on NP-ccmpleteneur, i'or a dcfirdt.Pon ol' &rotl(: NI'-cOnU!lc,t':~l,-.c:: UIV]. the thr66partition problem).
(b) The basic BL (bottom-up,

left-justified) al.gorithm, u::in(: a poorly ordcrcd ti::t L , c;v! perform
A

arbitrarily badly relative to en optimization algorithm.

c-5mplc: cxnmplc: illu::trntin[: thi:: fhct ic zhow~

in Mgure 1. The rectangles in the list L = (p,,p,,..., pn)
In particular, let pi = (xi,yi) , where
(r,l+ic)

if

i

odd

i

L'vcm.

altculatc b&wee11 vcrtic:L2 and horizontal slabr.

.

(x,#Y,) =
if

(%c)

The height of the BL packing is [n/2-l + O(nc) whereas an optimum pocking can l
of l+O(nc) . Thus, the ratio of packing height:: can bc mrrdr: ire lar(;e a:: clc;$rcd.

P”
I

pn-1
.
.
.

I

l
.

.
.
.

Pi
_ __-e---w

I

Figure 1.

A Wd UI, I'ltcking.

:a::ily bl* ::txn to l!avc ;I hq:Jgkf

Figure ; s!k

0)

decreasing widths.

of this piece,

Lzi A denote the region of

y denotes the height

an example.

If

-

1% renzins to si:~.~ that A is at least

areas

oiyi'; c: ,:~y p;'oce.

Since th? set cf s:rch lines is of t-.?~surc zero. ig-

strict 03rselvcs to lines \rhich c!z r.3, coincide with the (upper or lo~;zr)

For convenience WI! may rc-

:!? shall sb:r t:zt t+e sun of t!je cctu?icd segncnts is

st lo?; t the SUYI of the unoccu~icd s?;znts.

Qf t.'-s- XI p,ycI:ima-

+ing ses.lrnts corre;ponZing to cuts through unoccG?ied and occupied

Any horizontal

J”

cut or line thrcugh A can be ?arti tinned into altcrna-

Tie rL-.ult will tht!s be proved.

h21: occcpicd.

Y

h'f2 + h+ _ 3
hEL
--<
h*f2
hOPT -

and if yz-h*/2, we have

h(-Jq

h
B' <y+h*<v+2y=3
-A

>naxly,h*/2; and hence, y > y iTplies
O?? --

S:rpp3sc we can She:;' that A is at lezst half o:cupied. Then we have

the bin up to height h*.

:hcn hnL =y+h*.

h

ordered by

Let h* denote the height o: L'
rlie lowm edge of a tallest piece

whose upper edge is at height h .

?l-00 f:

Thir, bound is best possible,

Let L be a list of rectangles
Initially,

consider

The piece q

need

not be in A; its

at a height ex-

For suppose not; then the left-most piece, say q', cut by

Second, all lines must cut through a piece abutting the

q".

Thus,

that q would have fit

the initial segnent must be corn- '

we have the contradiction

above

no piece has been assigned entirely

h.

(Once

p is at least as wide as q.

by the line.)
It

not prevent

foll?;is that for each segncnt representing unoccupied space along the line

But q is packed later than p; consequently,

unoccupied space cut

again, at the tine q is assigned its height could
its placement in a sufficiently wide

of S.

is assigned, it is placed above the line, q must be wider than the 1enSth

Let p be the piece bordering 5 on the left. Since when q

Kow consider any segznt, S, of the line which cuts through an un-

than

occupied spac'Fi.

less

into the space above q" in such a way that its loyier edge is at a height

pletely unoccupied.

above the line, the space vertically

at the point in time we are considering,

prior to
hence less than x. Since

since q” was packed
of q” and

But

q, the width of q must be less than that

the bifdth of

Thus, the length, x, of the unoccupied, initial segnent of the

line must be at least

the line.

the line nust abut another piece, say q", to the left and entirely below

left bin edge.

least one piece.

First, botton-up packing implies that all lines must cut through at

occupied".

We.claim that at that point in the assfgnmcnt sequence the line is "half

existence is guaranteed by the fact that there is a piece packed above A.

ceeding the height, h, of the line.

edge

the partition of a given line just prior to when

the first rectangle, say q, is assigned with a lower

pied.
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Y

Ll

b
P
w
z:
u

*0

.

2:
L”

2
2
c

w
c
t
N

.2
Y

..

.
E.

c
&a

Y0

Note that an optimum packing can be

The triangular shaped solidly packed collection; of squares

2.

If the width of the bin is selected to he k2, then

Let k be two greater than the number of

k3

3

with t;l~ no;/ piece :,:aced on ton.
n

It is easy to verify that tk

C,?itting the details, the BL packing will correspond to

he i Sh: rati can no:.! be made to approach 3 as closely as desired.

ii:.

tb new list.

to

by adding as a new, last piece a rectangle of unit width and

a height which equals the height of the optimum packing corresponding

for 'i?. 3

to' the case of rectangles it is only necessary to augment the list

In the limit k-b=, t/e have the bound of 2.

hOpT= k3/2 +O(k2)

hBL

S(C) terms, we can find A list such that

the 2~;: of the bottom row and side edge effects is O(k2). Thus, ignoring

ro:;: of I;?it squares.

tcnu?fe? 5y \<idening the bin.

rcdLced ti increasing th e height of the packing, while the second is at-

ii01 d.n3 [JieCe sizes constant, the influence of the first edge effect is

on the left and right of the packing.

The row of larger pieces on the bottom

1.

packjng consist of

The edge effects inhibiting the waste of half the space in the BL

fully occupied.

foun? &hich, except for possibly the last row, is within O(E) of being

and final i -1 pieces of the row.

unit squdrcs alternates holes and pieces except for at most the inftial

I
!L

k

7i
I
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Problem 5.
Without loss
then E(X)

of

generality, let the distribution have merrn

= -& e-x2/2 , with djctributjon plu~cl.ior~

0

and varia::cc 1 . The d.qn::dt;

N(x) z. 1 ,:-x
l 2n

r .

.

(f”(:l.h!l-,

J’g.

174.

furlctj.on
)

VW 1qe

x , the approximation (ibid)
< 1 - rr(x)
n(x) $ - 1
2 >
(
Is useful.

r:

$Q

Let P (not N ) be the number of processors.

A running time x has chance N(x)' of being 2 the mzd.mvm.
if

(I-*)'<<l,

P n(N/x

or

Pn(x)/x>>l.

This is negUgible if N(x,+' << 1 , i.

We can find where it becomes negligible by roughly equating

to 1;

'-.

x

-

(InP-lnx-$(ln?+lnn))

= J? ln P - In 2 - In 111 I' - lrl ? - 111 K

Since the density of running times falls off faster than cq)oncntioUy for lnrgur v:Clu~: of x , wed the
likelihood of a running time being the maxhnwn fallc ofl' cxponcntiolly with :maUcr virlu~:: of x , the maximq,rcr
must with high probability be very near

q.2 In P - In In Y - constant .

We can bound the standard deviation ty considering the rattc:: al; which l.hc ~lcn::itic:
of the estimated

mean.

The dcnzity of xwmirc tirnc:::

provided that (x+ &x)2-x2 = 1 ;

&c2+2x*x

fall 0L'J' on tit%<3
bjr

drop:: nt 1c::rct by a factor of e j I' WC: JIwre:w:

Li 1 ;

In the other direction,

likelihood of a running time being the maximum drops by at least a factor of. e if WC dtcrea::e
by 1 i that is, if we increase n(x) by a factor of about 2 .

the

?' n(x)/x

This give:: rise to a 6~ of thl- same order

Together, this suggests:
m

e

a

n c

J2 In Y + o(ln P)

variance

=

1
0 IJAP
t
1

,

.

A more rigorous proof cm probably bc extra&cd from pp. XV-208 of Pcllcr.

A quick and dirty one i::

obtained by saying that the likely range of the maximum is around N(x) :: l/Y , Yld allowing N(x) to vary
by a factor of 2 or so.
Another approach to the vdri=lcc:
max of two such

sets,

tire mean ol’ the max

nnu E, , of CJ
c

number::,

for

N numbcrr

5s

a b o u t e/Z

tk.! eqcctcd v<aluc is ubout

In n .
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Problem 6.

ic the base 2 log , which by Stirling':: approximation is about
or 2 bits per internal node. Conventional. list representation: use &log N) bits per
The smaller number can be achieved by using prefix notation, where each node has cne bit to

The information intent of the structure
2N + constant,

internal node.
mark it as internal or external, followed by B data bits if external.
How many dags are there with N internal nodes? They can have at most N+l external nodes, which we will
CSJJ. vl...vN+l. To write a dag in an efficient notation, observe that each internal node except the root
must be pointed to by scme other node. By ordering the nodes correctly, the first such pointer can be a short
Put the root node in location 1 . Adclrescec contain 1 bit to distiuguish internal fran
(2 bit) address.
If an
external nodes. F.xternsl nodes have their B-bit values stored in the address field pointing to them.
internal

node has not been referred to before, it
If it has been referred to before, one
suffices.
Of the 2N addresses, exactly N-l are of
AssuJning B>lgN+l, we find the total storage

is allocated the first free address, and a single bit pointer
bit says so, and is followed by a lg(N) bit pointer.
34N+2.
1 bit. The other N+l arc of length Btl or
is at most

N-l+ (N+l)(B+l)

= N(B+Y\ + B , or If+2 bits per

internal node. Again, conventional reprccentations use much more.
There are more
To show a comparable lower bound, consider dags in which the left branches form a chain.
than N! different arrangements of the right branches, so the total number of bits required is al; least lg(N!) ,
or

lg N-constant

bits per node. (Thanks to Drrll Sleator.)

Problem7.
Let f(D,N)

be the expected number of maximal points out of N points in D dimottsions. (Ionsidcr the

points Pi = (Xl,x2,...,xD)

in order of dccrco:;inC

5 . 171cn

rIladml among Pl...Pi , restricted to D-l dimcncion::, ::o
conditions
B(N*D) .

f(D,l) = f&N) = 1 .

j:: mucimrrl in L, tLtiinlc:n::io;~s

Iaj.
T(D,N)

A routine array calculation,

=

f(D,N-1)

using min(N,D)

+

1'(D-l,Nl
- N

.i 1'1' il. 9s

, with boundary

cell::, computes f in time
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